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Mr. LLOYD. This committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee hearing was adjourned. J
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The light sensing and comparator circuits are similar to the electrc-~r:hanical
device. Instead of~n electric motor and mercury switches. it uses a ;:::;152
generator to es teb'l i sh the required t tmc-delay whtch causes the shift r ect s t er
to sequent i al l y step: up or down the uc tuation of Triac switches. rue "'jr'~dC',

further actuate solenoids wh-ich carry the full lighting load.

V. Test Results "

The first el~:~tro-mf..chanical unit wasrins te l l cd i n Poom31119o.. KSC
Headquarters Building. The lighting arrangement of the 20 1 x 13' room is
shown in Figure 3. .

, ,

The 24 fluorescent 40-watt: ~tilbs wereconnec~ed in four uniform groups which
sequentially turn on.ior off to maintain a minimum incident light Ievel of 95
foot candles. light.s automatically be.gin switching off when the light level
rises above 105 foot'candles.,
An hourly record was'maintaihecl sho.wing' the number of light banks illuminated.
Since the installation of the controller on January 26, 1977, (15 months)~ tte
total number of -bours any 'light bank turned on vas 704~ Considering 8Js;
hour workd~ys,lO,600 light bank hours were pos~ible during the 310 working
days. This.;lroounted'to asavi.ngs.of 94%,.l::()mpared to power consumed when all
the lights 'were onvhowever , :the'·sav.~ngs wason'ly 90% when compared to the
llghting levels after one thfr-d,·of·the light ..bulbs were removed during e
previous energy conservation program. "

Desks-were arranged to b~st utilize the incoming light and venetian blinds
were fully raised. Work being performed 'intheoffice was-both clerical and
engineering •. , ~orkers hav~ indicated comp'lete satisfaction with both the room
arrangement and the lights switching on and off automatically. During the
15 months of -oper-at.ton, --the -uni t operated sati sfac tor-t ly .and -did, not r-equi re
any adjustment or maintenance.

Prepared by

R. A.Sannicandro
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DD-[sorp.OG~ESS REPORT

AUTQWlT rc ltGHTCONTROLl[ R

I. SUirr:l~

An energy sa~ing cevtce to automati ca l l y -turn on end off>supple~:e.l1tary
lights in rooms with ~indow exposure has been designed, fabricated and tested
under NASA/KSCcontracts. The device senses thcaw~unt of liqhtreflcctcd
from e sel cc tcd area of the room and tncrcaces or decreases Lhe ,lrtif;ci,il
lighting to maintain 'a minimum pre-selected 11ght level. Fifteen months
after installing a unit in a 201 x 13' room' facing north at KSC. the results
showed a power saving of 90% compared to power cnormaHy used.

II. Introduction

In an effort to conserve energy, NASA/~S~embarked,Dn a project to
develop a method of automatically controlling the lights of periffieter offices
by taking maximum advantage of daylight. The development' resulted, in th~

creation of two types of units; an electro-mechanical device and an all
electronic device. Both are constructed of off-the-shelf components and' each
appears to perform equally well.

III. Description of the Electro~mechanical Device

The electro-mechanical device consists of a power suppiy~ a photo~

electric cell~ a dual voltage comparator integrated circuit~ two transistor~;

two switching solenoids. and a bi-directional 1 rpm motor on whose shaft is'
mounted a disk with four mercury switches. The circuit diagram is shown in
Figure 1-

The Cadmium Sulfide photo-conductive cell is strategically located inside the
room to sense the reflected light level from a representative surface of the
working area without becoming saturated by either the natural or artificial
light. Changes in light levels cause the DC voltage level to vary linearly
through the cell. The integrated voltage comparator circuit re-acts to
these changes through its dual in-line amplifiers followed by two swit~hin1

trans i stors and solenoids whi ch energi ze the' motor. Attached to the-motor
shaft are four mercury switches mounted on a disk which when rotated,
sequentially switch light banks on or off. The required time delay (approxi
mately 5 seconds) between switching is achieved by the rotational speed of
the motorized disk.

IV. Description of the-All-electronic Device

. The all-electronic device consists of a power supply, a photo-electric
cell, a d~al voltage comparator integrated circuit, a pulse generator, a four
bit bi-directional shift register and four Triacs. The circuit diagram is
shown in Figure 2.
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BALTIMORE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, 'TIlE TECHNOLOGY Cm-fy,~"P.CIAL

IUTION CENTERANDTHR, ECONOMIC DEvELOPMENT AtiMiNiS'l'AATION.

IF ~IGH,TECHNOLOGYt·AND IN ,PARTICULAR, ENERGY CONSERVAJION TECHNOLOGY

IS TO,BE CmmERCIALIZED TO IT t S !1AXnroM POTENTIAL, IT: IS IMPERATIVE

THAT THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT TAKE,A LEAD: AND' ASSIST', SHALL BUSINESSES

ENTER INTO THE MARKET PLACEREALISTlCALLY., THROUGH'THE USE OF IT I S

PURCHASING POWER, AND THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REHOVE TRE-UIi,'NECES'SARY

ENCUM_BRANCE~ OF THE' sMAil. 'BUSINESS'~'

(4)
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HULTIPURPOSE:BU~LDING.

THESE DlliONSTRATION HAVE SHOIm A SAVINGS IN EXCESS OF SIXTI PE?"CENT OF

THE ENERGY NORMALLY USED. WHEN TIIESE TEST ARE COHPLETE, A:,\'D TIlE DDIO~sTRA

TrON PROVES AT LEAST A FIFIT PERCENT ENERGY SAVINGS, AS EXPECTt.,"D9_·BASED

ON PAST PERFORMANCE, BALTIHORE HAS AGR~ED TO RETROFIT IT'S SCHOOLS AND

MUNICIPAL _BUILDINGSW!TH SOLARSTATS.

ONE -OF _THE NATIONS LARGEST -BUILDINGS HAS AGREED. TO THE mSTALLATION OF

SEVERAL SOlARSTATS. TO DETERMINE IT'S .ADAPT~,ILITY TO THE BUILDING'S

EXISTING ENERGY CONSERVATION CONTROL SYSTEMS.

WWA HAS CONSISTENTLY ATTEMPTED rOPLACE SOLARSTATS IN VARIOUS GOVERNHENT

INSTALLATIONS ANDBUrLDI~GS. INsPIrE .or :THEPROVEN ,ENERGY CONSERVATION

SAVINGS FROM THE USE OF SOLARSTATS. P'.A."fi GOVERk"ffiNT AGENCIES HAVE R'&

FUSED TO USE THE DEVICE IN THEIR ENERGY SAVING PROGRA.'1S. TO DATE, NO

NATIONAL GOVE!Ut'1'fENT AGENCY HAS INDICATED.. A SERIOUS INTEREST rn USING

SOLARSTAT, AS A FORM OF ENERGY CONSER.;VATION. THE STANDARD. gBUFF IS

"WE'RE PURSUING OTHER METHODS OF ENERGY. CONSERVATION".

A MAJOR. PRODUCTION FACILITY FOR TIlE MA.'WFAC'IURDIGOF SOL.A.RSTAT, AND

OTHER ELECTRONICDEVICE~,I~ SCHEDULED TO BE+OPEhT£D -IN THE CITY OF

BALTDtoRF.;,DURING .EARLY,SlJ11}it;:R.THIS FACILITY WILL ~E Olo1l\'ED AND OPERATED

BY WWA. TIllS EFFORT IS BEING ASSISTED BY ~CITY ,OF BALTD10RE, TIlE

(3)
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v."HA IS PURSUING THE CmP.'1ERCIALIZATrO~ OF THE LIGHT CONTROr.-'DEV"ICE -UNDER

THE TRADE N.4..'1E OF .ISOV....~STAT". DURING' THE INITIAL -ATTEMPTS -OF -HWA TO
,

CO~rj.l:ERCIALIZE THE SOLARSTAT. THE COMPANY WAS INTRODUCED TO A MINORITY

ENTERPRISE S}~L BUSINESS INVESTHEtrr CORPORATION' (XESBIC). THE PURPOSE

OF MESBIC IS PURPORTED TO BE 'TO JIELP MINORITY BUSINESSES E~~ER INTO THE

MARKET PLACE. HOWEVER, OUR EXPERIENCE WAS 'mAT THE MESEIIC, A PRIVATELY

O\-lh'ED COHPANY t HAD THE OBJECTIVE OF GAINING ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF MINORITY

INVENTIONS AND BUSINESSES. -WITH FEDERAL FUNDS.

IT IS niPERATlvE THAT THE CONGRESS TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT "pRIVATErl

MESBICs';-ro PREVENT UNKNOWING· INDIVlIlUALS' ANri" SMALL BUSINESSES FROM

BEING SCURRILOUSLY PlRATED'·BY GOVERNMENT 'SPONSORED SUl3VERTIVE ORGANlZA-

TrONS Jl~ INDIVIDUALS.

i~A HAS'LATER DIRECTED TO THE' TEC~NOLoGYCOMMERCIALIZATION'CENTER,"WH±CH

IS A BRA."'l'CH OF THE -MINORITY S:1ALLBUSINESS DEVELOPHENT AGENcY, A BRA~CH

OF THE DEPARTHENT OF COMHERCE~ WASHINGTON D.C. -WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF

DR. BUTLER, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER, W\~A HAS MADE CONTACT WITH SEVERAL

LOCAL, STATE," FEriERAL A.tID" COIDIERCIAL -ORGA.~IiAT±01~S 'ANn AGENCIES. IT' \~AS

THROUGH rsrs 'OFFI'cE, THAT ADIA,LOG 't.;rAS ESTABiISHED'BETwEENTHE CrTY OF

BALTlliORE, MARYLAND AND WWA.-A'S A:RESULT OF THE 'iNTRODUCTION'; A DEMON.. '

STRATION PR6GRAM'IS INSTALLED"IN THE'BAt;'TIMORE"SCHoOL SYSTEM AND A

(2)
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WARREN AND. lVILLIA.'1S: ASSOCIf\TES, ING.-(W~j",:IS' };,. :MI~dItiTY' ~T'ERPRis<E.>Tirn

COMPANY WAS FO~'1ED IN1976i~ FOR THE PURPOSE OF :ENGAGING IN THE FIELD- OF

•

. PRESENTED-TO;

, cAin."~·.-wAlmEN
WARREN' AHp.WI:LQA."1S ASSOC~, INC.
P. ·0 .. Box"5097
TITl!SV}~LF;,,:FLORIDA 32 7:~O

(305) 453-6334

HOt!SE'SUBCOHMITTEE
ON OVERSIGHT
F:EBRUARr2.3,,_19,~

TECHNOLOGY ,RESEARCH" DEVELOPMENT AND,MANUFACT;URING OF: HIGH ,TECHNOLOGY

E~ERG:YEFFICfENT'APPAP.ATUSES.'THE OBJECTIvt'or TIlE 'FIRM wAs, ANn IS, TO

'UTIUZE IT'S RESOURCES FOR THE 'CREATION OF NEw TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS'WHIcH

WILL ADDRESSTHEPROBL~ffi ,IN THE F~ELD OF ENERGY CONSERVATION.

A CONTRACT BETWEEN WWA AND NASA, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER WAS ENrEREDINTO'

IN 1976, .FORTl-!E DEVELOPMENT;. OF ,~' AUTO}1ATI~_ ,LIGHT CpNTROL D~ICE,.:prn

PuRPOSE,OF" ras ,DEV:j:CE'WAS TO 'SAVE' ~ER:GY. ,:BY -RFJ)UC~'~,G' ARTiFICIAL INTERIOR'

LIGHTING. PROPORTIONATE TO:THE INCREASE:OFTHE,INTERIOR'S 'EXPOSURE TO THE

SlJNLIGHT. THE DEVICE HAS BEEN DEVELOPED A.."ID HAS BE,EN n;STED BY NASA.

KENNEDY SPAC~ CENTEk.'':'~uRi~d' i'~iFT~EN' HONTH EVAi.UATl()NOF'--tiiIS~j.iETHbD

OF Eh'ERGY CO!ilSERVATION,AT NASA KElTh'EDY SPACE CENTER, NINE'ty PERCENT

(90%) OF THE ELECTRICAL ~RGY NORMALLY USED p WAS SAVED.

NASA WAIVED THE RIGHTS TO THE PATENT ON TIlE APPARATUS BACK TO "mA, UPON

THE RECOHMENDATION OF THE OFFICE OF- TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION. WWA HAS

APPLIED FOR A PATENT, AND- A PATENT IS PENDING.
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We went into. construction to a minority goal and to a large
subcontracting program to. get more than Iipservice under the best
efforts clause. Wewere not getting any positive responses and we think
you will see more and more of this.

This law came into effect in October 1978 and NASA implemented
it in June, and we were one of the first to do that, and, as you know,
sir, there has been some pressure from Congress to get DOD and DOE
on the stick. .

Mr. LLOYD. Thatikyo\iveryinl1ch.
rhis concludes ot:!rh.~aring for today. ." . .
I would like to takethe opportunity not only to thank my colleague

and friend, Bill Nelson; Tor providing.this opportunity, andfor doing
a lot of the basic work but also to thamuny staff who has, in my opin
ion, done a very outstanding job,'and(certainly, we again have to
acknowledge the presence ofone of the members of that staff, R~y
Brill. .

I would like to thank Mr. Autry, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Scherer, Mr.
Ivey, Mr. Searle, Mr. Humphrey, Mr. Cerrato, Mr. Thornton, and Mr.
Lohse, and I would take this opportunity to thankall of you for join
ing us today. I hope sincerely that it has been as rewarding to you as
it has been to us. .

Mr. Nelson! .i>.. . ,.,.Mr. NE~sON. Ijust ",ant to note the presence of three people here in
the room (my personal adviser' on defense and space'related activities,
Col. Ed Ramsey. I ",ant .to also. note, in addition to Ed, the Com
mander of the Eastern Missile and Space Center, Colonel Burkland,
and T want to also acknowledge-his deputy, Colonel Jones and we
appreciate you all arranging these fine facilities for congressional
hearing. Weappreciate that. i., .

[Theprepared statement of Mr. Warren. follows :]

"',",--:.
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acquainted with one set, instead of fl"odiIig you with three. We are
incorporating standard clauses by references so that that relieves, the
arnount of paper, too. We have reduced our reports. We are not-s-in
our financial data reporting. We are concentrating reports at the sys
tems level rather than going down to what I call the 'nitpicking level.

Mr. NELSON. Is NASA headquarters in Washington doing the same
thing! ' ",' ,

Mr. LOHSE. Yes; the incorporation by reference is a NASA-wide
progr~m, incorporation of clauses by reference. Yes, sir.

Mr. LLOYD. One other thing isthat-e-I would just be interested,
and I kIlow this afternoon we are going to have an opportunity to take
a look at the Space Shuttle and some of these applications-c-I will at
that time be asking you some questions which I may even incorporate
in this hearing with regards to application of that technology, of the
technology which will be carried rnto space, to small businesses, and
how smal! businesses can participate more effectively, because it is a
pretty expensive bal! game to play in. If you have any thoughts on
this, we will be talking toyou this afternoon. .,,' ,

Yes, sir. We have another gentleman from the audience whowould
like to say a 'Word.

Mr. SWENSON. Can I address.Mr, Lohse!
Mr. LLOYD.SU!"e. " " .', ' '
Mr. SWENSON., Doug Swenson, Micro Processor Systems, Orlando,

Fla.
Inappendix 1 you differentiatebetween large business and small

business prime awards, of the $25 million., ., " "
Now, is that construction, like construction of buildings or pads and

stuff!
Mr. LOHSE; Yes; that is all construction in appendix T.
Mr.SWENsoN.OK-Let's eliminate t~at.

What about in high technology! ' , " , ' ,••' ' ,"'.. .
Where does small business figures and high technology 'in Space

Shuttles show up here! " , • • ',: ' ••.
Mr. LOHSE. We have very little in high technology because we just

don't have any-s-manypure R. & D. dollars.
Mr. SWENSON. OK. .
Second question. Does NASA, in some way,eoordinate on the prime

awards for systems and technology programs, like communication, or
whatever a prime award is-say there was Martin Marietta or a large
company like that-does NASA coordinate subcontractsto those
prime contractors in their programs or, do you do anything to foster
the prime contract going to the small businessman for some of these
subcontracts! , ' .,.. " ,,'. ,... ..••

Mr. LOHSE. For the past, oh, 3 or 4 years we have had a best efforts
clause that told our major prime tonse small business and disad-
v"ntaged concerns. ",., .

Now, under Public Law 95-507,we, on any contract we lend over
$500,000, we get a small business and disadvantaged coneern utiliza
tion plan and we review it, in conjunction with the Smal! Business
Administration, and it must show us what business, what kind, and
how much is going to which category, and it will now produce more
positive results than the best effort one,
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M;'.iLLOYD. l'hallky()u vel')i'iriUch, Mr. Lghse.
Mr. Nelson i .'. -. <.... •..••...
Mr. NELSON. What is the demand light regulator! Was that the one

that was awarded to Carl Warren I .
Mr. LOHSE.Yes. Yes, ."i. . '.' '.'
Mr. NELSON. I saw Carl in here a while ago.
Mr. L()HSE. Carl is here.
Mr. NELSON: There he is. •. ..,.i.. -:'. .... . ... '
Now, as it has been brought ()l1t"in previous testimony, he got thd

opportlinity to develop that through yOIl all, but then he has had sub
sequent problemsin marketing that commercially.

Isn't that right, Mr. Warr"n I
Mr.W.ARREN. Right. • .•. ' ..•. '... ' . . . '.'
Mr: LLOYD. Would you identify yourself so that lady can h""r you.
1I1:r. WARREN. I am Carl Warren, Warren & Williams Associated.

Wehave had difficulty in marketing it-. Wehave overcome quite a
few of them, merely by hard work, to tell you the truth, and r find,
maybe, I am just not sophisticated enough to go the realm ofsome
otherpeople.' '.. ...'

We took the direct method, and, as the general marketing program
has picked up, it is unfortunate we haven't been able to market to the
Federal Government where it was tested; but we have found some
State and local government and private industry where we are now
doing installation, Weare getting readYt<>pI;ocess.. ." . .

In fact; we are opening up apialltup in the Baltimore area to
m"nufacture, to mass produce these. devices, which. is the electronic
device. ". .' .

Mr. NELSON. layouts, by the way, a competitive product to George
Humphrey's I • '.. '. .••. . •.... . ' .,
. We are talking about a device thatwilI regulate light in a room.

Mr.·WAR)lEN. Yes.. . ' •.• .
Mr.NELSON. Is itin competition to yours I
Mr;WARREN.Right.> .... .; .... . . .: .; .
Mr: NELSON. Let me ask y(juthis, Bill. You said that last year

KSC's total expenditure for R. & D. was only $1.4million.' .
WJ:>atwas that used for! .' . . ". . ... ".•. ...'
Mr. LOHSE. We had about four procurements. One or them was to

identifv-c-pardon me a moment. .' ". '•• "". .' ,,". ."
Mr. NELSON. Just tell me atlunch. I just want to be familiar with it.
Mr. LOHSE. Part of, them were-is a hypergolicarea and that type

of scientific research OJi snlfflng toxic detectors in that area.' .
Mr. NEI,SON. OK.
Mr. Chairman, just one more'luestion. ." ".', .'
NO'Iv, Bill, you are in a unique position. We have heard testimony

from everybody dealing with the Government that says there;s ex
cessive .paperwork that needs to. be given personal attention and so
forth and so on. You are in a uinque position to do that.

Now, I heard what you said about yoli are trying to, do this. Are
y?U really making any progress I '"., •. "." '< ", ••. ,.. , •..... ,"

Mr. LOHSE. Well,. we made some: Instead of floodin,g everybOdy
with hundreds of. invitations for bids and our request for proposal
clauses, we are usmg a streamline system, where you only have ~ be



NAS10-9489

High Technology Contracts
(Small Business)

$ 10,000

Management Analysis Center,_ Inc.

Identification & Analysis of Economic Impact o fi Re Lmburaemen t;

for Spacelab Services provided to Non-U.S. Government Users.

Toxic Leve-l Hypergolic Vapor Detection Sensor Development
Note: $l62K add-on pending

NAS10-9492

F.neigetics ScIences, Inc.

NAS10-9374

J. H. Wiggins Co.

$ 96,833

$399,584
&l

Space Shuttle Hazards nna Lys Ls.vs t.udy
Note: Addition $22.5K add~onpending

CC-80179A & 82279A $ 19,782

Lighting Technologies Inc.

Development of utilization Data for Lighting Detectors

/

'l\ppendix 7
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NATIONAL AEROrJAU'l'ICS M.JD :::;P"".:;~ 'I!)MINISTRA'fION. / ,.

SMALL A~D DISADVANTAGED BUSI~SS UTILIZATI0N PROGRAM
NEW RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COt~'rRAC~S:_

Fiscal Year 1979

Po r cerrt;
Total SIn:!ll 6£ Total

Ln s tia Ll.a t.i on Business Business Business-----
NASA TOTAL $175,642 $21,086 12.0

Ames 17,073 4,577 26.8

Dryden 1;858 360 19.4

Goddard 52,402 2,317 4.4

Headq'.lartGrs t,651 662 40.1

Johnson .18,183 2,6€jS 14' 7

Kcnn8dy 1,432 - ~,-Lan 'J Ley 29,382 °'2, 04 8.9

Lc ....vi ..:i 38,143 5, 76 15.7

;·!.L::~;~-"lll 1~L166 1, 70 11.7

'bTL -
\·J..~1.1 '.;r':~ 352 55 44.0

/

This t e.b l c re po r-t.s small bus Iaes s pa r t Lc Lpe t Lon in.
~~.!\SAIS new research and deve Lcpm nt activities by/
installat.ion. The report is lim ted to reportable
awards (NASA Form 507), generall vE $10 thousand or
greater, and to nc-.... con t rnc t r 1<.1 du r i nq this fiscal
year.

DOLLARS IN THOUS:\:-WS------------ NASA/K



KSC'S Sf1ALL BUSINESS PROGRAM

1st QUARtER fy BO

--,TOTAL OBLIGATIONS BY KSC

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS ON EXISTING LARGE. BUSINESS CONTRACTS

DIFFERENCE (MONEY AVAILABLE TO SBS)

$ & % to SMALL BUSINESS

$ & %to LARGE BUSINESS

-,

Appendix 5

$83;753.000 .

70,965,N9

12,7B7,371'·

6,999,000. (55%)

5,788,371 (45%)

"".00
~-;



Total Dollar
Awards in F'l79#

Langley $28,790

KENNEDY 18,189

Jolmson 15,851

Lewis 10,164

Marshall 7,351

_s 6,994

Goddanl 5,930

Wallops 2,758

NSIL 1,245

Dryden 1,190

NASA HQ 940
---

Total $323,668

$ in thousands. .

SEr-ASIDE AWARDS .'
TO

SMAU. AND DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS

%of Total FY 79
Business Set Aside

Langley 14.6%

Wallops 14.6

KENNEDY 5.6

Dryden 5.6

_s 4.3

NSIL 3.9

NASA HQ 3.8

Lewis 3.8

Johnson 1.4

Goddanl 1.2

Marshall 1.0
---

NASA Avg. 2.9%

Appendix '4

Ctm..Ilative Awards
under Section 8(a)*

Goddanl $43,078.

_s 37,049

!<ENNEIlY 23.2~O

Marshall 21,199

Langley 15,930

Johnson 14,779

""Dryden 12,027 00c-
Lewis 9,414.

NASA HQ 7,367

Wallops 5,180

NSIL 362
---

Total $189.655

* Since dnceptaon of
the- Sectncn 8(a) Program
in June 1970



FY 79

FY 78

FY 77

FY 76

FY 75

',~>(
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KSC 8( a) PROGRAM

GOAL

$3.9M

3.4M

2.75M

2.8M

2.5M

Appendix 3

ACTUAL

$3.983M

.4.492M

2.852M

2.565M

2.664M
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KSC AWARDS TO SMALL BUSINESS

$ GOAL ACTUAL

FY 79 37.33M 8.6% Il.6%

FY 78 30.83M 9.8% 14.6%

FY 77 ~9.64M 9.0% 18.6%

FY 76 20.16M II. 9% 12.7%

FY 75 15.91M 8.6% 11.9%

Append; x 2.
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SUBJECT: Repor-t. 'of Mino.ritySubcontr.actin.g,on-Space
Shuttle .Cons t r-uc t I.onj Kennedy Spac erCent er,
.Janue ry 1975;. "September 1979.

Total Prime Awards
Large Business Prime Awards
Small Business Pr Lne Awa.rds
Small Busines~_rrime A~ar4~

, of TotaLJ~rime

Total Subconttacts
Small Business Subcon t r a c t 'Awards
Small Busine5~ \ of Prime
Small Business tof-Subs'

Minority Busin~5'~ ~f~b~~~tract
A...'a rds

Minority Busi,~e5S t of Prime
Minority Business' of Subs

Small Business Prime and Sub
-con t r-ac t Awards

Small Business Prime and Sub·
contract Awards , of Total
Prime Awards!

Value
llBO·~473;-281 (3'6 contracts)

134,49(;683 . .
25,978,598

·,16,21

$110,979,081
64,683,682

40.31
.58.31

$ 26,342,020
16.41
23.71

$ 91,025,702

56.71

This table reports the current status of the minority
business sUbcpntracting effort at KSC with the
con:ractually! established 20 percent minority sub
contracting gpal.

(K) 10/11/79

APPENDIX 1
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One example of KSC's assistance in the R&D area to a small
disadvantagedfirm:resulted from a "demand light regulator,"
This cevdce-wasctnveneea. bya KSC:;e~gineer,;and- through our
small business specialist, :,:.asmall :contractwas' given toa.
minority ,owned firm to develop the concept. The firm has
now been licensed to market the device and is selling to
GSA, bank buildings, municipalities, and other sources.
It appears to bea futu~e success financially for them.
The firm could not obtain funds through K5C's TU Program
due to our, lack of, funds) the,refore, they had to borrow
from commercial sources.;

Appendix 7 lists s6niest~dy contracts awarde'd' smaYl"b'usfnes'g
which totals $526,199. Also, our personnel advise ·small
business prospects on all aspects of the small business' 'and
disadvantaged business programs and direct high technology
firms to the other centers that may have a need for the firms'
expertise and/or to NASA Headquarters. We have a comprehensive
instructive publication explaining clearly NASA's pro9urement
policies. We provide a copy to a~l prospective bidders/
proposers.

KSC procurement and technical personnel have presented many
programs and seminars in cities such as Miami, Jacksonville,
Cocoa, St. Petersburg, etc. to advise and instruct prospective
bidders on how to bid on our contracts. Seminars will be
considered for future presentation when it appears they will
be beneficial to the small business community.

Mr. Chairman, this:' concludes my statement. .! will be pleased
to answer any questions. you may have.
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~-'''4-. HOLD FOR RELE.~'-SE UNTIL
-~RESENTEDBY WITNESS

STATEMENT OF

MR. WILLIAM'M;~LOHSE

DIRECTOR,' PROCUREMENT, SUPPLX & TRANSPORTATION

JOHN F. KENNEDY SFAGECENTER

~'NAT±ONA.r:. AERONAUTICS AND: SPACE'ADMINISTRA'TION

,BEFORE ,THE

SUBCQMMITTEE'ONINVESTIGATIONS AND 'OVERSIGHT

COMMITTEE 9N.SCIENC~.~D TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
. .' -',

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee
to discuss the Kennedy Space Center's Small Business Programs.
Mr. Jack Dryer, KSC's Small Business Specialist, is here with
me. KSC is proud of its small business and minority programs
for services, construction, and .supplies. In 1979, KSC awarded
$37.33 million to small business firms which was 11.6% of our
total awards.

Our awards to small disadvantaged business firms in 1979 reached
almost ~4 million. This was accomplished through the 8(a}
Program which now totals $23 million of KSC awards since
the inception of the program in June. 1970.

In addition to awards through the 8{a) Program, we also
awarded over $1 million in direct competitive awards
to minority owned firms during FY 79.

In the same time period, KSC ranked second of NASA centers in
total set-aside dollars to small business and third in total
dollars to small disadvantaged firms through the eta) Program.

We are particulary pleased with our construction subcontract
program over the last few years. Appendix I gives a breakdown
of this program which shows that over $91 million or 56.7% of
KSC construction dollars went to small and/or disadvantaged
firms. The attached charts give the breakdown of our small
and disadvantaged business programs for past years.

Since KSC has been designated as an operational center, it
is not directly involved with R&D or high technology programs
except in very 'limited circumstances. Last year KSC I s total
expenditure for R&D programs was only $1.4 million. For this
reason, this Center has concentrated its efforts towards small
and minority business programs on services, construction, and
supplies.
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We also have awarded study contracts to small businesses of about
half a million dollars a year, and one of our most important functions
is advising personnel of small business about bnsiness prospects doing
business with Kennedy Space Center and NASA. In the case of a
high-technology company, we refer them to the centers or the head
quarters, program office that is conducting that type of program.

As a result of 95-507, we have expanded .our efforts and we are
trying to help reduce paperwork and legal fees because we will ex
plain the laws, the causes and the various regulations that pertain to
the procurement that we have underway.

In addition, we have had many and conducted many seminars
"Eami, Jacksonville, Cocoa-with both procurement and technical
personnel to help small and disadvantaged communities participate
in our program. We do this on a year-to-year basis and will continne
it. . •..' ,.... . ,

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement and I will be pleased
to answer any questions you may have;

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lohse follows:]
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Mr. LLOYD. I have. a question on that, but I will come back to it.
I think you might be thinking about it, aud,that. is, how do you get
away from what I call the media cheap shot on some of these projects!
You are aware, I'm sure, of the problem we have had with the
National Science Foundation concerning some areas of basic research.

Mr. CERRATO. I don't really understand the question. Could you
repeat it! ..... '.. .....•.. •....

Mr. LLOYD. Have you had any problems with the media in regards
to the. grants that you are making or the areas of study at the
universities ~

Mr. CERRATO. No. Absolutely not. . .
Mr. LLOYD. They will get around to you. Give them time.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. LOHSE

Mr. LOHSE. I am Bill Lohse, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
here. I would like to discuss the Kennedy Space Center'ssmall busi
ness programs with you. I have brought along Jack Dryer, our small
business specialist. KSC is proud of its small business and minority
programs for services, construction, and supplies. In 1979 we awarded
over $370 million to small business firms which was 1L6percent of our
total awards.

Our awards to small disadvantaged business firms in 1979 reached
almost $4 million. This was accomplished through the 8(a) .program
and our total, since we got into the program in 1970, is approximately'
$23 million.

In addition to awards through the 8(a) program, we also awarded
over $1 million in direct competitive awards to minority owned firms
during fiscal year 1979. .

In the same time period, Kennedy was second in NASA centers in
total set-aside dollars to small business and third in total dollars
under the 8(a) program.

We are particularly pleased with our construction subcontract pro
~ram over the last years. We were about the second agency to embark
III this are and we set a goal from about 20 percent of our subcon
tracts in construction for minority concerns and between minority
concerns and small business, over 56 percent of our Shuttle construc
tion-that is a $160 million program to date-of $91 million has gone
to small businesses and disadvantaged concerns.

Since KSC is an operational center, we are not directly involved
with R. & D. or high technology programs, except in very limited
circumstances. For exam:l?le, last year our pure R. & D. research
amounted to about $1.4 million, For this reason, we have concentrated
our efforts toward small and minority business programs on services,
construction, and supplies.

We do have an interesting example we heard about earlier and that
is the demand light regulator, wherein a small business firm and a
minority firm both have had a license and we waived our rights to
this Government patent, Government-held patent, developed by KSC
engineering, so that they cau develop and market the item. Both firms
are licensed to market the item and they are being sold to GSA, bank
buildings, municipalities.

c
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EXAMPLES OF KSC INNOVATIONS
RECEIVING MOST INQUIRIES

Ocean Thermal Plant

Implantable Hearing Aid

Artificial Limb Connector

Telephone Multiline Signaling System

Fiber Optic Cross-Bar Switch

Penetrating Fire Extinguisher

Handle- for Spray-Can, EXtension

Continuous, .SterflizationofPlumbingSystems

Fluidic Oscillator Gas Analyzer

Systemfor 'Monitoring 'Lighming Strikes

APPENDIX V

No. ,oJ Inquir,ies

410

302

224

207

199

169

123

108

104

104
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1978 Provided "3 stnallrelephone. manutacrurfngand repair-company
information on an injectionmelding.precess that-would allow themto"
manufacture a football -ahaped telephone.

2-3-80 Providing the Prosthetic Service for Restorative Dentistry, Inc; i
of Ft. Lauderdale information on ceramic materials that could be used.
tnstead.otprectoue "metals: in dennstry.
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10-12-78 Provided the Cnyonics-lnstitut e, .. Oak.Paz-k.. MI,: withInfor'mation
on Optimizing Insulation Weight on Cryogenic Storage Tanks.

10-27-78 Provided information to an author writing a childrens book on
lasers.

12-12~78 Provided"'ITI Electronics, lnc.j dnformatdonon-a combined PAM! .
PCM Audio Switching System for telephone communications.

12-19~78 Provided Project Outbound, Lake Worth, FL. information on
space benefits in the field of physical handicaps.

5-25-79 Provided a college student with information on KSC medical
research to assist him in obtaining information for a class paper.

6-1-79 Provided information to the City of Gr-eat Falls, Montana, on
fire fighting, emergency' plans, inventory control, personnel management,
etc.

9-6-79 Provided information to a writer for Radiant Editions who is
prepartng a book on infrared photography.

10-16-79 Provided a Lebanon, CT, high school-teacher with information
on how technology from the space program is being utilized by non-space
fields.

1979 Provided information to the Melbourne Kidney Center, Melbourne,
FL, With information on how to improve the treatment of water to be used
in the dialysis machines.

1979-80 Demonstrated to citrus growing managers the value of infrared
aerial photography in citrus grove-management.

1-29-80 Provided a New Smyrna Beach woman information on "Tech
nologies, for the Handicapped and the Aged."

1-30-80 Provided the Electric power Research Institute information on
hardware/software concepts to check out malfunctions in nuclear power
plants and provide automatic shutdown.

1979 Provide the Gerald Price grave location business with information
on equipment that would assdatt m grave location 'operatdons,
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EXAMPLES OF ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO
SMALL BUSINESS,S.CHOOLS, AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVEI1.NMENTS

1973-76 ASSisted Brevard County Health Department to IDl:iP underwater,
grass beds in county rivers.

1973-75 Assfsted the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission
in mapping vegetation in the Lake Washington -ar-ea ,'

1978 AssistecIthe City cof PalmBay in:r11a'king "Land UseMap~" of
the city.

2-7-78 Provided the Bently Nevada Company: With tntormattcn on 'Micro-
programming ,+9T Real .Ttme.Data. Acqutsttton,

2-10-78, -Provtdeda. University orFlortdaman.wtth information for a term
paper on home computers. '

2 -22-78 _Provided a Merritt .Ieland man with. information em,A pcllo Thermal
Protection Subsystems. . , - . -

3-2-78 Provided information toa Gainesvflle man on e tool forequal-
Iztng cable tensions in elevator and crane cable systems. ,.

3 -9-78 P;ovid'ed an author of' a 'boOk on benefits that h~ve come about as a
result of thespaceprogram With 5 bcokletsoftntormanon. "'-

5-10-78 ProVid~the Fi~rida Powef cotpor~tion:Withinfor.~k-don'ionthe
Lightning' Current Detector'.

9-12-78 Provided the -Re1ia'nceElectricResearchCenteiWtth'infOrmation
on "Spotting SmallLiqufdLeaks"

9-13-78 Provided the Hudson Oxygen Therapy Company with 'out tech brief
on' "Contamination Monitoring of .f~uid~! "

9-22-78 Provided Br'oward County Courthouse Archives and-Minutes
Division Information On freeze drying their' records in the event of water
damage, . ,-; , ."- .. ', ',-- .' "

1O~12-78 Provided the Wright Line Comp~te/:Acc-~ssbri~~':'C~~p~nywith
information on Program Audits.

APPENDIX IV
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follow:

1. C6oper-ative proNcts:

a. Technical project management of the "Density Measuring

Device" for USDASCS.

b. Demonstr~tion of light~ing, in clouds for th~ FAA use in

aircraft routing, u~ing the Lightning Detection and

Ranging~ystem at KS~.

c. Corrosion Control Handbook for Mass 'T'iaJl~itSyste'ms:;

co.-sponsored by Urban Mass Transit Administration; NASA,

and DOD will be used for the first time in M~ami.

d. Li:ghtnirig' Current-:Monito'riised'by'Department ofE~-ergy

and others to instrument lightning strikes.

2. Demonstration o_f-technolo~y::

a. Visits to KSC to demonstrate expertise which would be

Some examples

find ':otheI:Wi,se, -such .us lab techniques ;'diffi.cul t

tnedi~_a}__ Xvr a'y "reading for h~'g~"re,solutioIl.' capa~i1.it.y , etc.

b. Speaking engagements by trained experts in-failure ana~ysis'

t echndques., "enet-gy. electronic systems • etc.

c. Manuals and papers written on technology, 'cri teria,

standards,et~;

3. Dissemination of technology by contact:

a. Speaking engagements

b. Publ1c sector working relationships, etc;

c. Professional organizations

d. Professional meetings

4. Transfer of technology by cross-fertilization in job related projects

Technology Transfer Methods

Technology' Transfer takes on a mu l t I vf'ace t ed role

'/

l'



New England ReseerchApplicetion CentDf (NERAC)
Mansllald Professional Park
Storrs, Connecticut 06268

Daniel Wilde. Ph.D,; director
Phone: (203) 4864633

North Carolina Science and Technoiogy Research Center
(NC:STI'fC)
POSI Ottice Sox 12235
Resear:h Triangle Park. No.rth Carolina 2n09

Peter J. Chenery. director
Phone: (919) S49-067l

Technoiogy Applications Center (TAC)
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque. New Mexico 8713\

Sranley Morein. Ph,D.. director
Phone: (50S) 2n-3622

Western'Reseerch ApplicetionsCenter (WESRAC)
University of Southern California
Universily Park
Los Angeles, California 90007

Robert Mixer. Ph,D.. actingdirec:or
Phone: (213) 741-6132

Kerr Indust,,'al Applications Centef' (KIAC)
Southeastern Oklahoma Stale University
Ouran!. Oklahoma 74701

ROberr Oliver. Ph.D.. director
Phone: 1405)924·0121, Ext.413

State Technology Applications' Centers

NASA'FloridaSlete Technology Applications Cenrer
Slate UnIversity System of Florida
311 wen Hall
Gainesville. Florida 32611

Ron 'Thornton, "Dib~ctci_r
Phone: (904)392-6626

NASAlUniversity of Kentucky State Technology
Applications, Program
University Of Kentucky
109 Kinkead Hall
Lexington. Kentucky 40506

William A. Strong. manager
Phone: 1606)25B·4632

COSMIC

112 serrcw Hall
University Of Georgia
Athens, GeOrgia 30602

Harold G. Hale. Jr.. di,ector
Phone: (404) 542·3265
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NASA Biomedical Appllcation'Teams

Research Triangle Institute
Post Office 80x 12194
Hesearctr Triangle Park. North Caroline 2n09

DorisRouse. direCIOr
Phone: (9191541-6256

Stanford, University .schooiofMedicine
Cardiology Division
Biomedical Technoiogy Transter
701 Welcn Road. Suite 3303 .'"
Palo Alto. Caiifornia 94303

Donald C. Herrison, M.D: director
Phone: (415) 497-5935

AdvisoryCemer ;or''MedicaITechn:ology& Systems
University of Wisconsin .. .
1500 Johnsen Orive
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

William N. Fetlner. Ph.D., director
Phone: \,608,)263-2735

NASA Technology Application Teams

PUblic Technology Inc.
1140 Conneoticut Avenue. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Tom Smith. acting, director
Phone: (202) 452·7700

SRI international
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menio Park. California 94026

Tom Anyos.PIUj:,'directo;
Phone: (415) 326-6200, Ext. 2864

liTResearch InstiNle
10 West 35th Street
Chicago, illinOis 60616

Edmund R. Bangs. director
Phone: (312}"S674191



NASA Field centers

Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics,and Spaca Administration
Moffett Field, California 94025

TechnolOgy Utilization Officer: Charlos C, Kubokawa
Phone: (415) 96$.5554

Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center
. Naf,onal Aeronautics and SpaceAdmln'.s<ratioo

Post Office ao~ 273 ' '",
Edwards, California 93523

Technology Utilization Otficer::john C;Orane (acring)
Phone: (805) 258-331,1, Ext: 787

Goddard Sp!l-ca Flight Canler
Natlo~a!AerOnautics'and SpaceAd,ministration
Greenbelt, Maryland 20711

Tachnology Utilization Officer: Donald S. Friedman
Phone: (301) 344-6242

Lyndon B. JohnsOll Space Canter
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Houston, Texas n058

Technology Ullization Officer: john T. Whooi9r
Phone: (713}483-3809

John F. Kennedy Space Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Kennedy Space Center. Florida 32899

Technology Utilization Officer: Raymond Cerraro
Phone: (30S} 867-2780

Langley 'Research Center
National Aercnauues and Space AdminisUation
Langley Station
Hampton, Virginia 23655

Technology Ulilizallon and Applioations Programs Officer:
John Samos
Phone: (804) 827-3281

Law;s Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
21000 Brookpark Road
Clevelaod, Ohio 44135

Technology Utilization Officer: Paul Foster
Phone: (216) 433-4000. Ext. 6422

G901'99 C. Marshall Sp9ce Flight Cenl'8r
National AeronautiCS and Space Administration
Marshall Space F~ghl Center; Alabama 35812

Director, Technology Ulilization Office: Aubrey D. Smith
Phone: (20S} 453:'2224
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NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91103

Technology Utilization Oftic~r:JOhnC.Drane
Phone: (213) 354-6420

Wallops Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Wallops Island. Virginia 23337

Technology Utilization'Officer: Gilmore H. Trafford
Phone: (804) 824-3411, E~t. 2201/$-.'

Regional Remote Sensing Appllcallons Centers

National Space Technoiogy Laboralories
Earth Resources Laboratory
1010 Gause Boulevard
Slidell. Louisiana 70458

Director. Southern R9gional
Remote Sensing Applications Center: Roy.Estess
Phone: (504) 255-6472

Goddarcl Space Flight Cenrer
Greenbelt, Maryland 20n,

Head. Eastern Regional
Remote Sensing Applications Center: Philip CrElSsy
Phona: (301) 344-7858

Ames Research Cenrer
MoHaN Field. California S4035

Chi9f. Technology Applications Branch: Dale Lumb
Phol'\9: (415) 965-5900

NASA Healjquartr,rs
Techr'lology Transfer Division
Office 01Spaca and "rerrestrtar Applications
WaShington, D.C, 20546

Manager, Regional Remote
Sensing Applications Program: Richard H. Weinstain
Phone: (202) 755-7450

Industrial AppUcatlons Centers

A9rospaC9 Res9arch App'iicalions C9nter (ARAC)
1201 East 38th Street
Indlanapolis,lndiana "'6205

E, G. Buck, director
Phone: (317) 264-4644

KnoWI9dge Availability Systems Cent9t (KASe;
Unive~ity 01 Pittsburgh
Pi~burgh.Pennsylvania 15260

Allen Klint. acling',dlrector
Phone: (412) 624-5211
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SMALL, HIGH TECHNOLOGY FIRMS AND INNOVATION

FRID~Y,MARCH 21,1980

. ... HOl]SE pF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITI'EE ON SOIENOEAND TEOHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT,
... . AlbuqueTque, N.Mew.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at9 :30 o'clock a.m.,in
the Room Picuris, Albuquerque Conventon Center; 401 Second Street,
the Hon. Jim Lloyd (chairman) presiding. .. . .'

Present: Representatives Lloyd (California), chairman; Lujan
(New Mexico); and Roth (Wisconsin). . .

Also Present: Ray Brill, counsel; Jerry Staub, staff directorrand
Dick Hapke, technical assistant.

Mr. LLOYD. Good morning. ,. >.
We are very pleased to be here this morning to discuss a very im

portant subject for all of us, small, high technology firms and
innovation.

I am particularly pleased to be here with my colleague, Manual
Lujan,whom:I am sure all of you know; and Toby Roth, who hails
from Wisconsin.

I am particularly happy to be in Mannie's district:
This is the fourth field hearing on this important topic and Con

gr""sman Lujan has been very active and a valued participant in this
committee.

I want to thank him personally both for his expert work and the
hospitality which he has extended to this committee.:

We.havehada series of hearings on this subject which discusses
the issues ofsmallvhigh-technology firms and innovatipn.We have
had hearings in Appleton; Wis., Long Island,N.Y:, Patrick AFB,
Fla., and our final hearingwiHbe in Pomona, Calif. We are looking
forward to the testimony today. I Understand we have some very ex
citing witnesses. In order not to take up too much of their time, I think
we will move along. . . .. . .: . .. .. .

I would like to take this opportunity to once again thank you,MaIl-
nie..for the opportunity to bewith you. '..•.:,.:..... ... .•..

I will turn the microphone over to my colleague from New Mexico.
·Mr' LUJAN~.Thankyou. . .. " ....'

I simply want to.take-iust.aminute or so to thank bothyouand
Toby for coming to New Mexico this year. ',':

Interestingly, hearings are tailored tothe particular area where we
are holding the hearing. Iri.thishearing we are approaching the tech
nology in the gasohol area because of the interest here.. 0....f course,

. ·(301)' . . .. .. .
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with the large number of solar technology firms in the area and the
potential for solar technology in this area, it is very appropriate that
we have those kinds of hearings here.

I just want to make one point that sometimes unexpected thoughts
seem to come out. We have talked about a technology transfer, and,
after all, that is the purpose of the hearings allover, but one of the
things that came out in our hearings in New York demonstrated how
the Government can help this technology to move out into the market.
It seems like when we start talking about tax credits on solar, for ex
ample, which was the example given, then the solar market kind of
dries up. People start waiting until the tax credit is passed. Once it is
passed, then it really accelerates. It is just kind ?f. an interesting side
line that came as to how government can participate and push this
technology ahead.

I don't want to take up any more time. I had some very brilliant
things I wanted to say this-morning before my constituency, but I just
want to thank both you and Toby for taking time to come here.

Mr. LLO"ID. Thank you very-much.
Mr. Rothl
Mr. ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. I also want to thank Con"

gressman Lujan for inviting us to come to his district. Last night
when we came in, and I think you will agree, it was a beautiful set
ting as you comein from the airport to the city.

Mr. LLO"ID. If we could just can the air and take it back to Los
Angeles. ". .

Mr. ROTH. Yes; I agree,
We had a very interesting hearing- in Appleton. From that hearing

I have been working on legislation to dovetail in some ofthe things
we have learned. I intend, and I am sure all of us do, tolsama great
deal here today. I think this will help us on the floor and in debate
and also in working on the legislation.

I came to Congress a little better-than a year ago. I came and I
looked at the people that were on my committee and tried to memorize
their faces. The reason I bring that up is because the first time I had
an opportunity to meet MannieLujan was when he walked on the
floor. one day and I was sitting beside one of the older Congressmen
and I asked,"What is that Lujan like I" He said, "Well, he rsa hard
worker; he knows his legislation, .he is honest, bnt I want to warn you
about one thing, though, never play poker with him."

It is nice to be here today with you, Mannie.
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you.
Mr. LLO"ID. With that, we will commence with the witnesses; We

will start with Mr. Jesko, then Mr. Loll, then to Mr. Dilnzio.
Rudy, thank you very much for joining ns this morning. I presume

you have a.prepared statement and if you wish to paraphrase' any of
that or make any changes, feel free to do so and we will accept your
written statement forthe record without objection. .

You have the floor.

STATE:M:ENT OF RUDYJESKO

Mr.J"'sKo: Mr. Chairman, lam only here maybeasa grassroots type
person. We are interested in building a plant and we have run across
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lots of problems trying to get these thillgs funded. The grassroots end
of it, which is what weare looking at, isour big problem. We can't
get by all the laws and regulations that have to becomplied with to
build this. So we are just interested this morning in trying to find. out
where, when, how, who, and what to do about it. Really, that is all I
know that I am here for.

Mr. LwYD.Let's talk about your plant, then. What is it that you
are interested in, what kind of a plant are you talking about!

Mr. JESKO. We are interested ingrain alcohol: 'Ve have a lot of
wastes on our farms that we could put into grain alcohol.

Mr. LLOYD. What kind of grains are you working with!
Mr. JESKO. Corn, maize, wheat, barley. We also feed cattle and, of

course, the feed end of the alcohol plant is interesting to us. We utilize
the feed as much as we do the alcohol,

Mr. LLOYD. In "ther words, what you want to do isto make a mash
for alcohol and then after you have extracted or made the alcoholyou
then intend to use the residue as a feed for cattle; is that correct!

Mr. JESKO. Yes, sir, that is right.
The feed end of itis almost as important. We are in the feedingbusi

ness arid we think that is as important as the alcohol, Gasohol will
be something we have to have. We are having trouble today getting
fuel right now. .... .' '., .

Mr. LLOYD. In other words, what you wan~ to do, then, is not only
make the alcohol, but you want to use the alcoholas a fuelon.the
farm so that it goes into the total cycle of operation, is that correct!

Mr, JESKO. Yes, sir. Of course that makes it a lot more feasible eco
nomicallyto do that. We have two products that are ready and avail-
able instantly that we can utilize. .

Mr. LLOYD. mat are the products!
Mr. JESKO. The feed end of it and, of course, the fuel end onto We

utilize a lot of fuel, .
Mr. LLOYD. Can you lIse alcohol directly in your farm equipment or

do.you have to make some changes! '.' . '.'
Mr. JESKO; No, sir. In our gasoline makeup we can use it directly,

but we need an injection system to use it in our diesel pumps, but that
can be done.. .

Mr. LwYD. You Usestraight alcoholin a diesel!
Mr. JESKO. No, sir, not in a diesel, It has to be injected arid usedin

combination. . .. .'
Mr. LLoYD. With the diesel fuel, what are the percentages, do you

~w! . .,
Mr.JEsKo. You can go up as high as 50, 60,70 percent iri diesel,

There are experiments being done today as high as 100 percent. You
can go that high today withoutany problem. There is no major prob
10mto converting a-diesel engine to alcohol.

Mr. LLOYD. mat do you have to do, change the injector nozzles!
Mr.•JESKO. Yes, sir, because diesel and alcohol don't mix andyou

have to inject it separately. All that system is is just a .differentway
of injecting, which is easy to do, justpumpsanda different tank. Si
multaneously it goes in and burns it without any-major overhaul to
the engine.

Mr. LLOYD. Thank you very much.
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.Mr. Lujan' . . ....• . '. '. .• . .
Mr. LUJAN. Mr. Jesko.wasaskedto the hearing today because he is

probably the classic example of what can be. done in alcohol fuels
today. They operate, I believe, 10 irrigation pumps.

Mr. JESKO. Twenty-one. . . .
Mr. LUJAN. Twenty-one irrigation pumps and they can use the alco

hol fuel right there. The feed, I am told, you don't lose very much.
As a matter of fact, it is enhanced in protein value. You would do that
just for the food. value. If you threw the alcohol away, it would still
be worth compacting .it, . . . '.'

Mr. LLOYD. Say that again. You are saying that you loseno food
value in the mash after you have. extracted or made the alcohol, so
you really don't give .anything up other than the work energy that
you use to make the alcohol! .•.•

Mr. JESKO. The feed value lost is maybe 10, 11 percent. That is ac
cording to what Yl)U lose. There are a lot of feedstocks you can utilize.
With sweet sorghum you lose 10 or 11 percent, but with corn you main
tain the same feed value. Alcohol is just a byproduct of the..feed, You
do not lose anyfeed value. .'.

Mr. LUJAN. One more poinn.buf I think that in looking at legisla
tion, and we are trying to address that really, Rudy has two problems;
One, of course, is the legislation. . '

We are trying to address that,Rudy.
Rudy has got two problems. One, of course, is the regulations of the

AFT in being able to get a permit to operate a plant. Second, the fi
nancing because banks still. consider it kind of risk capital so it is
difficult to go out and get money. We are working on that, Rudy, to
where we can change the regulations for denatured alcohol for fuels,
and, second, there is legislation for as much as $3 billion to help in-the
financing of such projects.

I think that during this coming year that we will address those. two
points and I think that that is really what weneed 0 do,

Mr. JESKO. 'Well, Congressman,. that is our biggest problem, of
course. There are people ready to build these plants, but there is no
money available. You hear about it on radio and TV, but where is it,
who has it, how can you get it, when can you get it' .. ' ..'

Mr. LUJAN. Thankyou, Rudy. Thank you for being with uS today.
Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Roth!
Mr. ROTH. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. .....•
Mr. Jesko, how much fuel or energy does it take for you to produce

1 gallon of alcohol!
Mr..JEsKo. We really have no. knowledge of .that because.we were

going to burn manure from our feedlot to produce the alcohol. The
energy in manure is a waste product anyway. We were going to utilize
a waste product to make the energy for our alcohol plant..It cost me
nothing as far as energy is concerned except to. build a plant with a
boiler to burn manure.

Mr. ROTH'. Thank you;
Mr. LLOYD, Thank you verymuch. • .'. ',' .••• . ., .
[The biographical sketch and prepared statement of Mr. Jesko 1S

as follows:]
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HR'. RUdy"',Jesko
210, Washington
Clayton, New Mexico 88415

March 17, 1980

Mr. Dick Hapke
Congressman Lujan's Office
Federal Building
5th. & Gold
Albuquerque, New Mexico

near' Sir:

Reference: Resume for-Rudy
Jesk9

My nemevi.e Rudy' Jeskc{~ -r am a:44y~aroTd,farmer-rancher

.' in union County, New Mexico. I have been at the sarne loca
tion,for 17 years. I am'ma,r:r:iedand:have.agirl 15 Years
of age and a12 year old son. Twas reared on a farm and
have deep roots in making my living from the-land. My only
break from the farm was 2 years in the U.S~ .Arrny and -3
years in coll~g~.

In my'farm, opera1:_~on, I u~ilizC¥,,2,:L ,J,rrigai:ion. wells"on
appro~imatelyseven,thousandacresof prime, ci~cularirri

g.ated,lang. This, along with all thevarious·equipment
used for planting, cultivating, etc., keeps me in the energy
,mark~tconstantly. My irrigation; motors use diesel and nat~

ural 9(3:s, tl1efarm and feedlot equipment use gasoline, and
the irrigation sprink~ers are mostly electric.

My immediate project is to do something about the cost of
~nergy·and try to put, my operation back on a profitable
basis. .

Sincerely,

Rudy Jesko
,
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Reference: written Statement of Rudy Jeska
'210 washington
Clayton, New Mexico 88415

President Carter has spoken of projections in the neighborhood of
5,000,000 gallons of grain aaahal in the next 12 months. The Presi
dent has also spoken of Federal funding for farmers to construct gaso
hol plants and other energy developments.

Government agencies have phantom plans, but must get together with
businessmen and gear themselves to these production levels. In plann
ing and designing a gasohol plant, I have been unable to find any
co-operation with agencies and people at the grass-roots level. Tech
nical and financial experts are available, but no agency can direct
you to funds which are supposed to be available.

Five areas which could help in energy prodcutionare:

I Establish an agency which has authority over grain ecohot,
This agency or committee could be made up of personnel which
arealr~ady familiar with problems from each agency, such'as:
BATF, FmHA,~BA~'DOE, EPA, etc. This committee should have a
once only budget and be abl~ to cut across departmental lines
to coordinate all phases of energy production.

2 Standards and specifications need to be established in areas of
safety, credit, quality,quanity, technology, finance, produc
tion, tax exemptions, aeour-Ltry policies" regulations, and etc.

3 Timing which is crucial":to,:a-'prciject'~hOi1ldbe m"ain£a'ined. ne-'
cause ' ingredients and feed stocks are 'seasonal, a sixty day de-';
lay can acbua Lky-dfecome a full year , Negative'attittides_ or
policies 'of "I-get '-paid .no matter how muchi-tidme I take" or ,'iNot.
being complete on details that are essential to a p~oject appro-·
val" can kill a proposal as surely as bad management.

4 In, addition~' 'tax; "inci:entiv~ssuCh':_~;S'-~ta:te, and':f~d'erCli exemptions
should be given. Higher investment credits should be al~owed to
energy development businesses because of the high' risk factor.

S I.deas,an,d_ plans ahouLd be _safeguarded Ln order that commercial
~irms,cannotinfringeupon-the rights of, individuals. ,commercial
firms are selling plants that are not bU~lt to ,any standard or
specification and would-be producers are getting stung.

/J(}.~ .. l
f(;.~~ 7~-4J:;

Rudolf Jeska
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. STATEMENT OF 10HN LOLL

Mr. LOLL. Mr. Chairman,I would like to thank you for inviting
me here.

First of all, the document that you have in front of/ou is just
a draft document. I am here today representing myself. have been
told that the New Mexico Department of Agriculture will be sending
you written testimony directly. Also the Governor's alcohol fuel task
force will be responding directly. .

New Mexico has long been active in alcohol fuel matters. We have
held five workshops and lectures over the past 2 years on a statewide
basis. A private group in Clovis has formed a gasohol promotion com
mittee. Our State universities are currently doing research and devel
opment work regarding alcohol fuels and the Governor has appointed
an alcohol fuel task force, of which I am the coordinator.

From a commercial standpoint, we have a privately funded com
mercial operation under construction in Roswell, N. Mex. We have
many experimentalstills in operation. I have talked to or dealt with
people looking at commercial type operations for Clovis,Floyd, POl'"
tales, Tucumcari, Roswell, Carlsbad, Deming; and Las Cruces. These
commercial applications range in size from 100,000 gallons per year
-to over 10 million gallons per year. They range from the small farm
cooperative with farmers being in control, to major companies where
bankers and stockbrokers are III control. They also range in level of
activity from the point of just looking into the equipment that is
available, to having hired engineers and cost accountants.

I have been in an active role regarding alcohol fuels for the past
2 years, the last 3 months of which were with the New Mexico De
partment of Agriculture and the alcohol fuel task force. I have seen
the interest in alcohol fuels grow from just a few members of the
American. Agricultural Movement talking about making their farms
energy independent, to where several requests for information re
garding production and use are received per day.

To start with these requests were from the agricultural community.
Now they come from all segments of society. An example is last Sun
day I spent 2% hours on the telephone with a high school student
who was.doing a science fair project showing the feasibility of ethanol
production. I have also talked with many bankers and stockbrokers.
At the present time, the r~uests for information and assistance is
greater than the State's ability to handle them. The people we have
sent to the hotline at the Solar Energy 'Research Institute are report'
ing that the line is busy and/or the quality of information is lacking.
It should be noted here that alcohol for fuel is in its infancy. SERI _
and others are doing their best to keep up.

A point which should be addressed next is what the. Federal Gov
ernment has done to raise the level of expectation of the private
citizen without being able to deliver. A case in point is that on J anu
ary16,1980, on the TV program "MacNeil-Lehrer Report," Mr. John
Sawhill of the U.S. Department of Energy stated that anywhere
between $8.5 and $12.8 billion will be spent Over al0-year pe
riod by the Federal Government on alcohol fuels. You probably have
no idea what a statement like that does to some people. I have talked
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with several people who I .believe, and. this-is purely a value j~dg
ment on my part, who do not have the capacity to ca.rry out a business
venture such as alcohol fuel production. Basically they.are a fewhncks
short, bnt they want to get involved. These people have heard about
the billions of dollars which are supposedly waiting.to be picked from
the Federal-pie-in-the-sky. I ask you,'therefore, please do not w,,:ve
imaginary dollars in the people's' faces. so as to' prematurely raise
their level of expectation.

Development of alcohol fuel production plants is looked upon .by
many people of NewMexico not only as development of a new energy
source, but also as a way to create rural development, Many areas of
New Mexico are looking at alcohol fuel as a way to revitalize their com
munities. An example of this is a group in Floyd, N. Mex., has formed
a corporation of 25 equal shareholders. The community of Floyd is an
economically depressed area, The residents are worried about their
schools being shut down. To them they fMI that the building of this
alcohol plant will prevent their children from being bused 60 miles to
school. They also feel that the agricultural community will beuefit be
cause of the localmarketsfor their crops and the potential that they
will be able to shift to a less water intensive crop. That is au important
part because New Mexico is different from other places you have vis
ited. We just do not have the water resources that other places do.

Next I would like to address the problems which are holding back
development of production of alcohol fuel in New Mexico. First,
would have to be the lack of technical expertise. There is a need for
engineers to qualify and package equipment that is on the market
today. There is also a need for cost accountants who are knowledge
able on .alcohol fuel production who will put together a complete
pro forma with all the variables included. The .last thing that is
needed from a technical standpoint is proposal writers to package the
total business venture into a complete proposal that is acceptable to
agencies such as Four Corners. EDA, Farmers Home Administration,
and whoever else would be receiving it. ..' -

The next developmental holdback is the lack of financing. There are
several factors involved here. Those problems are the prime rate is
high and changing all the time, (2) the financial organizations are not
knowledgeable about alcohol fuel matters,so they do not know what
questions to ask, (3) the Federal moneys which are available' are jnst
guaranteed loans and lenders in today's money market are not very
interested in the necessary redtape and regulations involved in long-
term financing. ..' •.

Next comes safety.! have not seen a complete report which de'
fines the safety considerations and parameters involved in the produc
tion of alcohol fuel. This is going to be needed for the proliferation of
small productionunits which are proposed. The problem will arise in
the insurability of these plants.

Now we come ~o the equipment and technology tI:at can be a draw.
back to production, As you know, the 'technological advancesure
comingata very rapid rate. These advances are making the small
scale potential producer spend a great deal of time and-money travel
ing about the country looking at equipment. There is a need for central
and localized information centers which have the latest equipmentin-
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formation. These centers would compile the latest data on the equip
ment available and test data on actual in-field trials of equipment. In
addition to equipment, they would follow chemicals which are involved
in the production process.·' , .

To summarize my statement, there is at present a need for the follow
ing: There is a need for more manpower, for localized information
centers; workshops are needed directly aimed at bankers and other
financial institutions on alcohol fuel production; there is a need for
real Federal dollars for both the innovators and the producers on a
nondiscriminatory basis. This is an important point. Discrimination
comes from the fact that the furm -cooperatives, the independent
farmer, inventor, the small businessman, do not have the capacity to
do proposal writing that the larger organizations and educational in
stitutions have.

Now, council of governments have tried to help out. There is a certain
limit as to how much the present existing staff that might be involved
in proposal writing can actually do.

Fourth, work is needed on safety considerations, Fifth, test.,~tand.

ards should be set on field trials of equipment, so as insure less flim
flam by equi.r>ment manufacturers. Last, a policy statement should be
made or decided upon as to where Federal and State agencies put the
role of alcohol fuel development. That is to say, is alcohol fuel an
agricultural concern, a rural development concerIl, or strictly an energy
concern, Oris it all of the above!

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Loll follows:]
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Testimony of;John L()ll,llew Mexico Dept, of
~.

. Agriculture, Governor King's Alcohol-

Fuels' Task ForceC()od1.nator .

Maich21, 1980

Before House Conrinittee'on Science and

'l'ec;hnology. Congressman Lujlm, Roth, and

Lloyde presiding, Albuquerque Convention

Center,Albuquerque:llewMexico •

... ·Subject; . Small Scale High

Technology & Innovation Meeting
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Nt'w Ml'xicoh.h·;" ]onj',bl'('11 at·tivp"in '11c-ohril'-fuc1 ina t t er-s;'

We have held five workshops -vLec t ures over the' past two

years on a s te t e-wfde basi's. A private p:rdupin-Clovis.has·

formed a Gasohol Promotion Committee. Our state universities

are currently>doing Research and Development work regarding

alcohol-fuels and Covernor King has appointed an Alcohol-

Fuel Task Force of which I am the coordinator.

From a commercial stand point ,we have a,'privately

funded commercial operation under construction in Roswell,

N.M. We have many-experimental stills in operation and I

have talked totor dealt with people looking at commercial-

type operations for Clovis~ Portales,. Floyd; Tucumcari,

Roswell, Carlsbad, Demirig,-andLasCruces; These com~ercial

applications range in size from lOO,OOO-gallons per year to'

over 10 million gal~~ns a year. They range from the "smaLj,

farm cooperative with farmers-being in control tomajorcom~

panies where bankers and stock-brokers:are in control. ~hey

also range in levels of activities from the point or just

looking into the equipment-that is available to having hired

engineers arid cost accountants.

I have beeri in ari active tole re~atding alcohol-fuels,

for the past ::two years. The-Last.t t.hree months of~iC:h were

with the New Mexico nepr. of AgriCuitur€i atld'theAlcohol-

Fuels "Task Force'. I have vseen the interest in -Alc0J.10l.;.;Fuels'-

grow from just a few members of the--Amer'icari Agricultural

Movement talking-abbutmaking~their farms Energy Independent

to were several requests for informationregarding·"production

- and use received oerrday, -To tst ar-t; with,thesere-
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quc-s t s WI·r.~·rrHm -tlu-: April'ul t ur-n 1.,l',Ulll1ll111li I V. now IIH'V r-onu-

from all segments of; S.ociety (i.e:. St.uden t e with science

fair projects to bankers .and stock b roker-a)-, At the pre

sent time the requests for information and assistance is

greater than the state's ability to bandke them,- andvthe

people we have sent to the hotline' at the Solar EnerRY

Research Institute, n r e repo rt tug that the line is busy

and/or the quality of information is lacking. It should

be noted here that alcohol for fuel is in its infancy,

and S.E.R.I. and others are doing their best to keep up.

A point which should be ad4ressed next, is what the

federal government has done to raise the'level,of expec~

tnt Jon of t.lu- pr!vntt'dtlzt'll,wlthtHlt hL'JUI', nb l c .t o dcli ve r ,

A case in "po rnr cr.s that,.onJanuary16.1980 on the TV pro

Rram MacNeil~Lehrer Report. Mr. John Sawhill of the u.s.

Dept. of Energy stated that anywher:e between 8.5 -a~d 12.8

billion dollars will be spent·aver,a ten-year period by the

federal government,on.alcohal-fuels. ~q~.probably·hav~ no

idea what a statement like that does co.isome people. I

have talked with several people who I believe (and this is

just a value judgement on:my,.pa~t) do not have the capacity

to carry out a:business venture ,such,.as,a~cohol":"'"f)Je.lp roduc-e .

t ton, But; these people have heard about; t heib Ll Lfonarof

dollars wh Lch-n re.asuppoeedIy waitin~ to be picked f!:'om,the .-

f eder-aI p I c-Ln-t he-esky, Lask you-bhe ref'o re , please do not

wave imaRinarydollarsinpeoples feces so as -t9:,prematurely

raise there'level"o~,:eXpectation~

Development of 'Alcohol-Fuel production plants is ,looked
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upon, hv rn:lllv,··pt·('lplt· or NI;W Ml'xl('\i, nnlnnlv d;,;"dl;vl.lnpnit.j1t

of a new energy source. but 'u l so ,IS a 'W<l:vto c renr evrur'at

development. Marty areas of New Mexico are lo6kinR at'alcohol

fuel as a way ;Lo'revitalize their communities. An exampledf

this is a group'in "Floyd/New -'Mexico has formed a co rper'ac'fon

comprised of r twent y .... five equal sbarehojders ;' The community

of Floyd is an-economfcaf.Ly depressed area'. The residents

are worried that their schools will beishut; down, and to

them they feel that the building of thisalcohol~fuel plant

will prevent their ch i.Ld'ren.vf rom being bussed 60 'miles to

school. They 'a Lso feel that the- agriculture community will

benefit hecauseof a local market for~their crop and poten~

tially they will he- able to shift r c.a Leas water-intensive

crop.

Next, I'~ould'liketoaddressthe-problems-which-are

holding back development of production of alcohol-fuel in

New Mexico. First :would have to be vthet Ieck of technical

expertize. There is a need for engineers' to qualify and

package equipment that is onEhemarket; today. There is a Lso'

a need for cost accountants who are -knowledgeable on alcohol

fuel production who will put together a compLer evp rc forma

with all of the variablesinc!uded. The'last thin~that is

needed from a technicalviewpoins-~ proposal writers to pack~

age the total business venture into a'completeproposa1, that

is acceptable to the Fouc-Corner Administration, E. D.A.,

Farmer's Home Administration. bankers. and whoever else will

be receiving it~

The next deve.Lcpmerit eL holdback is the lack of financing.
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The-r e n r-c- xeve r-a l ,f:H'l()rs involved her c • ThoRc-prohlcm:-;' urv

(1) the prime~rate i o high and changingc~11the time. (2)

the financia~"or~anjz_ationsarenot knowledgeable about

alcohol-fuel matters; so vthey "do not know whatqllestions t.o

ask, (3) the federal monies, whfch are available are jus r..

guaranteed loans and lenders in tadays money market market

are not very interested in t hemec eaaar-y red-nape and -r egu-'

lations fnvo l.vedin Long :t erm-fInencdng .

Next comes safety. I, have not seen '8 complete report

which defines the safety-considerations and perimeters in-'

valved with production and use of alcohol fuels. This is

going to be needed-for the PToliferationof small produc

tion units which are 'proposed. The problem will' ar-Lse in

the insurability aspect of these plants.

Now, we -come'vto.rthe equipment and. t'ecbno Logy that can'

be a drawbacktdproduction. As-you, know the :technological

advances are coming, at a very rapid rate. Thes'e.advances

are makdng the.temaLl.rsca.Le. potential, producer .spend a-gr-eat

deal of time and money t reveLdngraboutvtbe count.ry-jlookdng

at equipmenLThere is.'a need for central and localized

information centers' which have the latest equipmentinfor~

matIon, 'rheseccente-rs would compile the latest d.a~ on the

equipment available? "and t estrdar a.con .ac t ua LLy in-field

trials of equipment. In addition, to equipment they-would

follow the chemicals, which .are dnvo lved dn . the production

process.

To summarize my statements there is at present a need·

for the EoLl.owf.ng.; :1. Moremanpowerisneeded',f.o,r: .LocaLf.aed
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informal ion. 2 ~ \~o rkshops spcc fa'l Ly d i rect edToribankers

and other financial institutions on alcohol fuel production,

3~ Real f ede t-aI do l l c ra are 'needed fo'r both the innovators.

and producers on a non-aiscriminatorba~is (Note: Th~

_di'scrim!n,at~?n comes from the. fact": that farm cooperative,

inventors, and small businessmen do not have the capacity

to do the proposal writting the lar~erorganizationsand

educational institutions have.), 4. Work is needed on

safety considerations,S. Test standards should be set on

field trials of equipment so as to inSure less flim~flam

by equipment manufactures, and last a policy statement

should be made or decided upon as to where federal & state

agenc.Les put the role of a IcoboL-fueI devo lopmen t , That

is to say. is alcohol£uel aR·,~gricultural'concern.a rural

development concern, or an energy concern or: all of the

above.

•
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Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Lujan.
Mr. LUJAN; .Lthinkthat is an excellent statement and really puts

it in perspective.
I do have a couple ofquestions along the lines of yourtestimony,
You mentioned there are some experimental stills in New Mexico

already? .
Mr. LOLL. That is correct. Mr. George Autry is operating an ex,

perimental still in Pep, N. Mex. The still capacity is 25 gallons per
hour. Right now he. has got a limiting factor as far as how much he
can run because he only has one fermentation and cook tank. That
limits it. Basically. he could expand with additional moneys, based
upon his distillation costs, to about 200,000/(allons per year.

Mr. LUJAN. What would that cost be?
Mr. LOLL. Well, George Autry is. a very remarkable mal1~ He is

actually producing alcohol and running it in his own equipment. He
has got a plant which is producing: 25 gallons an hour and his total
cost, which he has stated to me, is $5,000. He has used bailing wire tech
nology. He has gone to army surplus stores and bought a steam jennie.
He designed and built his own fermentation cook tanks. He has fabri
cated most of it himself. To expand it to 200,000 gallons, if he can
continue to do it on his own, it would probably cost him $100,000, which
is considerably less than what you would go out on theinarket and
purchase it from some equipment manufacturers.

Mr. LUJAN. In the Washington area, you can /(0 to almost any filling
station, particularly Texaco stations, all the Texaco stations in the
Washington area, and fill up with gasohol. Why can't you do it here?

Mr. LOLL. Basically the gasohol that is supplied there is coming
from the Archer-Daniels-Midland plant in Decatur, Ill. Texaco has
stated that they were goin/( to test market gasohol in Albuquerque, N.
Mex. I was on the phone to Harry Weisentine, who is president of the
National Petroleum Distributors Association, also marketing director
for Horn Oil Co., he stated that Texaco has pulled out because they
could not find any alcohol. ADM and Midwest Solvent, the two largest
manufacturers, are selling everything they can make. That is the basic
reason.

Mr. LUJAN. If we have the feedstock for it, as Rudy has indicated,
why wouldn't it pay some company to come in and do it?

Mr. LOLL. I have talked with people like the Quinen Company. I
have talked with stockbrokers and bankers, people with a lot of
money, and they really and sincerely want to do it. One of the things
is defining what kind of role this is. If it is a pure energy role, then
a lot of us people who like to be spokesmen for agriculture mizht as
well spindle up and twist off. Eventually it is going to happen. I have
seen feasibility studies in the State of New Mexico which produce
anhydros ethanol for 90 cents a gallon. The current commodity price
is $1.70 a /(allon. Senate bill 39 was just passed by the State of New
Mexico which puts a moratorium on road-use tax and also on gross
receipts tax on alcohol fuels. It is profitable. The thing is that the
local agricultural communities cannot finance it in today's financial
market for the factors that I stated.

Mr. LUJAN. But you say it is a solution to the energy problem.
Where is the conflict with agriculture?
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Mr. LOLL; Agriculture doesn't have the money to finance these
plants.

Mr. LUJAN. But if these big Companies that you are talking about .
that do it in Illinois, if they have the stock to put into it, if the Rudy
Jesko's of New Mexico can supply the material for theplant.rwhere
is the conflict!

Mr. LOLL; If ADM, andADMis seriously looking at the State of
New Mexico, OK, to put in an extremely large plant, if ADM,OK,
say, Standard Oil or whoever, came in and put in a big plant, it would
benefit the agricultural community. ADM has a book out on alcohol
fuels and explains their company. 'I'heymake the statement that they
are producing alcohol from corn and that raises the total price of
corn in the United States 3 cents a bushel. They are taking that much
off the market. So everybody is going to benefit. To what extent! The
community of Floyd, N. Mex., wants some type of industry there to
bring in more people, to revitalize the community. They can also pro
vide a local high-protein feed source.

Mr. LUJAN. So you are talking about the hugeplantversus the
small localized plant!

Mr. LOLL. I am talking about as far as pure energy,the energy com
panies a:r~ going to do it and ~an get into it. When ~hey realize the
profitability of It, they are gOIng to do It. ADM, MIdwest Solvent,
some of the larger people that are already in it, they are going to do
it. Maybe I am just speaking from a very moral position, and this
may not be a meeting where you want morals, but I think it is right to
revitalize-e--:c-

Mr. LUJAN. Where is the immoralityof a big alcohol plant! It
would ~eem to me that if you built a great big plant in Tucumcari,
that happens to be in the northern district and close to Clayton and
close to Clovis and all of those places, and the farmers could then
bring it into Tucumcari and you would have a big plant there, it
seems to me like everybody would benefit from it. I don't understand
what you·are saying;

Mr. LOLL. Basically what I am saying is the level of the benefit.
It doesn't matter whether the plant is in New Mexico or just across
the border in Texas. As long as we are eXj)andingthemarket, every
body benefits. It is the level of the benefit. The level of the benefit
of having a small plant right therein Floyd, 'which employs local
people, local peonle with local children who go to the school system,
what I am basically trying to say is there is a notentialhe~e for really
rural development. Now, ADM; Midwest Solvents, the .Bank of
Roswell, other people, large people who are looking at alcohol produc
tion on a large scale..they are not going to put a plant in Floyd. They
will put it on a railhead; Theyare going to put itin a major town,
They are going to put it in downtown Clovis; downtown Portale~..
They are not going to put it out in Floyd. It is I!oin¥ to help those
communities and there will be some spinoff, but I am just trying to
put it into perspective that this has a real potential for rural
development,

Mr. LUJAN; Thank you.
Mr. LLOYD. Mr.:Roth!
Mr. ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I would like to follow up on the question of if you were to use the
corn for the production of alcohol it would raise the cost about 3 cents
p~r bushel. I hear that many places where we work with alcohol fuels
and they-say it is a question of food versus fuel, do you believe that
or what is your analysis of that! , ' ',,','

Mr. LOLL. I really don't believe that. The basic reason being, and
this seems like a rash statement, is that .there is no worldwide food
shortage, but let, me explain. There is not a, worldwide food shortage
as much as there is a worldwide protein shortage, You look at Asia and
you look at these other countries, most all of them have a high carbo
hydrate type crop, rice or potatoes. The distended belly that you see,
a lot ofthat is from the realprotein shortage in people. So there is a
potential, that we could grow grain crops, utilize the .carbohydrate
content and concentrate the vitamin content, fiber content and the
protein into this high-protein feed and then send it over. It would
reduce shipment, costs. .It W0l11d probably reduce the moisture content
of it. It would be giving them exactly what they need. '

One of the holdups for that is ,the Food and Drug Administration
has to approve, or clear dried distillers grains for human consumption.
That whole concept, in .other words, what you are doing is you' are
taking a feed product and you are taking part of it and you are making
it into .a better feed, human and animal food-You are taking the
carbohydrates which the doctors tell us we don't need so much of, and
you are converting that part of it into an energy source,

Mr. ROTH, How about the other contention we hear so often that
we are exchanging energy? I asked Mr. Jesko a little while ago about
how much energy does it take for him to produce 1 gallon of alcohol
and he gave us his explanation. You get around New Mexico and
what do you find, how much energy does it take to make 1 gallon of
alcohol! , " "

Mr. LOLL. A Teal good analogy is how far can you go on 1 gallon of
gasoline! It depends upon whether you have a Honda Civic or a Rolls
Royce. They both can take you from point A toB, but one will take
you a whole lot further than the other. It depends upon the equipment.
The equipment going into Roswell under contractual agreements is
going to produce, alcohol, each gallon of anhydrous ethanol, for less
than 20,000 Btu's, The equipment manufacturer stated to me that he
is hoping to get it around ,9,000 Btu's, There is approximately 80,000
Btu's in a gallon of anhydrous ethanol. There is about 40,000 that are
used in the total farming process.• There is a net energy gain with this
type of equipment. .There is .also equipment available today on the
market ,which will produce that same gallon ofanhydrous ethanol
which takes 60,000 Btu's, of energy to produce 1 gallon of alcohol. If
you buy that equipment, there is going to be a net energy lost or at
least an exchange from one source to another. If you talk Btu for Btu,
that is not really, a valid source. If you use a heat source such as
manure, something that is an extra anyway and isn't very marketable
in Clayton, and in Albuquerque manure is becoming very high priced
because of all the local gardening, but in Clayton there probably isn't
much of a market for it. A lot of plants in feasibility studies are
seriously looking at coal. If you are taking a million Btu's of coal and
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producing a million litll's of this transportable fuel,the value there
is increased. You are taking a fairly abundant fuel which cannot be
used in automobiles right now and you are converting jt to a very
valuable fuel.iSo that Btu to Btu analysis is not applicable.

If you are using diesel fuel, the original thing that ADM was using
was diesel fuel, a\ld from what I .havebeen told, and J don't know
this for sure; but it ",asquoted that they were using 3 gallons of
diesel fuelto produce 2 gallons of alc~hol.W!,ll, they havechanged
that. They are now to where there isn't a net energy loss in the process,
but if you were to consider the agricultural segment, in other words,
the fuel used in growing the crops, they would be at an energy loss
right now, the major companies.', . ,,' .

Mr. ROTH. That sort of dovetails into the question of the technology
thatyou had mentioned. When yOIl work with someone like Mr. Jesko
here, do you have a clearinghouse! If he has an idea, can you go to
the pepartm~ntof E,,:er~ and say, we]l, has this beentri~<li!'1Vis"
con~Ill, has this been tried III Pennsylvania, so tbat we are not-reinvent- .
ingthe wheelallover again!. ,.' .,' ..' .... .; .

Mr. LOLL. That was my point on the need for.a decentralized area..
One of the things hasjust been my time constraints, my inability to
serve all of the people. For what I get paid, for 50 hours ",ork, I
decide that is enough. There is a tremendous need for these informa
tion centers to .collect this kind of data of actual field trials, what
actual chemicals are available and their prices, et cetera. I actually
cannot do that. I have fliers from about five or six companies. I don't
have one single report on a field trial onequipment..There are a \lum
ber of people sellingequipmenttoday who have never made a piece
of iron: I know one company that has accepted cash m«ney for 10
orders or 10'plants and they don't have a plant. That is scarryfrom a
consumer,standpoint. , .. , '. ."",

One of the things that USDA has talked about,alld I don't know
whether they have finalized it, under their guaranted loan programs,
to be OK'd at the county level the equipment will have to have been
field tested for, say, ~ 60-day period. To really say, in fact, will that
produce alcohol only using this many Btu's, will it use 95 percent of
the carbohydrate, will it produce a quality high-protein feed. Once
those tests have been done, then there can be.a clearinghouse, there can
besome information center. Now SERI eventually wants to do that.
Right now there are very few people manning their hotlines. They are
hard to get in on. They basically took two hotlinecenters, one in
Minnesota and one in Louisiana, and centralized them in Denver,
Colo. They are trying to pull in the expertise. There just isn't the ex
p~rtise available fr~m them. Right now, Mr. .Iesko has to fly around
the country Or drive around the country and look at different equip
ment. Then he has to believe what the equipment manufacturer says.

MI'. Ro:rH.Thank you.
Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Diluzio. . . . '. '. '.
I knowyou have a statement and without objection we will. accept

that for the record, . . ..... '.'
We have to keep rolling along so I want to encourage you to be

brief. '. . ..
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.STATEMENT OF FRANK C. DILUZIO

Mr.l)rLuzIO. I will be brief. I will go directly to the recommenda
tions and explain each one of them. I think that .would be the fastest
way of doing it. .... ... ... . •

Mr. LLOYD. You are really: dealing with gasohol or alcohol?
Mr. DILuZIO. Right, its teohnology and economics in general.
One of the problems, of course, is that most people don't really un

derstand that there. is nothing new in. gasohol. It was developed in
the later 1800's. There were cars made in this country in the 1900's
and exported with alcohol burning motors. The first Model-T''s had
convertible carburetors. So there IS really nothing new in the idea.
What is new, maybe the national will try to do something to offset
our dependence on OPEC and gain some of our pride back and solve
some of our problems, instead of depending so heavily on QPEC for
our ~net;gy:~ ..... .._ .... '.' .'. .;: ,_ ',',', ';

I thinkanother mistake is being made, and that is that we talkabout
gasohol plants as if there is only on" variety. I think the gasohol prob
lem should be broken down into three major areas, each of which has
its own peculiar problems, and each may have its own solution.

First, I think a small-plant concept for farms or co-ops or very
small regional plants is one concept which I think should be imple
mented as soon as possible.

Second, the regional plants, which are much larger, and whose
economics both in terms of economy of cost and economy of energy,
are di.ff"rent th.an.the sm!'ll farm pla)lts.

'Third, the big dream In America' IS that the largest has to be better.
In this case it may not be because of the economics of the cost-of mov
ing feed to the plant and moving products out to pointsof use, and
the economics of net energy. . •. . .

When we talk about net energy, loss or gain, we have to define what
we are talking about. If one is talking about starting with the energy
to plow the ground, the raising, and fertilizing and watering of the
crops and harvesting and hauling the crops to the plant, the total
energyinput into the end gallon of gasohol is very high. If, however,
one IS using waste or distressed crops, you have a different balance,
The large plant maybe veryprocess-efficient in producing alcohol,
but you have to remember the great distances you have to haul feed to
it, and the great distances you have to haul the end product to dis
t~ibution points, particularly if it uses agricultural crops raised spe-
eifically for the plant. .• .

Each of these three areas has to be looked at separately,
The recommendations are based on my haVIng gone through the

moving of technology through R. & D. to the hardware design. stage
into the construction of desalting plants. In my opinion, gasohol is a
program almost parallel to the development of desalting units. In
further cautions, you can spend all your time developing- new tech
nology and thereby gain a few cents a g-allon in the cost of alcohol. In
the meant~me the inflationary cost ~f building the plants, that is, the
cost of bricks, mortar and labor will g-o up 17-20 percent per year,
you will never catch up with that parade. You have to make a decision
on the production and cost of gasohol not only on the economics of
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building and operating a plantrbut also other intangibles, that is,
freeing the farmer from dependence on uncertain fuel supply during
the critical periods of planting, harvesting, crop drying, and delivery
of crop. The availability of fuel during irrigation periods in itself i~
worth a lot of money to a farmer. These factors should be added to
the cost comparison and profit factors. The independence from having
to buy import oil is another one. Even our pride has a price. Getting
a little bit of your pride back-is like money in the bank. Proud aggres
sive people really try hard to do things that are meaningful.

Having gone through the experience of R. & D. and building of small
water desalting plants to large 10 multimillion gallons per day plants,
has convinced me that the technical people will drive you crazy with
suggested .improvements to the designs. Any designer worthy of the
name will always know how to design a better plant 5 minutes after
they have finished the first one. Congress has to have the backbone to
take it away from them and put it into production and on the market..
That is what the management of technology is all about. If a designer
doesn't know how to design the second plant better than the first one,
he is not a very good designer and he should be fired. If you leave it
to the technical people, there is always a new plant coming around the
corner. which is more efficient, costs less, and can be built immediately.
The bankers hearing about the new promises will instinctively wait
until the new plant comes along which is presumed to be more efficient
and cheaper. Firms don't even put new equipment into place because
they are waiting for this miracle, which never happens. One has to be
very sensitive to this issue with all new technology, particularly en-
gineering and process development. .

It seems to me that there are 10 recommendations that I would
make,

One : You must concentrate more effort on the development of small
scale production plants utilizing local farm wastes, distressed crops
and surplus of grain, et cetera. You have got to process these crops;
taking out of corn, tor example, the germ, the oil, the things which
have a. value?f their own..'John is absolutely right. All you remove
through the processing of. corn is the starches. You concentrate the
protein. The only trouble is,. and, again, this has been-my experience,
you try to provide strange foods to countries with strange dietary
habits, and you have real problems. You can't even give it-away. So
while from a nutritional standpoint it may be an extremely valuable
protein, you can't give it to them because it looks like a handout of
waste products by a rich nation to a poor nation. There.is a psycho
logical problem involved that no one has ever found a real answer to.

Two: You have got to develop more energy-efficient ways to produce
both ethanol and methanol, which, by the way, is another source of al
cohol. We are blessed with great quantities of coal. For example, you
must reduce the number of distillation stages you have to put the proc
ess through because that reduces the energy requirements. You have
got to associate the production of gasohol or ethanol and methanol to
waste energy produced by powerplants, nuclear plants, industrial com
plexes. et cetera. As an example, the Department of Interior proposed
to distill sea water by using waste steam from nuclear plants which had
already generatedelectricifr bnt was still hot enough to distill water.
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You have to produce more than just a single product from any chem
ical 01' thermal process.

Three: You have got to develop more effective cooperation between
the DOE and the DOA. They both have vested interests and their own
little kingdoms. DOA is the great protector of nutrition and agri
cultural products in this country, and they are very much concerned
about the impact gasohol production will have on foodstuffs, the price
of corn, the price of corn products, et cetera. This is particularly true
with respect to large plants where you specifically plant large acreages
for the production of feed to the large plants. This is different than
where you use waste sorghum, beets, 01' sugar cane, or other agricultural
wastes. Those types of wastes are available and that is why a de
centralized series of plants built close to the same source of this feed
helps you in the net energy argument. You don't have to haul the feed
great distances nor do you have to haul the product great distances.
You burn it almost where you make it. That is something that really
ought to be implemented very rapidly.

You must also do something else. The Government always has had
a hesitancy to develop equipment. You can't wait for private enter
prise to develop small efficient plants in modular sizes in the absence of
a firm market. Plant from 20,000to 100,000gallons pel' day of gasohol,
01' whatever size range you want to build. They will wait until there
is a market for them, and someone is going to pay for them. There are
things that this country has to do in several R. & D. areas, which
must be driven by motives other than profit. The Government may
have to do it to build an initial market so the industry can then step
in and have someone to sell their products to. You have to standard"
ize these desigus because that is the secret of cost reduction, reliability,
and safety, at a reasonable cost. -.. '

For example, we sl'ent a lot of money learning how to distill water
by using better chemistry, In actual experience we saved lV2 cents per
1,000 gallons and in the meantime the cost of the plant has gone up 12
to 17 percent per year. It's a losing battle.

Cost reductions after the initial development and improved proc
esses have to be made by the industries that produce and sell those
plants. This cost reduction is due more to plant standardizations and
repeatability of production, than to science, . . .

We should look at the standardization and even the building, in my
opinion, of easily demountable and transportable plants of several
sizes. We did this in the desalting program. We developed track"
mounted and even barge-mounted units. Where you have distressed
crops in large quantities in a given area, instead of moving the crops
andnsing an awful lot of gasoline and other fuels to move the crops to
the plant, disassemble the plant and re-erect it at the new site and
thereby take advantage of the surplus or the distressed crops. There
is nothing magical about this. You can design a domular plant that is
very easily and cheaply transportable by train 01' by trailer. We have
done this with largeplants.

We should take a look at energy sources other than the conventional
fuels that we have a habit of thinking of. We should get away from
thinking that oil,n,atural gas, and in Some cases coal, are the only
energy sources. Farm manure as a source of energy is already being
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used. Youhave to look at,as I mentioned befor~,wasteheat from
powerplants.cprooessplants; solar,geothermal, et cetera. For feed we
should, also look at products from sewage plants incities 'being very
heavy ill organicswhichcan be converted to alcohol, There is waste
from food processing plants ill'great amounts that create disposal
problems. It iscausing an environment problem just getting rid of
that waste. Even the cheese plants in Wisconsin have an awful lot of
capability of producing alcohol .from the wastes; They do produce
a lot of end; products' already, but again, alcohol 'is one of the end
products that they would really produce by using their existing boiler
capacity and the process heat of the cheese plant itself, which is
there and paid for,and their wastes as feed stock for distillation.

We must simplify thilicensing process of small-scale plants, I am
talking again, about farm-based plants; not the-large-producers of
millions-of-gallons-a-day plants. Right now, licensing is a tillle con
suming and costly factor. It is tough tocomply with all of the regula
tions. The cost of the bond is excessive.The cost of money is excessive.
The cost of recordkeeping is excessive. Small businesspeople,as John
said-and he is absolutely right, don't have the finances or the adminis
trative, ability to comply with these rules and regulations. You are
trying to-apply the same set,of rules to the master and the servant and

.they may not fit. You may haveto come upwith a separate set of rules
for smallplants in terms of licensing and bonding and everything else
which they can work with and understand, not generalones that apply
to all plants regardless of size. ' ,'.,

We must develop a better blending and storage method of gasohol
on a regional basis. I don't think, and I don't mean to be unreasonable'
with the gasoline companies, but I don't think that in times 'of agaso
line surplus and when they see themselves as being kings ofthe world
and are trying to get more production from our.own-nationalresources
instead of importing more, they are going to .bevery helpfuUnpro
viding the means to bring in a competitor. I think you have to examine
that issue very carefully. They are, after all, in business for profit.

As we discussed at breakfast this morning, if a guy comes in and
wants to build a plant with no idea of making money for himself, he
is the last man in the world you ought to finance because he is a
problem. Profit motivation is a strong driver and the oil industry must
be profitable and we may as well recognize that.

The Government should quickly provide financial assistance. There
has been $100 million locked up in the Department of Agriculture for
several years. They have issued very few approvals. It has been sitting
there. It is not that Congress has not provided money, but the fact
that the rules and regulations and the processing of proposals is a very
long-winded, tenuous course. The available money has not yet filtered
down to the right people.

One idea the Office of Saline Water of the Department of Interior
used to finance desalting equipment, specifically for Italy and Europe,
was the creation of a revolving fund. The U.S. producers of desalting
plants couldn't sell them because the European customers had no
money although they had a need for the water. The Italian Govern
ment put up a revolving fund from which small villages could borrow
money to pay for the plant. They then would pay the money back into
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the revolving fund as a charge for every 1,000 gallons of water that
they consumed; The revolving fund was thereby replenished. After
about a year, there was enough money coming back in from plants
already in operation to keep the system going.' This would avoid the
18, 19 percent interest rate on the money. It would avoid the need to
convince, bankers they ought to make Ioans to fund these plants. I
know it isa radicalidea, but it has worked in other countries and it
may work on a highly selective basishere;. '

Finally, being a research man, I can't resist the temptation to do
exactly what I said you ought to be aware of, scientists always having
a better way of proposing to do things. You may have heard of the
new technology of micro-organisms or gene-splicingand genetic engi
neering, now being used to produce pharmaceutical products, products
from biomass,', manufactured and natural foods, and so forth. ,They
are in fact, a chemical factory which has a good habit of reproducing
itself. You can produce alcohol by the use of genetit\ally changed
enzymes or micro-organisms with very little outside energy input into
it. It sounds like a dream, but it is a reality. I think that you are going
to seein the next year or so some brilliant ideas proposed where yon
can produce alcohol by the use of micro-organisms, whichis going to
cut the hell out of the energy requirements to produce alcohol in the
eonventionalways. That is the' onlyimprovement I see in the neur
term which might give you cheapalcohol. These micro-organisms ar«
extremely efficient. This is the most exciting thing that hashappened
in biology in the last few years. Micro-o~ganisms are already or soon
will be, producing elements, metals, concentrating copper, concen
trating certain other elements, they are producing antibiotics ; you
can engineer micro-organisms to doalmost. anything that the human
body biologically or organically .can do. The production of alcohol is
an organicprocess and therefore a good candidate.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of MI'. DiLuzio follows :]
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Mr. Chairman:

I welcooe the opportunity to present sare thoughts as to the need and direction

of the synthetic fuel productioo legislation in general and alcohol fuel in particular.

Alcohol fuel is not new, it bad been used in the u. s. replacing Whale oil in the

mid-1800's. It was seriously considered as a prbne autcm:>bile fuel by the tum of the

century. Henry Ford 'WaS a strarlg advocate of alcohol fuel 'for autoonbiles. Early

llidel T cars had a carburetor easily nx>dified to burn pure alcohol. '!Argo. its trade

name was extensively used until the 1930's,. European co.mtries using blends of 10%

to 40% have, in the past. uade extensive use of alcohol. Several American manufacturers

made autaoobiles for export nodified to burn a1cohol--so there is really nothing new in

the idea. Vlhat is new is the econanic :iIr4Jact of oil imports and the instability it

creates in our ecorsmy. It also places in the hands of OPEC the means to influence our

econanic decisions and national well-being. We are no longer masters of our own

econanic destiny as long as we import 50% of our crude' oil to feed' and fuel our

society;

The need for fuel and synthetic rubber at the onset ,of rM II, drove GeJ:manyto

place greater rettence.on alcohol and the need for synthetdc rubber forced the U.S. to

look to alcohol as feed stock for the productiori of synthetic, rub~er. Alcohol fuel

consists of 2 types: methanol,a coal derived alcohol fuel, and etlianol, derived by

converting agriculture such as corn-grain. etc .• and other waste materials fran cheese

plants,bra.reries and other food processing operations.

'Ibe public attracticn to alcohol fuel is best wimessed by the 80 + bills before

the Congress. The~ fci:' a very~f~al jrriciity \n 'ire prOductlcin of Gasohol

is certainly justified. Alcohol-baSed fUels'.o£fer an' early altei:riative to continued

dependence "on fc;ieignoil,' irrp?~'~ with arinuaJ. costs. of 56 bil~ionin 1979 to 70 billion

in 1980. It can, with both federal and state tax breeka,~ econanically viable.

Gov. Kingreeently signed in to law a bill 'Which provides tax :incentives for 5 years

to p1XIIDte the marrofacture and use of alcohOl fuel in Ne;q Mexico. The advantage of
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alcohol and one other fuel,-ethanoland methanol--is that they are baseden renewable

resources and coal. 'Ihenatfonhas been blessed with large coal reserves ...Methanol

can be produced frcm coal using available t:eclmo1ogy which can ~ly be improved

and mademre energy efficient.

'lliere is me thing',.;re IWStal1r~~ in the production of synfuels,' mandoes

not and cemot produce energy - all he can do is change its physical characteristics, to

siIIplify transportation conta:innent,etc. __ A.price, however, :19 paid for._:t:he. conversiort.

and in the case of Gasai:lol •.l/4to 1/3.0£ ~_ energy-;;is lost. _,Given the pres~tst:;ateof

technology, it takes mre energy to produce alcohol than it saves as, Gasahol. a mixture

of 10%alcohol and 90% GasahoL,_. Res,earch to, produce :al~rrol_£ue1in a more efficient

eemec fran farin l'IiiStes. etc." shmld be :lmnediately: inJIlenentecl. More efficient

distillation equipnent andfernEntation tnethoc1.s shc:n4clpe vigorously _researched.

The present technology should :iIimediately be implanented,particularlyin

agricultural states to supply local· and perhaps :regional need: The current OOE plan to

put in place programs: for, small, scale, OIl,,;,farm production of -alcohol fuel for local use

should be accelerated. It w:>U1d help the farmer,whobecause of intensive"use of"

farm machinery needs substantial ,quantities of LP_gas , dfesef fuel, natural gas.

kerosene and 'other •. fuels .. ,· On a per year average, £anns USi:!. appraKimate1y 6.5· billion

hours of farm labor and 1.2 gallonsofpetrolmn based fuels for eachJ101J["ofla'bor.

'lbe increased cost of fuel- ts. a.very heavy .factcr in food costs, .Let; alone the

fact that fanrers have a diffiCl,llt time inbe:lIlg sure of the availability of fuel du::ring

high usage rconths, i.e., planting, harvest:lIlg, transporting, drying and .irrigat:lIlg season.

Alcohol fuel produced locally fran agricultural wastes and consumed locally presents the

best opportunity to provide the necessary fuel whenneeded. Reliability of supply should

help the farmer maintain control of his operation in a mre cost-effective IIimlner.

Along with the OOE small scale, on-farm produc.tion alcohol program, the drive is to

build large plants to produce great quantities of ethanol fuel-- the cost' and fuel

econcmics of such an idea should be re-examined very carefully. The cost of the plant,

the energy required to haul feed to it and the energy required to distribute the
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produCt increases the net 101380£ energy; 1. e.': -Iess energy in btu contained

in the product theritotaj, BTU's gOing in. In the short time frame to·qUickly

reduce~ oroil it may make sense,.as a steady 'diet beeause of the great

quantities of farm products required such as grain, corn, ecc., it may not.

Methanol p:i:'oc1uCedfrOOicb8l while still a net energy Ioser is notqiJite

as bad as ethanol plantS.

Greater 'effort shOuld, abo be p'laced cn .the dace'lojmeat; ofalcohbl prOduction

processes that prcidtiCedrultiple' product's', 'SUCh'as mrlrnal feed. foodadditivies ,

fertilizers, 'etc., single product processes are riot Very energy efficient.

Several faim'cri:gahi.Zations, -"indiVidUal manbets cif Congress- and members of

congressional over-sight' ccmntttees fWD.bothii'LdUStri.8.1and agriCulttil:'al States

have been ve:ry critical oftthe implanentationpr6ce&itesand pace of federal

irnplanentation of legisl8.tive authority already on the books ~

The. camoh carplaint -is that the several departmentso£ gove:rmmt charged

and funded to execute the programs are-ext:remely slCMand bureaucratdc inthell'

actions. It takes furever: for a proposal -fcr-gasahol, pbanta to be processed;

approved and funded~These department's-don't sean 'to have the. same sense of urgency'

that Congress and the publiC have in IIOITing forward 'With all prudent haste. - An:

exaIIq:l1e is that wrlile: the Department of -AgriCulture has ncre than 100 tnilliOri

eanrarked for finanCial assistance for, snnll scale gasaho1 progrsms , Only a

small trickle'has to date reached "the fartrers andiuralcemnm1ties.
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Agriculttlral ccnaaodd t fea and forest products are, receiving attention

. as a source of energy because they "areren~_wable,lI_and, available in great

quimt~~ies. ,They are a rea'l, source of alcohol. Until these alternative

fuels have, a greater accept.ancavand a market. there"is a need for federal

assistance for production of energy from these resources.

Sen8teAgriculture's Committees report :OD, S 177=?described this"pote,n~

tial as follows, and I quote:

Agricultural Commodities and Residues

Agricultural residues,constitute a large tonnage of biomass. According

to Department of Agriculture estimates. plant,wastes. such as cereal straw.

corn c~bs and stalks; and sugarcane bagasse, total about 40 million tons~of

organic solids per .year , Farm .animals, many of which are confined, to feedlots

or broiler operations ,.generate another 210 million tons of organic.. solids. a., i

year. Thesere~id~esrepresentan important, and at present largely, untapped,

energy resource. The net energy yield from 1 ,ton of ,dry,organic.wast~.isequal

to apprOXimately 1.3, barrels of oil. Assuming;that only a portion of the

potential energy in biomass is recovered, it is estimated that the yield wouj.d

be close to 160 millio~:barrels;of oil annually. a significant contribution to

our energy supplies. This is the equivalent of, all gasoline and ddeee'l. fuel

used in farming.

In addition to the use of residues. agricultural commodities, can be

processed to remove high-value ingredients. For example, corn can be processed

to remove the germ, gluten. oil and many other pr()duc:.ts.while using the rema:lning

starch. to make alcohol.:fuel.

One ..technique tp,athas received Wide attention is the manufacture of
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gasohol, a 'mixture of 90 percent gasoline andlO percent alcoholfuels.-pro~

duced from'a wide variety of agricultural crops and waste residues - all the

way from commodities such as corn and sorghum to waste products such as sugarcane

bagasse. peanut hull. citrus pulp, or commodities that have gone out of condition

in storage. END QUOTE

Gasohol production demonstrates· the currently existing potential in rural

areas to move tOward energy independence. According to the Department of Energy's

"Report of the Alcohol Fuels Policy Review". local produc t fon and use of gasohol

in farm vehicles and crop d'rydngtequ fpraent; "could provide a meeecre-cr local

energy self-sufficiency". This'report indicates that agricultural 'biomass

feedstocks are currently available in sufficient volume to permit production of

660 milliongall6ns, of alcohol annually. The Department of Energy report also

examinedthelonger~termpotential for producing alcohol from agricultural

biomass and concluded that some 3.7 billion gallons ofalcoholcould~beannually

produced.usingexisting'technologies. without affecting the existing land base

used for food supplies. With improved technologies. the amount could be much

g'reatier",

A new 'process for'converting cellulose toCalcohol through'the use of

enzymes offers great promise. It appears possible to double the output of alcohol

from a ton of biomass as compared with conventional processes. This technique

would use high cellulose crops, such as sweet sorghum. that can be grown inmost

areas of the United States.

If these 'new processes can be refined and put toon~farm and small-scale

conunercial application. farmers will have a new crop - an-energy crop .;.thatthey

could profitably grow. This -could change the net iricomepicture for agriculture
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dramatic,ally,. such as theadv.ent:of -:soybe:anshas done within .cbe _~a,s;

three to four decades.

Another process ,for"producing energy from eeecee is anaerobic digestion which

uses bacteria in an oxygen-free .environment to tran8f~;'Dl such wastes. as feedlot

manure into methane gas. Sma_l1~scale.plan,tsdesign,ed to demonstrate the

feasibility of this process have produced encouraging results. Large~scale plants

are just becomdngvope'raudonak , The Farmers ,ijome, Administratiop has committed

funding for a major facility at Lamar. Colo.

Producing energy crops from biomass intllis country is in its .dnfaacy -No

crops are now gr,own. for -fuel., There are many new teclmologies being developed.

but a problem remains rhat; dmpedee implementation. Mostprivatelen~erB tend

to be skeptfcaL about financing newventures.- such aa. energy, produc.t;ionfrom

biomass. Hence, Federal loans' and loan, guarantee programs are essential to, over-

come lender reluctance.

Wood and _Wood .Wastes

Historically, ourNat~onalhas reli~d ~~i~~foreststobuild its homes

,~dto provide it;spaper produc t.s, Forest£! canidso ,supply a.signif.ican.t: ,a~oWlt

of this Nation,'s total energy needs. There are, at present, about,4?8',million

acres of commercial forest ,~and produc:lng wood. Wood is one of.: .the most ~atile

n~tural resources available.~ull:us~.ofour .N.ation.'s fO,re,stso~fers.ii.~~ .
potential for providing,asubstitu~efor liCj,u;ld, petrol,eum fue;ls and.,na~ralgas,'

and for providing a substit~te for petroleum feedstocks used in the ch~mlcals

and plastics industries.
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The potentiaCexist~-'tocoinp1Eitelysa:t,fs~fY' theenfire: energy needs Of the

forest sector through increased wood production, increased res:l.due:'use. 'arid

conservation in logging and milling activities. and to provide energy to the

general economy. Six anclane-half qUadrillion Btu's of energy exist in excess

growth. noucoaaercfaf timber,' 16ggingresidue. arid standingcul1artd 'dead

timber ~ wood that never leaves the forest. An additional'3.1quadrilllOn Btu's

exist in the form of uiate:r:1Q1that"cauld' be: produced frointhlnning' 'and mill'

waste.

Wood biomass. available on arianinidbai:iis.' CilIi;'produce9.E;'quadril1ion

Btu' sof potential energy - over 10 percent of our Nation' s'yearlyneeds. In

additiOn, using waste wood as an eriergysour~e will permit a new forest 'industry

to take its;place'alongside'the lumber and: paper industries, one that would riot

do away or threaten the present timber supply.

The lumber and paper industries have used wood for energy on a La.rge scale

for a long tiIne. Companies have burned waste. wood :tocogenerate steam and

electricity in their plants for years:~ At preeent , these industriesuSe'about 1.1

quaddllion Btti'sdedved' frOm' WOod - more thandi. other formsot' ene'rgy produced

from renewable . sources cOmbined.

Outside'Of'these forest 'products indi:lstdes. though~W6od has not been very

widely used' asfue!. There are several eineriirig tecbncfcgIee'; however. that wilt

allow wood to be used to a much greater extent if the necessary inc.entivesare

p'rovdded ,
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Energy Balance

The aIl10unt of petroleum andnatural'gas displaced' by fuels produced from

agdc\1itur~lcommcid:if:l~s arid forest products depimds' Cln the: fuels used in the

produetioriprocess. Acco~dingtotheOffice ~fT~chriologyAssessment:

The distillery produci.ng mestof the fuel ethanof today uses natural

gas as a boiler fuel 'arid the ethanol is used to produce S' high octane

ia;soh~o~ Be~~uselocal conditions eIlablethis'diStillery:'to be'particu

larlyeti.ergy-e£f1ci~nt. the use of gi:isohof-';;~de'-thiSway currently saves

one-tjrfrd gallon of g~Soiine and nat6ral 'gas ener~ equivale:ntfor every

gallOn of 'ethanol.

Because Federal assistance' for less eriergyefficientdiStilleries would

be c6uritetproductive t6 thegoal'of reduced:en~rgy imports. the Committee'agreed

to a proviStonwhich prohibits a~sistarice"to project~ where the total'energy

content of the alcohol and' other' fuels produced would-not'- exii~edthe'tb:dl

energy from petroleum and natur~l gas'used in manufacturing the 'alcohol ~rid

other fuels.

The' Committe~'riot~ei that:' distilleries-fUel~dWith-other'~iief~ r-esoirrcaa

such as coal and solar could be very attractive from the standpoint of'iricre~:sed

energy fudependence. Conceivably, ~6me distil1'eti~s\ould ''back-'riut'' nearly one

gailon of petkole~ or n~tur3.l gas' eCl'iivalent'for every 'gailon'iatiiatiot-'p't'odu~ed:.
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The Government'! SO Role

The role of government, in this instance, iata provide.s ~lear commitment

to the development of an industry producing energy from agricultural commodities

and wood products. The loan guarantees and grants provided in this section of the

bill would spur farmers, farm cooperatives snd industry to construct alternative

enexgy -pxoductdon projects. Bankers and bue Lneaamen , who frequently are reluc

tant to invest in new endeavors and ~sually take a "wait and see" attitude would

witness, first hand. the fesslb:l,lityand .g reat; potential of these government

assisted projects. Once government makes this commitment, bankers and businessmen

will have the confidence to proceed with sim:Llar,alternativeenE!rgy projects

using private capital and ingenuity. This is the type of cooperative effort

between government and industry that will pay the biggest dividends in reducing

this nation's dependence on foreign ecurcee cif .energy.

Alcohol produced from agricultural residues surplus crops. distressed crops.

etc . , is only a small part of the answer if weare to reduce ,import oil, and

conserye our domestic en~rgy. We must also improve dramatically.the effici~cy

with which energy, is used ~ we must conserve in every way available to us and we

must develop all other viable alternative fuel sources.

Quqting the Honorable John H. Gibbons. Director of the Office of Technology

Assessment:

Many of the witnesses before the Committee agreed that conservation il; vir

tuallythe only energy resource available in quantity to .impro~~theenergysupply

and demand equation during the 1980s. The Honorable John H. Gibbons, Director of

the Office of Teclmology Assessment. summed up the situation with the following

remarks:
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In'the m:l.d"':'termj 'the ,'next' 5 to 10 ye-arsor'so. we- heve 'one niafu opt::i.on

for reducing U.S. energy imports and that is to'improvethe'efficiericy'wfthwhich

energy is used - no otherene:r:gy opt.Lon can have euch un impatt'dudng thiS time.

Recommenaations

1. Concentrate more effort on'the development of small-scale production

plants utilizing local farm wastes, distressed crops and surpluses of
grain-etc.

2. Develop more enerqy efftctentways to prciduceboth ethanol end netnenct

fuel. Example:' reduce the number cif stages now needed to produce

conmerc'i a1 a1coho' and deve1op equi pment:'and processesithat are more

energy efficient.

3. nevetopmcre effective ccoperetton 'between the DOE endthe DOA "sc-tnat"

the-productloti Of etcotict fuels Mn't adversely impinge on theproductfon

of food and feed needs in this 'b:iuntfy and abroad.

4. Promote the development of a line of modular designed, new generation of

distillation units of various sizes to match local farm and regional needs.

Designed to be easily maintained and operated and not technically

sophisticated.

5. Study the feasibility of designing intermediate sized units that are easily

demountable and tra~sportable to farm areas which have farm waste, distressed

or surplus crops. Transporting units would be much cheaper than moving crops

to regional or national alcohol production units.

6. Examine other than conventional sources of energy, i.e.,. fuel, oil, natural

gas, etc., for fueling distilling plants.

7. Find ways to simplify the licensing process of small scale plants and examine

way to license before building to reduce risk to builder. Reduce cost of bond
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requ1rementsa~dr~cord keeping. Expedite the processing of,applications

and: funding _ofpl ant proposal.

8. Develqp more efficient, storage and blending methods.

9. Provide financial assistance necessary to have sufficient initial working

capital. Startup costs can cost as much as the construction costs of the

plants.

10. Accelerate the research and development of efficient micro-orga~isms

to ferment a variety of feed neter-tat rto.produce alcohol. It is a ve.r:y

excitingconcept,andbasedonprogre~s and success to date Jn using

mtcrc-orqantsms .to produce a variety crchemtcets and products is an

achievable goal. Time cycle to make genetic changes to selected micro~

organisms is about 2 years. Bioenginet;!.r,ing cycle 5-20 years. Selected

micro-organisms are very efficient, are self~reproducing and are very

efficient chemical factories and ~o~~~~ergyusers.
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Mr.. LLaYI>. Thank you very much,Mr.DiLuzio-.Weappreciate
your being here with us today... .. .. . .

I think that you probably summed some of these things up. I would
like to make a couple of points. One of the major problems that we
have in Government is how far we go into the private sector. Small
business thinks we go too far or business thinks we go too far. On the
other hand, you are telling me, for instance, that youwant to have these
alcohol plants, you want. them moved. out, decentralized,' you want
them close to Rudy over here so he can produce his alcohol utilizing
wastes or solar energy as heat or whatever it may be as the biological
activity.

The problem is, a~ I think Mr. DiLuzio alluded to, that the. ~nergy
companies are not Just overwhelmed then, If you are makmg the
profits. If you haven't read the papers lately, I would remilld you that
they are making a profit. What impetus, what methodology do we have
to encourage these people! You are talking about gasohol. Gasohol i~.
some mixture, at least at the present moment, oHO percelltor greater.
You are not in the mainstream of the energy source, you are not deal
ing with Texaco or Standard Oil Or somebody like that. 'The other
method is, to modify the machinery. Again as Mr. DiLuzio has alluded
to, we have had machinery which has operated directly on alcohol, and
indeed you can run diesel engines or tnrbines or even a standard recipe
rocating engine on gasohol if you metsr the fuel properly, and change
the carburetion. But you don't have the money to get the automobile
manufacturer to make that change, and you also don't have the im
petus nor the money to drive the system to gO into the energy com
paI!ies, ~exaco and Standard. Standard Oil IS ~oing to sit there and
wait until you are all through and you can't do It any more, then they
will buy your alcohol for what it costs you to produce it and sell itto
rnakea profit, if indeed, there is a profit.

There is another area where we simply have to agree, and that is, one
which you all have alluded to, that for every Btu of energy you put
into it, you had better come out with a plus factor or a social.good. A
social good would be changing nontransportable energy into transport
able energy, going from coal to gasohol, which is 100 percent Btu.
. So in bringing all these things together, I think you have pointed
out the problem that we as a committee are havingtrying to bring this
all into focus. There are some folks who say they want to be iuvolved
in the energy process, but they only want it in a very specific area; We
cau go out and look for oil in the North 'Sea, but as to producing trans
portable energy in New Mexico with Rudy online and Mr. Loll online
and with Standard online, we don't have the ability to generate that.
Rudy is willing. Mr. Loll is willing; But lam not so surethat these
"energy corporations" who are already making these kinds(}f profits
that we have beentalking about are~oing to make that changeunless
the Government mandates it. 'The-minute we mandate it, I am going
to have you, Rudy,and you, John, maybe even you,Frank, saying to
me, "Why don't you get the Government out of our area." What do
you say to that! .

Mr. DILuzIO. MI'. Chairman, can I answer that on the basis of ex
perience! I ran into the same problem with manufacturers of desalting
equipment. Theyknew all there was to know. The fact that some of
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them had learned it by working .under Government contracts and had
been paid to learn it, was very quickly forgotten. They didn't want
anybody else to get into the industry. Nobody talked about transfer of
information or giving learning contracts to other industries to build
plants without their objecting, and they testified against the idea many
times. Congresswas wise enough. to pass the bill expanding the Gov
ernment's role, anyway, and provide the money to make the technology
available to small firms. The big industries-I don't need to name
them-didn't want us to do that because they said we were building
competitors for them. . .. . ... .

That is why I think that it is very important that the gasohol prob
lem be cut into three parts. You may get away with that approach in
building the small farm plants, you may get away with plants of, say
100,000gallons a month up to 1 million gallons a month, but you will
run irito trouble with larger regional or national commercial plants.
If you break it down into three pieces and work on the farm-sized
plants and give the farmers a chance to help themselves in using these
surplus crops which are being wasted, and stay away from arguing
initially that you want to plant 10 million acres of corn and build a
multimillion gallon-per-day plant, you may succeed. The farm size,
which can be done by farmers and small co-ops that burn the product
locally and get the feed locally, are not going to bring the oil or large
industrial companies out in force. When you get into the million-gal
Ion per day size you are talking about big money and you are talking
about these massive corporations which are the only ones who have the
resources to build and operate them and distribute the product
efficiently. ": .

Y9u have got to move into gasohol production very quickly because
theeasiest way to get the oil companies to participate IS to show that
there is a profit to be made. Don't wait for them to decide when that
time is, but start small. In the desalting business we did not build the
desalting plants ourselves. We provided the technology, and industry
built the plants. They were always part of the team. They did the
design, they did the hardware and production, they did the selling and
SerVICIng of the plants. The Government never did that. We pushed the
state of the art and gave anyone who wanted to use it at least one good
technical answer to his problem. From then on the improvements were
made by industry itself.

.Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Lujan1
Frank, in breaking that flown, and we are not concerned about the

big company, if they want to.build a gasohol plant they can go ahead
and do it, but we are concerned with the small farm plant. John talked
ab')ut there not being a central place for all the .information, What
about.places like TAC, don't they have---;-
·M:r.DILuzIo,Well, TAC was set up originally, as you know, by the
NASA at the insistence of Clint Anderson. They were supposed to be
the collectors of technology and storedin memory banks data which
could be used to solve small business problems in terms oftechnology.

Mr. LUJAN. What is the name for TACI ..
Mr. DILuZIO. Technical Applications Center.
There isno reason in the world why. there couldn't be a center of

information. The hotline, while useful,is not enough. What you need
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is not only the technol0iD'. that is available in an understandable. form,
but the talent to understand that information and the talent to trans
late it intoaction. .At TAC We argued for severalmonths to get the
State to provide graduate engineering students to be interpreters of
this technical.information for the small businessman that needed help.
The large firms don't need the help, they are the ones who generated
this new information and they generally have strong engineering and
science in-house staff.

Mr. LUJAN.Yes, but couldn't they take the information of all of the
manufacturers of the various plants and tell you the difference between
the ones that John was talking about, such as. these are the efficient
ones, these a~e the inefficient ones, these are the ones that you use for
manure, these are the ones that you use for sorghum, for corn! It seems
so simple. . '. .• .•. . ... ".

Mr. D,LuZIO. Well, I would look at TACverY,very carefullyasa
possible source of a clearinghouse function for that information, pro"
vided you also used the existing farm agent network somewhere in the
scheme. .

Mr. LUJAN;Where would you put it, Where would be a good place
to consolidate all. of that information! If I have a certain.product on
my farm that I want to turn into alcohol, whatsource 'could give me
the information as to which is the best plant, who sells itan4 what en
gineering firm is the best firm for ~hat-the technical information-'
where would be the best place to put It!

Mr. DILuZIO.In my opinion, it would have to be 0Ileofthe universi
ties or colleges in the State of New Mexico set up to do that, or to use
an existingmechanism, which is theTACgroup. They are accustomed
to doing that. ...._

Mr. LUJAN. So we would do itthroughTAC or the State of New
Mexico!

Mr. D,LuZIO. Setup a center somewhere... .
Mr. LUJAN. So that give8 us a good track to rUn on because we have

that kind of institution in almost every State and that is where it ought
to be. .. ' ..

Mr. D!LuZIO. If anyState has a technicaltalent to do something like
that, thisState certainly has it. .". . . .. . .'

Mr. LUJAN. The second part of it,then, and that is the gathering of
information and to find out where I can go. The other part that any
one would have trouble with, and it ",as alluded to by John, was the
putting together of the proposal. Now, you know we .have NEDA to
put together proposals for SBA. Maybe that is the vehicle to help
people put the proposals together. Is that the best vehicle that we have,
in YOljr experience, or is them some other vehicle that we can use!

Mr. DiLuzIO. You have to do t",o things, Congressman.Qne is, you
have to simplify the preparation and processing of proposals. You
don't want the small farmer to process the same volumes of papers
that you would require for the intermediate or large com"lerc~al
plant. They are different things. You want to "lake it "erye~y for a
farmer to do it. ' "

Mr. LUJAN. We are talking about the farm level plant.
¥r. D,LuZIO. There ought to be a standardized proposal form or

there should be some assistance to the people that want to do that. In
my opinion, again you have the choice of either a State agency doing
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it for them, and this is done in several other States, or a State institute
or university that is paid to do just exactly that. .

Mr. LUJAN. COUld you use the same thing, could you use the same
place in New Mexico State to gather the information to tell me which
is the best plant and to help me put in the proposal to the Department
of Agriculture or to the DOE or to whomever I want a loan from?

Mr. DILuZIO. Yes. As you know, submitting proposals, it is an art,
Those who know how, and in fact may havea better idea, just can't
make it sell. There is a variety.of plants. We talked about energy re
quirements. A vacuum distillation process, which while very costly,
is highly efficient.It only uses about one-fifth or one-sixth of the energy
that. a normal distillation plant uses. It is not the kind of a plant
however, that you can slap together in the backyard. There ought to
be at least a standard design available which has been tested. John is
right. It must be field tested so that you know exactly how it works,
that is safe and can.be licensed. . .

Mr. LUJAN. Are you talking about standardization?
Mr. DILuZIO. I am talking about standardization because with

standardization you get low-cost production of facilities, you get
low-maintenance costs, you get parts when you need themand every
thing else. The greater number or variety of plant designs you have,
the more difficult it is to guarantee their safety, their reliability, or
their operational life. , . • .

As you know, Congressman, the trouble with nuclear energy is that
every plant is designed differently. There is no standardization. You
are dead when you do that. .... • .. / . .. .

Mr. LUJAN. Well, do you think we-have a pretty good chance of put
ting together, through working with a number of people, such an in
stitution that would do those things? Do you think it is a feasible
thing and that we can get on with putting together something like
that?, /, •.. .... " "

Mr. DILuZIO. It has been done in other States: It can be done here.
There is certainly no lack of talent in this State to do it. .

Mr. LUJAN. Thank you. . .. ,.'
Mr. LLOYD. I believe our time i? up for this panel. I would like

to take this opportunity to thank you forjoining us here today.
Mr. DiLuzio, we thankyou for your statement.
M.1'.' LLOYD. We will tak.,e. a velJ'.brief recess at this time.
[There followed a short recess.] ..
Mt:LLOYD. At this time, we will reconvene.
lIfr. Alhorn, you are on.
We have. your statement and you may read it or paraphrase it;

STATEMENT OF LELAND ALIIORN, EXEduTIVE DIRECTOR,NEW
MEXICO SOLAR INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT CORP..

Mr. ALHoRN.'l'hank you,Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Roth, CongresslUan Lujan.
I will just paraphrase. . . '.." '
I am serving as the executive director of the New Mexico Solar

Industry Development Corp. I. would just like. to take a moment
to describe some of the background of this corporation and also
the purpose of the corporation.
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The corporation is a private, nonprofitcorpora,t;;on founded as a
result of the rseommendations from asolar industry task force ap
pointed jointly by Senator Pete Domonici and Governor Bruce King
last fall. The Senator and the Gov;ernor,as mapy of us do, share a
common interest in helping to broaden the economic base. of the
private sestorof New Mexico. At the same time, weare highly in-

. terestedin expanding our State's role in the commercialization of
solarenergy. . .'. ..... . ••. . '.' • .

It is true that our State has been one of the leaders in solar energy
research and development and now as many, of these technologies are
beginning to become technically and economically feasible, we believe
New Mexico should accelerate its role in solar commercialization.

We want to expand existingilldustry and attract Hew industry,
to employ more of our private sector resources in this environmentally
sound and clean industry of producing components for solar programs
and aP1?lications. Our goal is to create from 3,000 to 5,000 new solar
related Jobs in the next 3 to 5 years.

The corporation was actually formed in December 1979. This past
February we celebrated a milestone in announcing that we had re
ceived support from the private sector to underwrite the expenses of
our first-year program.

Our mission is two fold. First, we will promote, assist and help
develop an economically viable solar energy industry in New Mexico.
This will include supporting existing industry in their expansion and
diversification of solar-related components and systems, designs, man
ufacturing installations. In addition, we will aggressively market new
and emerging solar energy businesses to encourage them to locate
in New Mexico and to provide employment for our growing private
sector resources, Second, we will enhance the solar image of the State
of New Mexico. We intend to promote the broad use of solar energy
in our homes, offices, and businesses in our industrial sector. We will
encourage State projects to become models for energy conservation
and solar application. We plan to build customer confidence in solar
applications through education, demonstration, and information dis
semination;

We want everyone to be aware of the long-term beneficial effects of
using alternate energy technologies today. We believe there exists
a state of urgency in the commercialization of solar technology. We
hope to raise the priorities given to solar applications that are eco
nomically feasible to help replace our dependence on rapidly depleting
fossil energy reserves.

These technologies are readily available and literally on our door
steps. 1Vhat is still required is an effective utilization of innovative
skills of the small and private-sector businesses. We need to put these
technologies into common practice.

We are prepared to be the advocate for solar applications and small
high-technology firms when clearly an advocate role is required. We
will be developing specific programs to help small high-technology
solar firms to help couple their businesses into the solar marketplace.
We plan to provide a focus and an influence where clearly an influence
is required to raise the level of interest in a solar project. We plan to
be the catalyst and coordinator when divergent interests, lack of in-
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formation or a condition of indifference .ishindering a solar applica
tion or indnstry from achieving its full potential; .. '

In short, we are on a fast track. We are prepared to cut redtape and
give citizens of our State and of our.Nation and the capable businesses
an opportunity to reap the benefits .ofinvesting in solar application
and products today. '.' .••. ..•.. ..' .. : .; .
. In closing,!.would just say that I want to compliment FrankDi

Luzio on his excellent way of summarizing some of the problems with
gasohol development. I can say. without a doubt that most of those
things that he .said about the gasohol program directly apply to the
solar product development business as well. I just want to reempha
size what.he said in those areas.

I would be happy to answer your questions.. ... ';'
[The biographical sketch and prepared statement of Mr. Alhorn

follow.i]

{
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Mr. Leland Alhorn is ,presently serving as Executive Director of the

New Mexico Solar Industry Development Corporation. He is a loaned
, ,

executive from The 80M Corporation's Technology Applications Center to

serve in the NMSIDC early development. He was appointed by Governor

Bruce King to serve on the Solar Industries Task Force ahd was an ;ncor~

parator in the formation of the NMSIDC.

Mr. Alhornhas been associ~ted,wit~ research and development organi~

zations in Albuquerque since 1956. He worked int~e 'Weapons Development

Program at Sandia Laboratories until 1962. Since then he has been in

manufacturing, marketing, and market research for Grafh, Inc., Missouri

Research laboratories, EG&G, Inc., Technology Marketing Associates.

Inc., and is now Manager, Market Development at The 80M Corporation. He

is a graduate of Coyne Electrical School and OeVry Institute and has

done course work at- the University of New Mexico.
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THE ROLE OF THE FEOERIILGOVERNMENT

AND SMALL, HIGH TECHNOLOGY FIRMS IN

SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

.. by

Mr. Leland Alhorn

Execut-ive· Di rector

NewM~xico Solar Inctustry Development Corporation

This testimony was prepared for the Subcommittee on Investigations

and Oversight of the Science and Technology Committee of the

United States House of Representative. at a special hearing in

Albuquerque, New Mexico on March 21, 1980.
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INTRODUCTION

Good morning "Chairman Lloyd, Congressman L~jan,Commjtteeme~bers,

distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen. The New Mexico SoJar Industry

Development Corporation very much appreci~tes the invitation to address

you today. Our COmments will address "The Role. of the Federal Government

and the small. high technology business in the area of Solar En~rgy

Development. n

BACKGROUND

In the way of background information, let us .briefly describe the

circumstances which led to thecre~tion of this corporate body. The

idea was born more than a year ago during discussions b~tweenSenator

pete.Qomenici and Governor Bruce King. They. share a common interest in

helping our state.strengtheniind broaden the economic base of the private

sector and have a more active role in the commercialization of solar

energy technologies.

Through their foresight~ dedication~ and nonpartisan approach, a

plan evolved to assess New Mexico1s needs and interests in an aggressive

solar development program. A solar industries task force was appointed

by the Senator and Governor, and a study was begun in August of 1979.
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On November 12, 1979, a comprehens t ve report was wri ttenincl udi ng
ideas and suggestions from individuals in Government, industry, associ a

tions,'ahd the private sector from across the state. Many practical and

economicallY viable-recommendationswereintluded in the report. The

overwhelming concfustons suggestec(to the Senator and Governor that a

separate organization be established and charged with implementing this

solar industry development program.

On December 19. 1979, a private. non-profit corporation was organized

within the meaning of Section 501(c)6 of the New Mexico Non-Profit

Corporation Act. Its mission is to impl~ment an aggressive state~w;de

program to promote solar industry development and to encourage energy

conservation and solarenergy'use in New Mexico. By February 8, 1980.

many New Mexfco busfnessnenhed contributed financial support' end had

dedicated a variety of resource's to assure'that the initial oparatfons

c~uldbegin. This dedication and enthusiastic response frOm' the' private

sector gives us the confidente that industry in New Mexico is entering a

new and exciti~g frontier -- an era when our national dependence on
foreign oil can be lessened and we can all benefit from the practical

app1 i cations 'o'f" a'I ternate 'ener-qy technolcqtes ~

ORGANIZATION

T~is cooperative venture among private enterprise. non-partisan

Government leaders. and individual citizens may be unique in all of the
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United States. Our success is far from being guaranteed. Our success,

and, consequently, the benefits of Qursociety a~e highly dependent upon

the continued. support and dedication of the many key advisors, directors.

and individuals who have joined together to initiate this bold effort.

Figure 1 depicts the organizational relationship of the New: Mexico

Solar Industry-Oevelopm~nt Corporation. We ~irit~~o make nof~-df' the

structure and make-upof~the advisory board and the board of directors.

We are "grateful for the support of such di sti ngui shed i ndt vtdua 15. They

represent the broadest possible range of technical, managerial, tfnenctat ,

and busfness expertise'. Their willing~ess to devote time and energi~s

to suppor-t ouretforts is entndtceutcn of the importance with which

this program is vie~~d 'throughout New 'Mexico. Havii1g"thes~;,iridividuals

with th,eir partlcular expertise active'ly involved will '"be key to the

success, of our programs. As our Corporation,_:matures and becomes fully

operational, we will add others to t~~advisory and director boards who

have an interest and special expertise essential to fulfilling our

evolving Corporate needs.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the New Mexico Solar Industry'Development Corporation

can be summarized as a two-fold purpose.
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Fi rst ".the·Corpof?-tion will promote,:-assist; and help,'develbpari

economically viable solar industry in New Mexico. This includes supporting

ex; sti n9·industri es in, thetr..expansion "and\divers ; fi catf onj n sol ar-

re 1ated .ccnpcnents ,andsystem,:.design, an,g.:,marwfa_cturing, ins ta 11ation,

and servi ci ng bus;n~sses. In edd'it ion '. the Corporat lon-wt 11 a.ggressi vely

market new and emergi ng .sol ar bust nesses to encourage -themto locate in

New Mexico and to provide employment for ourgrow;ng,private sector

reSOurces.

The secondpurpose t s to enhance the sol ar rimeqe-cf our state. 'We

intend '·:to het ppromote the broad use of solar energy;n our-homes,

offices. and businesses',' We._.winenco~rage,~'tate, projects to become

mode lsforenergyconservati on and .solar,demons~rations. Wewillbuil d

consumer confidence in solarapplicati,onsthrough education and.informa

tion dissemination. We ,want everyone t~beawareofthe long-term

beneficial effects of using al~ernate energy technologi~stoday. We

plan to coordinate and cooperate closely with the other economic and

industry development organizations within New:Mexico. We wiTl avoid any

duplication of projec;ts or efforts.which are c'leer-ty-the primary. respons i

bi 1t tyof ,a,n~xt~til1g:_ organization. We will offer our support on all

conmon Jnterest. proJect?...".
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THE ROLE FOR FEDERAVGOVERNMENTAND SMALL, HIGH TECHNOLOGY FIRMS

Therale for the' Federal Gover'riment is'clearlY:' one of research ~

development, anddemonsfrat'i or't,'of··t~thndlogY'applications. With· -its
mass;ve resources -and 'techno1o'g; cal advantaqes ~':no priVateenterpri se

can effectively compete with big govermiten-t:;-' but 'its 'dreaded bureaucracy

and its "onlywe know what is best fOf you'L"a'-ttitude 'present severe

handicaps and frustrations to those involved in free enterprise. Surely,

there are those in business who would like nothing better than to have

the Federal G'overnmen't continue to make all the 'decf s tons and 'do-le' out

all of the funding. These, to be sure. represent but 'a srriallsegment 'of

our businesses. The free enterprise society, which has resulted in our

country becoming the greatest, developednat'ionf n rthe world. ts still

al tveand well today. 'It needs-b'ut tu be qfven clear direction as to

where the national energy priorities are. and"are going to remain. and

then be:provided the incentives toachieve'our'goal~.

The Federal' 'Government :(we the peopl e")' has a: pr-tmary obligati on' to

make avatlab'le-e'lT useful 'research and development inforlT1ation rega'rding

alternate e'i"iergy, technotoqteseno demons tratfons of'the'se technologies.

This information must be readily available in a clear and 'unambiguous

form to businesses who wish to enter the solar marketplace. The Govern

mentis additional obligation also includes making all reasonable effort

to aid in an eff~ctive transfer Of technology fr.om the research laboratory

to the manufacturer and ultimate user.
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The sman, high' technology:'fi-rm', :on' th~ -6'th~~ :hah'ci', .;:hk~-· the obi {ga

tion toacqutre the' information-,: i ntel l igetltly-:ev~f~atethe'iata~::a~d:

make sensibl'e'-de~:i s1ons;-:r~gardfng- -hi 5 entry i nto'ihe -:501 ar :marketp'l:at-~.

r"t tsa 'difficult and'rapidly-evotv:i:ngmarketpt~ce:ana'-\tW111 require'
the best -of'ma:nagement,and::'fiscaT' jU-dgin-enf~and-iila:rketi rig" technt ques to

remai n a vteb1eandeconomt ca~lYr;:ompet-i:ti ve contender 'iii the: solai

business .. :No one, least of 'all the{ Federal 'G'overrime'rit, 'has" an' 'bblig~,aon
to keep"a poorly:run,-ine.fficl~nt,--anl shoddY'busine'ss1n operitiori~

.Countlessman-years -have-- been'e~pended by 'the "F~der~1"Gc)vernm~~t

and many otherorganiiatl0ns to' evaluate::a'ncl pr()pose"imp:roved'pr6gra.m~

to help the tnnovat ive small, high tech~o169}/'bu~Jnes:ses. Many"'of these

evaluations have been thorough and a number of good recommendations have

been put forth. There remains a 'lot of' opportun:ity' t'or'implement:-;ng

effec't'tveproqrems, We want t6cite two specific referehces wh;ihhar'e

conci se and' have C6n~i'derable' v:alue in'shapin'g-:' fU't'u'r'eproil'ralTi's fO'r' the

smaTl cand frin6vatlv'e' busi ne'sses.' The fi rst, is a repo'h "bY the Sma11

Business Adminis'tratiOn Task Forte,diifed May' 19'79,': enti tled, II Sman

Business and' IHnovation'~,II:' the-second is'a repo'tt by' the Senate Hear-inq

on Small Busfnass :andTnnovat ton , dated August :2'~;': 1979'~ These tWo
reports' contain very valuab'le background,lnformat10n, rec'ommendaHoWs~

and conctustons drawn'by'a:hostof qualifi'edfnd'fvi'duais. We believe

these-contatn 'many of thee s'olliti ens for' prog,rams' to' a'id-the'sman~ hi gh

technology Him.·
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There are some Projects whi~h a~e already quite, successful in

reducing the mortality rate of .small.high technologY,firms during their

furmulatf veyears , Onespecifi c program ; s fundedby the Economi c

Development Agency whtch al1owsuniversi,ti;e~",_to operate business devel- .

opment cen~ers. One of those' centers: is operated by the University of

New Mexico and is called the Business Assistance and- Resource Center.

Its efforts are aimed at new venture development. business stabi)iza-

t ion , and expandfnq small bustnesses in the State of New Mexico. The,

program is aimed at giving hands-on managerial and technical assistance

from hi~hl)' spes1a:lizE!d-individuals .tobelp train and give. skills to the

entrepreneur and the small businessman who is acombined,manager,

designer. ~ar~eter. ard.busJness~an.

We ,WOUld. al so 1'i~e to cat l attention to the very highly successful

small and minority.b~siness development prog~am which is operated by

Sandia Labpratories, ~ qua~i-gov~rnmental contractor which has been very
. .. ,........ '. .

successfu1 '; n deve'loptnq and nurturi ng small. high techno l oqy businesses.

While these are but two ,kinds of progr~ms •. they have the capability to

address, in an effective;mann~r~ the promotion of small'business~s and

coul d be used as.e;<amp:l es and model s for othergoverlJment'7wide,: programs.

One thing ise,ssential in ,these proqrams ' success ; that is, the;attitude

with which the people. approach aiding the s~al1 businessman. It: i~ very

important thatJhepeopl.e;in charqe of these program;s recccntzeendere

sensitive to the frustrations caused by the constant struggle<,tpat ~./

businessman endures.
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'SUMMARY

In summary, we bel teve 'there' exists a state of 'urgency in comner

cializing solar energy technologies. We must cause a higher priority to

be given to solar applications which are able to replace our dependence

on rapidly depleting fossil energy reserves. The technologies are

readily available and already at our "doorstep. II What is yet required

is to effectively utilize the innovative skills of our private sector

businesses ,

The!lelarge and"sma11, high techno logy fi rms need better information

to understand the marketplace so they can develop the products arid

servi ces to utilizetheab~nd1nt a'nd't~newable sol ar energy now'. They

need thein-c~rttive 'to do it w;thpri:v~t:e'. capital and within the free

enterprise system. We cannot wait until the pri~e of energy g~~s compietely

out of reach of the average American.

We are prepared to be the "advocate" for solar applications and the

small high technology firm, when clearly an advocate role is required.

We will be developing a specific program to assist small, high technology

solar businesses in their quest for reliable information about the solar

marketplace and the status of new innovations and technologies. We plan

to aid in coupling these businesses effectively into their marketplace

so that their chances for survival are improved.
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We intend to provide a focus and influence, where lnfluence is

required, to raise the interest level of a solar project. We will be

the catalyst and coordinator when divergent interests. lack of infor

mation, or a condition of indifference hinder a solar application or

industry ·from achieving itsful1 potential.

We believe our efforts will help accelerate the transfer of solar

technologies from research to commercialization. In short, we are'on a

"fes.t track II prepared to cut red tape andg;ve our citizens and capable

business an opportunity to reap the benefits of investing in solar

~pp)ications and products today. We plan to stimulate innovation in,

conservation and solar applications through close cooperation, with the

entrepreneur, the architect, the engineer. and especially the small.,

high technology firms in an attempt to penetrate the growing solar

products and services fields.
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Mr. LLOYD. Thank yon very mnch. We ap~recillte, of course, you
coming here. This is an excellent undertaking and I hope that you are
indeed successful in getting that number of people involved in the
process. I would hope that your location in the Sun Belt would aetu
ally generate or bring more people into that kind of an involvement.

Mr.J:,ujan. •. •.. . .'. '. . .• ..'
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you very much. Let me really congratulate you

on establishing the New Mexico Solar Tndustrv Development Corp. I
think it was a long time in coming, I think it is a good step. We have
here all the potential and companies to put it altogether..

What is there, out there, now that you can see j The water heating
technology, of course, is out there and being marketed and the heating
and cooling of buildings. Whitt other things do you see that need. en
eouragement from the standpoint of government to get them out into
the private sector! ••. . .•. .: •.

Mr. ALHORN-, Well, first, we believe that the wind energy programs
are very close to commercialization and profitable and economically
feasible. When we talk. about solar, we are really including wind in
programs too. So the direct use of solar for water heating and for space
heating and cooling is eertainly technologies which we believe can
compete very effectively now with eleetrical means. In New Mexico
they do not compete that favorably yet with the current priee of gas.
It is not as economical to heat your house with solar as it is to use gas.
I think that our evidence shows that those rates are ehanging rather
dramatically and rather quickly. By the time we could get a set of
indnstries in place to be able to produce products that can be bought
and purchased for an economieal price, our gas prices and. our electric
prices are going to certainly be much higher. .

Mr. LUJAN. What.would it cost me today to order and put into oper
ation a system to heat. the water for my house right here in
Albuquerque j .•

Mr. ALHORN. Well, again, I would not give a set figure, but a range
of figures. With some of the lesserteehnologies, I believe they can .do
it for $500 or $600. There are certainly products on the marketplace
which run in the range of $1,800 to $2,800 for effectively performing
the water heating job.

Mr. LUJAN. One of the. big arguments that we have going in the
com.mitt.eeare.. those that. push the w.hole. co.ncept of appro.p.riate tech
nologies,the little uses of solar as opposed to the big electrical gen
erating plant: Are we stuck forever with the small uses of solar or do
welook at someday the high concentration of energy from solar in
onepaiticular plant j . .• ",
, Mr. ALHORN. I think thereis a broad range between the innovative
use of solar in the home. and the power tower concept for generating
electricity. There is a host of areas in-between. To cite a few, certainly
distributed photovoltaic power systems. We firmly believe that. the
DOE will reach their goals of reducing the cost of the cells, If they
do, there will be a host of distributed photovoltaic systems that is high
technology, b11t ona decentralized basis rather than centralized elec-
trio gep,era#on. .,,' ,'.' - ", '.,."i, ,:.. ;-;:,

In addition there are many applieations for industrialprocess heal.
In some places, right now you can generate industrial process steam
for equivalent rates to gas in that area.
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Mr. LUJAN. By solar!
Mr. ALHoRN. By solar.
Mr: LUJAN. Thank you.
Mr. LLDYD. Mr. Etoth!
Mr. EtOTH. Thank you, Mr. ChaIrlllan.
Mr. Alhorn, if you had to make' a calculated guess on the number

of or what percentage of our energy needs will be met by solar in, say,
20 years.what would yousay ! '... .

Mr. ROTH. Well, I would like to believe that with the President
stating it will be 20 percent, that there will be a national priority given
to see that we try to reach that foal. I think it is certainly achievable
that we could get 20 percent 0 some forms of our energy needs, at
least our fixed heating and cooling. It is going to take some dedication
and clear language from Congress and the executive branch to stand
behind those goals. Our corporation has adopted a goal that ",e would
push for 25 percentin the State ofNew Mexico.. . .' .

Mr. EtOTH. 25 percent in the State of New Mexico in 20 years!
Mr. MHoRN.Yes. ',.. . . '.' ., ,.',.
Mr. EtOTH. And you are the front runners in solar energy in this

State so 20 percent in 20 years would be maybe unrealistic!
Mr. ALHoRN. It is unrealistic with the current incentives and the

present program emphasis. We have people in the solar business cry
ing for information of a practical nature, just as the gasohol people
do. .So we must accelerate sOllle of those programs to help transfer
technology.' We can't wait on' designing the best collector which is
always just around the corner. We ,,:,ust get t~em out m" the homes
and busmesses. Unless we do these kinds ofthmgs, certainly 20 per'
cent is probably an impossible goal to meet.

Mr. EtOTH. Thank you. '. . , ' ..
Mr.·LUJAN. One more thing. Would you put 9uyourJ3DMhat for

a minute and tell the committee about the BDM photovol~aicsy~t~m
and what the plans are. ,. , . ." .' -. ' •.' •••• .

Mr. ALHoRN. I am on loan to the New MexiCo Solar Development
Corp. as a contribution by the BDM Corp. here in Albuquerque to
help foster solar development in the State. The BDM Corp. is in
process of installing a 50-kilowatt photovoltaic array for the roof of
a commercial office building. It is an ideal application in that the
needs of the office building are greatest during the sunlight hours of
a normal day. The 50 kilowatts will not provide all of the power for
the building, but it will do a substautial portion. Waste heat from this
array will be used to provide heat for the building. We have abuild
ing that isdesigned to be e~ergyefficie~t. It has allthe.latestst.aridard
construction techniques, slightly modified, to make It more energy
efficient. We have designed the building and believe that this will have
a rate of energy consumption of 30,000 Btu's per~quare foot per
year. In this regard, that compares to 1975 standards for A.& E.
designs for a similar building of 175,000 Btu's per square foot per
year. So we are at one-sixth of the design goal of 1975.

I. mi~ht say that the demonstration project is really one of nine
which IS promoted by DOE throughout the United States. N~",Mex
ico is verv fortunate in that we have three of those delllcmstration
projects. There is theDBMone, there is one in the Lovington Shop
ping Center, and one with theEI Paso Electric Co. In this State we
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will be experimenting with and showing the commercialization value
of photovoltaic systems over the next 3 years.

Mr. LUJAN. You have some surplus power that you can feed back
into the grid; is that correct1

Mr. AmORN. Correct. There will be 50 peak kilowatts produced
and if the building does not need all of it we will be providing that
excess energy to the Public Service Co. of New Mexico. They cannot
purchase the power from us because regulations do not allow for
purchases of electricity from a private source. We are developing
information on a new area of possible legislation to take care of dis
tributed solar systems. So their excess power can be provided to a
grid rather than using expensive storage.

Mr. LLOYD. Thankyou.
At this point, with unanimous consent, I would ask that the state

ment of Robert San Martin be entered into the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. San Martin is as follows:]
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St.atementof

Robert San Martin, Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Field Operations and International Programs,

Conservation and Solar Energy

Before the House Science and Technology Subcommittee

On Investigations.and Oversight

March 21, 1980
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Mr. Chairman and :Members of the '",Committee:

I welcome this opportunity to be here today to discuss the role'

of the federal government and small, h~gh technology firms in

solar energy development.

As you ' know, President Carter hasdedlared that the Nation should

commit ourselves ta-a'goal of meeting 20 percent-of our-energy

needs with solar and renewable .resources bythe:erid ~cif>the

century. To do that, we must both develop n~w technolqgy and

assure that innovation takes place in the private sector.

Historically, we know that small business has done a great deal

of the innovation in American industry. In recent years, we ha,ye

seen the phenomenon of the small, high-technology firms taking on

the industri'.al 'giants "arid""often winning to become significant

industrial coritributorsthemselve's. Thus, we believe that :solar

energy has a stake in the health of small business. A healthy

climate for small, high-technology business isa climate in which

our new solar energy industries can grow rapidly enough to.meet

the President's goal.

rnkeeping with the President's policy, Secretary ,of Energy

Charles W. Duncan, Jr. announced at ~ March 7, 1980 Procurement

Conference that the Department of ,Energy would actively work to

develop vigorous minority business goals and implement changes in

the procurement process to facilitate small and disadvantaged

business activi"ty".-
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At the Conference Secretary Duncananriounced the 'followirig-five

goals:

1) The DOE will increase its .dLsadvarrteqed business performance

goal up to 3 1/3 percent in FY 1980, up from approximately

1.5 percent Ln FY 1979. This means that approdmately-$250

rni11~o~ .·dollarswil·l be let in direct prime contracts .end

subcontract .eo ':m,inorityfirms.

2) The DOE will establish long-range goals for minority business.

In anticipation, we hope to move towards a'goal aflO percent

of total di'r'ec.t and ina'irect procurement in several years

time'.

3) The DOE ,will increase its 1980 procuremerttfor -8{a)f.!rrns

from $27 ,mHlion"dollarsin"FY 1979 to $86 million.in FY

1980.

4) The DOE 'wiiles~ablish a goal aflO percent minority partici

pation in its grant programs.

5) The DOE will authorize and install computer terminals to

access the Small Business Administration's Procurement

Automated'Source systems (PASS) in all DOEls government-owned,

contractor-operated (GoCos)'facili't!'es, a~()ve $10 mill'ion

dollars, as soon as present procedural problems are corrected.

A number of ongoing steps are underway in the Department;of

Energy to facilitate and further encourage the participation of

small high technology firms. Procurements are screened for small

business set-asides. To enhance the screening capability, DOE uses
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a Procurement ..Automated .acurce System': (PASS ), which profiles

capabilities of smalLR&D 'concerns. There, are also goal setting

measures, small business· initiatives such as the assignment of

small business awards to procuring activities; an unsolicited

proposal reserve for R&D companies; a 10% set-aside under the

Photovoltaic Energy RD&D Act (Public Law 95-590), and the Energy-

Related Inventions Program.

Because of the importance of innovation in solar developments,

the small business participation in our program is larger than in

the Department of: Energy as a:whole. For the past three years

approximately 19 percent of solar outlays have' gone to small:

business. The Department of Energy--accomplishmenLfor Fiscal

Year 1979 was 15 percent.

We believe more can and' should be_done. At-our request, the

Solar Energy- Research Institute (SERI) at Golden, Colorado, is

developing a pilot plan to expand small business participation.

The following are some of the program initiatives being considered

in that plan:

Establish an advertising strategy that w~ll provide for

development and wider access to the SERI bidder1s list, more

opportunity for direct contact between technical staff and

small businesses, and effective use of the small business

network. to advertise eeseaccn opporuun i ties' •

Establish policy and responsibility at SERI for coordinating

storage and use of small business resource lists including •
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the Procurement Automated Source system (PASS). Facilitate

srnallbusiness entry onto appropriate lists.

Conduct an annual analysis of the capabilities of small

business in solar and solar related technologies to contribute

significant R&D to the Solar Technology progr~m in the near

term~

Establish and conduct workshops to improve small business

proposal preparation and marketing skills.

Establish· a policy and program tocprovide management and

accounting Bssistanceto small businesses that qualify for

solar awards'ohtechnicalmerit.

Institute a training program for small business engineers

which meet their need for up~to-date working knowledge of

DOE sponsored laboratory facilities and technical research.

Prepare summaries of annual program opportunities for small

businesses in each technical area of solar technology for

early fiscal year distribution.

Estabish a formalized and continuous monitoring and feedback

process to identif~ new and evolving barriers to small business

participation which may become institutionalized.

We hope, we will be able to utilize the outcome-of the SERI

pilot plan to develop simila~ plans a~ other DOE Solar oriented

facilities •
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Now I would like to briefly review Bomeof the act1vities being

pursued by Sandia Laboratories.

Sandia Laboratories

As you may well know, Sandia Laboratories assist the Department

of Energy in meeting its national goal by managing technical

programs, operating special-purpose solar experimental

facilities, and conducting in-house sci~ntific ana engineering. ..'. -. "

research. Sandia Laboratories has a very active small

business and technology transfer program. The Laboratories

fiscal Year 1979 R&D contracts (all in high' technology solar

fields-~totalled $22.4 million dollars; 30% of that amOunt,

or 6.7 million dollars was spent with small business (university

contracts were a very small part of the total). For example

a small business contractor in Albuquerque, New Mexico

recently erected a laboratory building at Sandia's Photovoltaic

Advanced Systems Test Facility. It uses "passive solar

heating" by means of a "water heat storage wall" as its only

source of heat.

Technology transfer of solar.energy R&D last year at Sandia

Laboratories encompassed a wide variety of activities in

addition to direct contracting. Some of the activities were

scheduled progress reports, publication of significant

findings in professional and trade journals, and by person-to

person contact at meetings, conferences, ,workshops and

symposia.

The purpose of the Sandia Laboratories technology transfer

project is to augment the technical projects and speed up the
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generation of a-solar industry. The project has three major

object!ves:

to take the initiative in identifying the organizations

and persons best able to acceleratecommerical development

to supply selected technology in the forms best suited to

rapid transfer of commercial capability, with emphasis on

early impact technology and a continUing program to help

accel'erate:the longer term op~ions'

to feedback information, to the program management of

suggest~~ changes in program emphasis based on needs

identified"in the outreach efforts

The Laboratories has also established a Resident Engineer program

specifically aimed at aiding United States business--large arid

small--to learn first hand about current solar R&D by participating

in project activities. The out-of-pocket costs to sponsoring

companies is defrayed by Sandia.

Mr. Chairman, to our regret the obstacles facing small solar high

technology. firms are many and varied, but I can assure you we

will continue to explore all viable avenues in our efforts to

facilitate small, high technology business participation in

the program.

This concludes .my: prepared, testimony. I would be very pleased

to answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.
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Mr. LLoYD. We would like to thankLou Hoffman for coming in
on very short notice. We appreciate your presence .here today and we
look forward to your testimony. If you have written testimony, that
will be accepted into the record.' You may paraphrase it or whatever
you like.

STATEMENT OF LOU HOFFMAN

Mr. HOFFMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Lujan,
"ndCongressmanRoth., ' ", ,< '

I do nothave a: written record, butI will send you something. .
Mr. LLOYD. If you would like, we will hold the record open so that

you can submit a statement. .
Mr. HOFFMAN., May I do that 1
Mr. LLOYD. Indeed you may. """", "
Mr. HOFFMAN.! would also like to provide some comments today,

if I could.
Mr. LLOYD. Fine. We will hold the record open .so you can submit

your statement at.a later time.
Mr. HOFFMA". Thankyou, sir. 1will. . .".,' .,,'.. .' .
Essentially what I have today is a set of notes to speak from which

I have put together since last evening, .'
I am here in a sense representing the Four Corners Regional Com

mission, Lam their SeniorPolicy Officer; but I can't really speak
formally for them on this issue. We have had, in the last few months,
a rather extensive policy research and .review process evaluating II

.number. of potential regIonal programs, many of which were aimed
toward energy issues, as well as small technology firms. Our Gover
nors will be considering. those recommendations at the end of May
and we hope that these can be formalized at that time. So in asense
I am really speaking for myself today., ..'.. .

The one thing that I really would like to preface my remark with
is that,' intermsof the' comments- that we heard from the gasohol
panel and the comments that we.will.hearfromthe third panel, and
I am sure that you .have' noticed .from comments in other hearings
around the. country, there is a' great deal'of commonality in problems
in all these areas. Itis not that gasohol has unique problems that need
to be solved,it is not-that geothermal has unique problems that need
to be solved, it is not thatsolar has unique problems thatneed to be
solved. If we are going to. have successful businesses, they all have a
common set of elements, a common set of problems, for which con
sistent solutions can be constructed, we believe.

With those comment in mind.iit seems to me.thatmaybeI can move
into my remarks now. Really, what it seems tome that we are talking
about is how to make businesses successful, not how. to make better
technologies. In that Iight.with respect to Dr.SamMartin's statement,
which has been- submitted into the record, which I only briefly
reviewed this morning,' one of the pointsthat has been made time and
time again here today is that this DOE proposal, as I briefly looked at
it, looks like a lot more of .the same,a lot more demonstration .pro
grams.lt is going to keep a lot more engineers employed, we. are
going ~o keep ~he technical people interested. 'I'here isa certain point
at which I think-you have got to shoot. the .engmeer and go mto
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production. I would encourage the House of Representatives to begin
thinking in those terms. '": " " ,

Mr. LLOYD. Excuse me for interrupting. We sometimes do: think in
those terms, but we have a little problem in making the jump; If we
appear to say no, then we hecome the heavy hand, by saying to tech
nical people, oh, the state of the art no longer counts, let's deliver the
hardware. We find this is not only true in scientific areas, but it is also
extremely true in national defense. As a matter of fact, we have,as
you know, very brilliant men who are serving at the Secretary level
who are very difficult to move off of research and development.

Mr. HOFFMAN. I would certainly agree that it is in the long-term
national interest to maintain a uniform and stabilized technical base.

Mr. LLOYD. I understand what you are saying and I understand
what Mr. DiLuzio was saying, but how do you maintain that! How do
I hold the interest of people like Dr. Hans Mark, for instance, whom

youmayrecognizefromhisworkwith~ASA., " '."'."'.'Mr. HOFFMAN. I would suggest that maybe Mr. DiLuzio's proposal,
to cut the problem up into pieces, is really the solutionto that problem.
Look at those .elements that you can commerciali~e today and go
ahead with' your production. Look at those elements which aren't so
commercial andwhich need more technical development and continue
to employ your research people in those are~s.We are not suggesting
that we try to solve all, problems at once,' rather we propose that
incremental solutions may be preferable to no solution at all.

The second general thought that I had was related to the whole
process of Government funding and subsidies. Congressman Lujan
mentioned the situation with the solar industry which persisted for
a couple of years, as I understand it. People sat back and didn't
purchase solar systems because they were waiting for tax incentives.
We have also seen some information recently that has been developed,
but not-released, by DOE where, for example, in their geothermal
program' businesses and corporations are developing programs and
strategies around Government funded program~and are waiting until
the Government makes a commitment to do thmgs and :make invest
ments. Rather than to go ahead and do something, they are waiting
for somebody to make it easier. T think .thatiis 'a problem that the
Government has to deal with, too,in terms of how to actually l?ackage
the real dollars that was addressed earlier this morning. I think you
can't hold a carrot out without eventually letting the donkey get to it.
What we have seen that, in terms ofa lot of project financing problems
that could be in any of the energy development areas where there are
marginal economics, for example,the White House rural energy
initiatives program, $300 million targeted toward rural energy, but
no specific Ime items withillindividual budgets.

You have organizations that, arc interested in water and sewer
investments, organizations that are interested in industrialparks, you
can go on down the line, but when you have to package a particular
project or particular program, you have to go to each ofthose agencies
ona project-by-project oasis and try to find some funds that might
eventually be packaged. That is a real problem from the perspective of
the businessman. '

I think,in terms of setting-down a strategy for a congressional
approach to solving this problem, if one would try to start with the
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desired end product, a "successful business that would provide a
criterion around which an agenda for Government programs-could be
developed. I think one good way of looking at that would be to look at
it from the perspective of commercial bankers. What does it take to
make a commercial banker willing to invest in a business! If a com
mercial banker is willing to put his money on the line, generally they
are pretty conservative, you can .reasonably expect that that business
is a pretty viable business and it is going' to be successful. " .

I think you could summarize commercial banker's interest into five
basic areas. One, he wants to make sure that there is a guaranteed
supply of raw material. He wants to make sure that the management
has demonstrated competence. He wants to make sure that you are
dealing with proven technology and not' experimental technology.
He wants to make sure that there is a guaranteed source of cash flow,
that you actually have a market. In terms of-that cash flow, he finally
wants to make sure that there is a reasonable Tate Of return. Without
those elements, you don't have a viable business.

Depending on the maturity or the state of the business' evolution,
this list really can establish, I think, a practical agendafor Govern-
ment programs.' . '

Our findings, cross-sectionally, in looking at.a.number of the devel
opment programs that we have investigated, have to Us demonstrated
that there really are four cross-cutting generic functions that the
Government could characterize its programs by. These, as we see
them, basically are first product and process R. & D. I think that with
respect to .solar we have heard that that activity iSI well established
now, particularly in terms of space heating and direct heating appli
cations. I think the second function is policy analysis and research,
which includes advocacy. I think questions of tax policy fall into that.
Tux incentives, punitive taxes on other fuels in order to make solar
more competitive.

The third area is managerial advice and linkages to the business
community or business resources. I think that this one element isprob
ably the biggest single reason for the business failures that you hear
of from the small business people. Management expertise. I think we
are seeing that, through some of the efforts of the Solar Energy De
velopment Corp. of New Mexico? provision of those kinds of services
is being tried, they are trying to bring those kinds of resources to
bear on the market. .

Finally, the fourth cross-cutting element is financial package.
Again, Federal funds are only available on aproject-by-projecthasis.
It makes it very difficult for an individual entrepreneur to get access
to that. What I am trying to say is the public sector could make that
a little easier. '

Now, specifically with respect to solar business, from my earlier
list, 1 think that the three biggest problems we have to cope with
today probably would be, especially when we are dealing with small
businesses, .thadevelopmentnnd enhancement of management com
petence, the second 'would be establishing cash-flow expectations, and
the third would be the rate of 'return, Again, I characterize the last
two items together. I think mechanisms are now being developed; like
the.New Mexico Solar Energy-Development Corp.ito handle the man"
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agement problem. But with respect to the income issues, which area
lot tougher, I think one basically has-to create a market to solve those
problems.

In creating a market for solar energy, I think we are ina position
much like we might have been in in the 1950's,with the heat pumps.
I think that experience is a very good analog that one could look at
in terms of the evolution of solar heating. It is 25 years-later now and
heat pumps are getting 15 percent of the market on a national basis
or some number like that. The growth curve was very slow, but it

finally took off. We can expect the same thing in solar, I think.
Some of the key issues to developing the market certainly have been

brought out today. We need to .have the systems competitive on a net
dollar per Btu 'basis. We have seen where they are. If you are heating
your home today with propane, solar is very advantageous. If,you
are looking at water heating systems, it is very competitive. I don't
think the Btu cost question-is really the constraining element right
now in developing. a market for solar systems. I think. reliability is
the major issue, just as it once was with heat pumps. I think the prob
lem basically-boils down, not so much to a problem in terms of
acceptability or quality of manufacture, but more to a problem asso
ciated with installation and maintenance, again not manufacturing.
That was the problem with the heat pumps. They were installed by
people who had no familiarity with them, knew nothing about com
pression systems, did not maintain them, the homeowners weren't
familiar with the maintenance requirements, the systems failed, they
got a black eye, nobody would buy them. I don't think we want to see
that happen to solar systems. .

Within those guidelines, I /l:uess, I think I can see perhaps four
potential options for' further Government interest that are really an
alternative to the kinds .of proposals that DOE has. I think three of
these areas ago directly toward solving that market development
problem.

I think there is a definite need at the State andloeallevel, possibly
at the Federal level, to develop programs oftraining and certification
f,!r the trade. They need to understand the s)'stems they are dealing
WIth. They need to be competent.

I think there needs to be, and I know that the National Council of
State Legislators has done some work onthis.there.needs to be estab
lished reasonable, reasonable in the sense of their economics forimple
mentation, but reliable,acceptablebnilding and equipment codes.

What I am s..ying is that, in terms of the ultimate user's or the cus
tomer's perception, he has to be relaxed about the risks. I think there
areacouple of.things.thatyoucan do to indemnify that individual
from risk. One, you can h..ve codes to help protect him on the front
end.

Finally the third idea in terms of this indemnification issue; is that
of warranties. Currently manufacturers'warrantiesare very limited.
And on top of that, many times the installers will buckback the rei
sponsibility of failures to the mannfaeturers. I think that whole issue
needs to be worked out so that if, in fact, as it seems to be in the na
tional.interest; we want solar systems installed for a number of rea
sons besides.their economics.imaybe the public sector has some busi-
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ness at the front end initially in doing something to provide or at least
to minimize or ameliorate the risk that a homeowner might have of
system failure. If you are looking at $10,000 on a $50,000 home, that
is a substantial risk to somebody, that is if:you can find a $50,000home
anymore.

I think, finally, the last proposal that I would like to bring up, and
it is really a reiteration of Mr. DiLuzio's suggestion on the banking
issue, is the idea of: a revolving loan fund. I think what we are really
talking about is a business development bank. It might be for solar, it
might be for gasohol. I .think the problem with a lot of: the Federal
funding programs right now is they are narrowly, functionally de
fined and you develop a constituency around that, you develop a set
of priorities around that. That system doesn't integrate itself well
under changing national priorities and local needs. I think what needs
to be considered is some dyn",mic public function to integrate the fi
nancing capabilities of the Federal Government, perhaps on a revolv
ing self-sustaining basis, so that various industrial components which
now are only economically marginal can compete in the capital mar
ket which they might not otherwise because they are caught in that
capital gap. Theyare between resources of family and friends. They
are not yet attractive to commercial banking sources. I think the Gov
ernment can do a lot there and not be in competition with private
business.

[The prepared statement o:fMr. Hoffman. followse]
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INTROOUCTION

Good morn i 09 Chairnen L1 oyd,>members of the -subcormti ttee , It is my
pleasure to- be here thi 5 morning. My,: commentswi l l address lithe role
of the Fed.era'l.Government and the sma1t, high techno 109Y busi ness:' .tn
the development of the solar energy industry.,

Befora proceedtnq, however, I would like topreface.my t.est tmcny.wt'th
two comments. First, although substantial programmatic research is
currently taki n9.pl ace on the-- potent; al ro1e. otPour- Corners Regiona1
Ccmnission in fostering small, high technology businesses and related
energy issues, I cannot necessarily speak for the Commission today.
The perspectives I express today are my own. Second, I ask the
subcommittee to consider my remarks in the context of an of the
i ssues constoereo ner-e today: gasohol, .sot ar energy,and small, 'high
technology businesses. Itls instinctive to think that our individual
problems areunique~ but the fact is that the problems inhibiting the
development of. any viable commercial operation, energy related or
ctherwj se , are shared in common. The-common denominator is that of
business development in a competitive marketplace.' The perceived
disparate needs of given industries, then, can.be der tned primarily as
a function of business life cycle. The needs of "an embryonic .fndus tr-y
vary from those of mature firms with established produ~t lines or
services, but they ere essentially the same as other firms at the same
stage of .bustness development, regardless of prodtict:commitment.

THE ROLE FOR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND SMALL. HIGH TECHNOLOGY FIR~IS

BACKGROUND

The apparent objective -of thi-shearingis' to discuss mechanisms
Whereby solar energy systems may be diffused more rapidly through the
accelerated development of a comrnerci also1ar energy industry • If
then, emergence of sucessful solar energy firms is our objective,
perhqps one good starting point for or discussion of :the development
of a rederal solar energy development agenda isthe:definition of what
it takes to be a successful business. For our needs today, I propose
to use a simplified definition of that cr-tter ton, Specifically; a
successful firm .can be tcentlf ted, in large part, by'its credit
worthiness toa commercial banker. : Five criteria must be satisfied
before a commercial "banker will make a loan. These are:

1. Guaranteed Source ,of Raw Materials
2. Demonstrated'Management Competence
3. Proven, Not Experimental, Technologies
4. Guaranteed Source of Cash Flow
5. Reasonable Rate of Return
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Depending on the maturity or state of business and product evolu~ion

of a firm, each of these criteria may impose or define significant
challenges to a businessman or to Federal 'Programsinteildedtofoster
that bus iness ; Several examples might'help: :1) In: theeinerging
geothermal '.energy, i noustryjvresour-ce or -reservo i r eonfunat tonttmpcses
major costs and uncertainties onprospectlve developments; '2) Many
solar space heating systems can be considered to have evolved past
their experimental configurations; but thei r Ynventor's lack the .
management savvy to -brlnq them tc uhe 'marketplace; -and 3) Some' well
estab1i shed-f trms , notably<Chrys ler Corp.;; a-e-st i 11 vulnerable to
cash' flow f at l ures , .

GOVERNMENT TOOLS

My experience. to date.,suggeststhat~institutionalTy. there 'are four
basic'. cross-cutting services thatrthe.rqcver-nemnt can provtdeto
support an .emerqtnq industry.' such es.tne solar energy industry.
These are:

1. Productand-ProcessR D&D.T&E
2. Pol icy Research-and-Advocacy
3. Management and Business Development Support
4. Financial Packaging

R 0&0
lri~regard to the g~neraluse of solar energy systems for space and
process heating and domestic water heating, it can be argued that
Federa 1 t nves'tmants in app1i ed research, and demonstrat ion programs are
reaching a point of diminishing returns. Inflationary pressures on
the costs of'-systems may be a more s ignifi cant econont c issue than
increased efficiencies.

Policy
Government pol rcy-rel ative .tn -bus1ness development "generally deals
with the followlng .rour. .erees r

1. It Regulates Prices .
2. It Contro.1s the level of-Market .Concentr-at ton
3.::It,' Control s 'Corporate' Exter-ne1t ties
4-. It.Provtdes-Subs tdtes

Escalation in the cost.of conventional fuels hasalreadyniade solar
competitive in many eppl.tcat tcnsj..but it ts'<tmportant that the free
market system participate freely in the development of alternative
energy sources in order to work out andeliniinate the distortions of
consumer price signals which have resulted from historic energy
policies. .
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Market concentration, in the sense of the total energy market, is
perhaps the 'single most important shortfall of the solar industry
today. Solar ener-qyt.s position in the marketplace is still nil. In
order for inve~tments in solar business to be viable, sUfficient
business must ~be generated and captured by successful firms for them
to enjoy competitive economies -of scale and adequate income. The
recommendations~which follow shortly, focus primarily upon actions
whten will foster a domest tcmarket for solar energy system.

Solar appHeations. and the; r manufacture ar-ecqenera'lly per ce'ived as
compatable with environmentalpoljcies. Nothing more needs to be said
here about corporate external Hies..

However, the finalpo1icy issue of subsidation does have. a couple of
facets which merit attention. Government attempts at underwriting
alternative energy developments have had both positive and negative
effects. On the one hand, tax incentives, demonstration grants, and
business loan programs have proven benefical once implemented. On the
other, the often delayed implementation of those programs and the
frequent lack of specific line-item authorizations or specific
reallocations of existing agency budgets for these professed
priotities have, only raised frustrations and inhibited private and
business investments. The almost two~yearthrottling of the solar
heating industry which resulted from the ent tctpat.tonut ~ohsumer tax
credits is a good example. Recent research by the DOE tngeothermal
programs, for example, has indicated that corporate .developmen't
policies are in many cases scaled and timed to Federal subsidies and
initiatives. Industries have defer-red their O\'1n initiative to the
public sector. I am not suggesting the .termtnat ion of subsidy efforts
by the Federal government.' Rather I am suggesting that we must be
careful not to create expectet tcns which are not expeditiously
fulfilled.

Hanagement, 'and Bus;ness Development .'.
Managment and buslness development support is vital to the health 'of
small business today. More firms fail for lack of comptetent
management than for any other reason. Since the panel which is to
fnl Iow wi11 address this, need,.my. _conmerrts itoEht ssubcommi ttee will
not dwell on this issue. Also, there are already a substantial number
of current Feder-al.ci nit i at-iveswhichaddressthi s"prob)em,incl uding
the SBA's Small Business Developmen~Corporattons,Centers,for

Industrial Technology (S1250: Mr. Stevenson, et all, and the recent
Presidential init.iatives on behalf of small business and innovation.
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Financial Packaging
The last function, financial packaging, can be key. There:are those
entrepreneurs in need of he'p~ with good ideas, who have outgrown the
resources of ,family and friends, but who are not yet successful enough
to be of interesttoa SBIC or venture 'capitalist. At the other end
of the spectrum, there are also developers nf alternative energy
systems such as gasohol plants, who are competent businessmen,. but who
have discovered that-conventional capital sources are unavailable.
Prepackaging or the coordinated, investment of public development funds
at the loca) level has been identified as a major need for the
ventures which weare discussing today~ Currently each project loan
or grant application must be processed in parallel. but independently.
through thos~ agencies with potential support funds; often in
competition with eachagency's internal, ve~ted priorities. This hit
or miss approach can be especially ineffective in a region such as
ours where industrial development is so diffuse.'

CONCLUSION

Today the major pr-oblemsvqeneral Iy confronting thesolar tndus tt-y,'.
which manifest themselves in the business financing difficulties
discussed, are the development of:

1. Dependab le Cash Flows
2. Reasonable Ratesof'Return

Restated, 11n 'adequate market for sola:r'energysystell:" coes not yet
exist. Any successful program, which has as, its, objective the
marketing of 'so1ar systems to 1arge secnenrsof the res ident i a1,
commercial, and industrial sectors, must somehow'overcome the
"c Iass tcal" sales obst ebIes faced by any new product innovation. That
is, whether one talks about disposable r~zors, electric automobiles,
or solar energy devices, the following requirements must be satisfied,
at a minimum: .

1. Consumer 'confidence mus ttbe established.
2. Prices must be competitive.
3. The product must be maintainable throughout its service

1tfaut-ucceptabte 'cost.
4. :~u:fficient, information (Which may-f nclude product

standards and warranties) must be available to provide
the ,basis for tonsumercomparison (shopping).

5'~ The consumer must be assured 'of protection 'from
fraudulent and incompetent business tactics.
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6: Consumer financing constraints must be relaxed -to the
. extent. feasible."

7. And, finally, the product must readily satisfy'consumer
needs. This includes initial access to the product, as
well as itsrelative:convenience of use.

Efforts to satisfy these requirements, espeuf a'l Iy those sponsored by
state and federal governments, have been' fragmented and incomplete.
An integrated, sys temet tc.proqr-ematmed at siniu:ltaneouslydeveloping
workable solutions to this entire. range of requirements is necessary
if solar products are to be adopted at a rate sufficient to support
'the ecce 1erateddevelopment oLa :1 arqe seal e, so Tar manUfacturing
investment: in New Mexico or elsewhere. A few potential elements of
such a program 'are suggested' below:

RECO~1ENDATIONS

1. Implement uniform nationwide solar product standards;
2. Develop uniform local product codes .andcompetent

i nspectf orr.ser-vt ces ;
3. Develop- a-nattcewt deeducatianal program ,-forbui lding

trades' to -assure proper -- -tnstet t ati ens and subsequent
maintenance services;

4. Develop innovative methods of reducing the cost and
rel ated risk of sol at 'products. For exenp'l e ~ the current
income tax credit. rebate system requires the taxpayer to
front aU of the cost of the solar investment for
substantial periods of time. One extreme alternative
would be to take a tip from Proctor and Gamble or any
other consumer savvy company. For solar systems Which
have been previously certified as acceptable. all
taxpayers would be mat led "prepayment tax credit coupons II

redeemable at their local, approved. solar device
dealer. This coupon would entitle the taxpayer to a
specified reduction on the front end cost of the device
or system. The coupon would then be used by the business
to reduce its current income tax liability. Final tax
record adjustments would be accomplished at income tax
filing time with income tax credit claims and coupon
redemption records filed to close out the Federal
transaction. Each family or business unit would be
entitled to redeem £DlY one coupon, appropriate for their
specific use.
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Although thereissuhstant i ajpotentt a1 for abuse and
fraud. a properlyconce;ved system might overcome this
concern.

The key aspect. to-thtaJnnovectve approach. is that the
consumer is immediately placed in a financially 1iquid

.posf t ton, with-r'espi;!ct to his solar, investment. Ina
sense he would have "money burning a holejn ht s
pocket;". A m'ajor psychological, barrier -to product trial
would be s'i9ni~icantly reversed;

6~ In short, Federal solar progr-ams to date' have not been
effectively attuned to the needs and wants:of the buying
public. Innovative and pragmatic appeals to these
considerations would substantially enhance the viability
of the solar industry; and finally. returning to the need
for.financial packaging for emerging firms;

7. A·· cross' cutt-ing,'- interagency, Federal' f i nancf el: packaging
function needs :to- be developed. Thereby,integrated·
investment strateQies of sufficient scale' and
'interdependence could, be tmplemented-I n a: manner. to
locally ·assure the routine> emergence of firms developing
alternative energy technologies and: systems.

Thank-you gentlemen.', With- that I would be happy to answer questions.

LH/kd
March 26, 1980
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Mr. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Hoffman.
Mr. Lujan. . .. '. .. , ., •...
.Mr. LUJAN. Well, Lou, I understand, from ~hat you are.saying,

that the solarbusinessisalready.ontof itsinfancy, but not.quite to
adulthood, if we can put it that way.,The thingsthat Government can
do are limited. It is a question of people having the competence and
the reliability. Most of it, then, is really in the hands of the private
sector. Maybe schools to train, I suppose, .plumbers would be the Ideal
ones to go into the installation of water heating devices, the construe
tionpeople for passive heating, just the certification of those types
of people, but wouldn't thatcome-e-I will ask yOll,arethere schools
where a plumber can send someone to learn about the particular sys-
tem to heat the water! /." '.

Mr. HOFFMAN. Well, you have asked two questions. The fin;t is can .
some of these programs be sustained by the privatesector, .and, two,
are there programs available. I have no firsthand knowledge of those
programs. I know there are parallel programs by equipment manu
facturers to train people in heating and air-conditioning. All the
trades have their own programswithin the union. I am sure that there
are areas where you can get access to information about this. What I
am suggesting is that I don't think that training is uniform. I don't
think there are any uniform standards for that training.

In terms of the private seetorsppportingthis, I would expect we are
probably on the threshold of the' private sector being able to afford to
do this. I think the problem, just as in the issue raised about Texaco's
participating in gasohol, is that it is easier to play a mote profitable
game someplace else. It is very .difiiculttoconvincec1llanag-ement to
make marginal investments in some areas that have a long-term pay
off. I think the proof of the pudding is the fact that the private sector
is only pu~ting limi~ed ~ds .into thosel?rograms;. I think, .like our
own technical-vocational institute here mAlbuquerque, there are
things that the public sector could do to hridge that gap, which may
last only 6months or it may be 5 years..

Mr. LUJAN. That kind of public sector, the educational public sec
tor, but I a111 thinkingin terms of we have to put in research moneys
for the powerplants, solar powerplantscthatsort of thing, maybe put
up moneys to buy photovoltaic cells in order to increase themanufac
turing capabilitiessothat you could bring the price down, those sorts
of things, From your whole statement.other than the research moneys,
and perhaps the .licensing and building codes and that sort of tbing,
the industry is pretty well on its way. It is time for the Lee Alborn
organizations to.come in and encourage these businesses.

Mr. HOFFMAN. I guess that takes me back to .one·.ofmyfirst com
ments,.the idea of the cost-cutting element .of these problems. What
we are really dealing with, in myperception, is not a problem of the
state of the technology. We are dealmg with the state ofthetechnology
of small businessmen. What does he need to stay in business. That is
where you can help. ..,< . • .' ..

Mr. LUJAN. Financing primarily! Training!
Mr. HOFFMAN. Financing, training. There are a number of proposals

in Congress now. There is Senate bill 1250 that Harrison Schmitt is
is involved-in, the-idea of the innovation centers developed from the
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National Science Foundation experimentand SBA's SPOO's. A num
ber of things are being proposed in the public sector which would pro
vide a centralized information network function. It would allow an
individual entrepeneur to goefficii\ntly to specific resources in his com
munity when he needs the answer to a: question or to find. financing.

To the extent that you have an undeveloped industry that can't
afford that overhead yet, there might be reasonable participation from
the public sector tohave a function in place that would serve multiple
technical interests as our industrial base grows and evolves and tech
nologies change. Youstill provide that same generic functions. They
just serve a different master over time. T think that kind of service can
be very useful to small businessmen.

Mr. Lu'fAl·•.Thank you.
Mr: LLOYD. Mr. Roth 1
Mr. ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I am looking forward'to reading Mr:

Hoffman's comments that he is going to submit to the committee.
Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Babb, you now have an opportunity to expound in

your area. We thank you for joining us today. Considering the short
ness of time, you have done extremely well. It is all yours. You may
paraphrase or submit your statement for the' record, whatever you
would like to do.

STATEMENT OF WILL F. BAllB

Mr. BABB' Thankyou, Mr. Chairman." . . '
I have been asked to represent the independent manufacturing and

marketing corporations involved with solar•.
The problems concerning small businesses involved with solar tech

nology and marketing today are, No. 1, most solar .systems available
today are too expensive and complicated, priced from $6,000to $22,000.
Second, presently most solar systems due to high price and complicity
do not avail themself to being a mass-markatabls product. Thusly the
svstem's expense cannot be Justified based on current utility rates.
Third,unfortunately the middlevand lower-income families who des
perately need reductions in their utility bills cannot afford the expen
sive systems currently being offered.•.

The innovationsin solar technology to overcome the aforementioned
problems can be gleaned from the small solar technological firms if the
Government assisted thes~ s?,allerindependent corporations. Govern
ment research grants admml8teredby,the Department of Energy have
been in the past awarded to the Nation's largest utilities and oil com
panies and aerospace firms. and subsequently have been capturing the
solar market. More than 90 percent of all Federal grantsfor solar re
search and development are being awardedto large corporations in
stead of the small solarbusinesses, A'rnere 30 Companies have received
more than 97 percent of all the solar research funds allocated by the
Department ofEnergy's division of energy technology.· '. .

The policy by the Government stimulates a corporate take Over of
solar technologies, thusthreatening monopolization of the solar mar
ket, increasing consumer costs, and a slowdown in solar commerciali-
zation.. '.

Although solar energy could stillbea viable substitute fOr nuclear
power, the Atomic Energy Commission and the large utilities have
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been attempting to deceive the public-that solar energy is stillmerely
a gleam in the eyes of a few absentminded scientists, while .major oil
companies, which already control coal, uranium, oil shale, tar sand and
gas, are buying up small solar development companies in order to
stymie solar energy development and eliminate any interfuel competi-
tion.•' . ' -, .

We in the solar industry agree with Energy Secretary Schlessinger
that the public considers solar power an exotic novelty and must be
convinced that it is a viable alternative. One of the biggest problems
encountered.by the solar industry is persuading the public to take 'a
serious look at Sun power.

The problem, as we see it, is that the public is still playing a wait
and see game, waiting for a price break similar to what-happened
with digital watches, and it is just not in the cards. The price of ma
terials, labor, and transportation are certain to increase. Solar energy
today is the cheapest it is ever going to be. .:

What is needed is an all-out commitment by Governmentthrough a
solar agency separate from the Department of Energy to promote
solar alternatives and advise industry and consumers as to govern
mental solar programs, tax incentives, low-cost solar loans, Sun rights
legislation, educational materials, and establish consumer protection
through performance standards.

The present administration has committed the Nation to supplying
20 percent of its needs from solar energy by the year 2000. In 1981
authorization for solar programsmakes up only 13 percent of the
Department 'of Energy's budget. After adjusting for inflation, 'this
gives a 3-percent reduction in funding for solar over last year.

.The concerns most immediate to Sun Systems, Inc., Solar Age
Manufacturing an.d other small technically oriented small manufac
turers should be, No.1, how to .get technical data already available.
We need a centralized pool and clearinghouse of all availabletechni
cal data to date.

No.2, small manufacturers.need availability of governmental fund
ing through a governmental agency similar toSBA making funds
readily available to .manufacturers not in the form of grants, which
take months to get. Small manufacturers cannot afford the time nor
the burdensome paperwork involved in acquiring grants. Some form
of funding should be made available by prior qualification or Gov
ernment .should search out viable manufacturers in .nesd of funding.

No. 3, manufacturers should have available from EPA studies done
on materials used in various solar systems, materials to use or nor
to use.

N"0 .. 4, Bureau of Standards needs to standardize a rating for solar
output, such as Btu's.We need a rating system such as gas furnaces
regarding output such as class I hot air hybrid collector rated at 3,000
Btu's per hour. That would be No.5. . '.

No.6, formation of an agency to promote solar strictly. Presently
DOE is the solar agency, which implies a conflict of interest due to
the agency's interest in petroleum industry and nuclearindustry, '.

No.7, funding should be available to the buying public foreffective
low-cost solar appliances. These should be direct loans as opposed to
guaranteed loans. Tax credits should be increased and not made a one-
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time credit. This should be in the' form of a rebate as opposedto at'
tached to taxes.

No.8, greater tax incentives to small businesses involved in solar
application, both manufacturing and marketing. '

No.9, much more education of the public to the benefits of supple'
ment solar heating, stress dollars saved as opposed to energy conser
vation.

We feel the Government should and could become more involved-in
solar industries by simply getting more input from both manufactur
ing and marketing. This would streamline information and hopefully
end much of the confusion and doubt associated with solar today.

Thank you.
, Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Lujan!
Mr. LUJAN. I thought that that was what we were doing with SERI,

one central place to collect all the solar data. Isn't that how it is work"
ing out i ' ,,' ,

Mr. BABB. No. .The technical data is not aveilable.vtheyare. not
familiar with all the information that is available. There is a lot
of doubt on their part as to what is available.

Mr. LUJAN. Do you think it could be the proper repository for that
type of information!

Mr. BABB.'Do I think it is now or could be! It could be ; yes, sir.
Mr; LUJAN. In theory it should be! ,
Mr. BABB. In theory. "
Mr. LUJAN. The second point that you make of some funding agency

like SBA, why not SBA ! Is it difficult to go to SBA !
Mr. BABB. Yes, it is. It is difficult to get. With solar technology,

people shy .away from it. The Government with SBA handling that
is afraid to make the decision yes or no. Today he may keep his job;
tomorrow ifhe makes the wrong deeision he may be out. We need.....
what we are talking about is an agency strictly to fund solar. If a
fellow does go ahead and give the OK on a loan or financing, his job is
not in jeopardy. There is a lot of doubt as to whether solar still works in
the Government today.

Mr. LUJAN. Whatis wrong with building up the capability within
SBAto trainsomebody solar directed!

Mr. BABB: Lthink it could be done.
Mr. LWAN. You are talking about putting in an agency just for

solar. The DOE has a lot of conflicts and they have to promote all
the other .forms of energy. One of the things that has puzzled me all
along is that the solar industry itse1£,or maybe the solar energy
research community, I don't know, probably because of the accep~a

bilityof solar, have diluted the word solar to include, maybe not
diluted, maybe expanded, but in terms of what you aretalking about
with concentration on solar; it is diluting to include biomass, to include
wind. So on one hand you are saying get one Government agency just
for solar, but, on the other hand, because solar is so acceptable, Jet's
ride that acceptable wagon and include these other areas in there.

Mr. BABB. There is aproblem.Whatwe are talkinll: about is that
we want to educate the public. After all, what are we doing with solar
energy! Weare trying to get people to go to alternative sourcesfor
heating or fuels. This agency-what we need to do is to educate the
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public. The way the public looks at solar now-the Government is iu
doubt as to whether solar is really that effective. They talk about solar
in saving natural resources, energy conservation. The man that is
worried about making his mortgage payment, the high interest rates,
he is on a fixed income, he could really care less about energy conserva
tion. He is worried about. whether he will be able to meet that heating
bill n~xt month. This ag~ricy should be stressing more ~he dollars saved
by gomg to an alternative heating system, whether It be biomass or
whatever. This is where we think this committee or agency should
come into play.

Mr. LUJAN. By the way, what is that [indicating] ,
Mr. BABB. That is one of our products. That is an area space-heating

system. It is a window unit..It has no storage capacity; This is really
to illustrate the simplicity: of solar. This is an aluminum box, an
aluminum absorber plate, which is louvered. You take air in from the
back side of the house.

Mr. LLOYD. Can you operate it' .
Mr. BABB. It has to have sunlight on it. There is a sensor switch in it.
Mr. LLOYJ)' I see. ;.
Mr. BABB. If there is surilight and there is 90 degrees picked up by

the absorber plate, there is a master switch in the front of the panel
which allows the blower to be activated if there is a demand for heat.
This has its own thermostat. If there is a demand for heat, it takes air
from the house, pulls it through, strips the heat off the absorber plate,
which is all aluminum, factory baked-on acrylic, strips the heat off
and returns the solar heated air back into the house. With this unit, we
have been able to. pick up atthe register alone 140 degrees on a mild
day. This is pulling in 40-degree air from the outside. This is testing
it outside. This is used for space heating. .

Mr. LLOYD. Would I make that an integral function of my roof'
Mr. BABB. No. This fits into a window or a south-facing wall.
Mr. LLOYD. I see. But it is an outside surface, but you have to build

load-bearing surfaces around it; is that correct' You can't transmit
any load through that, can you'

Mr. BABE. What load are you talking about ,
Mr. LLOYD. You have a structure and the structure has a load to it,

that is to say, you have support columns, et cetera, to support the roof
and the rest of the structure to make it an integral unit, This, then,
becomes an additional weight for that unit to bear; is that correct'

Mr. BABB. This weighs approximately 40 pounds. ...
Mr. LLOYD. I realize that, butyou weaken the whole structure when

you put in a subsystem that is not load bearing. This is notload bear
ing'

.Mr.BAEB. No ;it isn't.
Mr. LUJAN. Can you take out a window to putitinj
Mr. BABB.. It is just like a window air-conditioning unit. You raise

the window, seal around the window. The size of the box is the size of
a cinder block on the register side. You can remove a cinder block
and .it can be plac.ed in without cutting the integrity of the weight
bearmg wall. It WIll fit between two studs so you are not cutting into
the weight-bearing. integrity of the .wall. These are used primarily
where people are at home during the day, particularly retired people .
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who like the thermostat up high. They like that heat' up' during the

da
y
C' . I I" d I. h "th . , . I.ommercia app ications, aroun own we ave em m service s a-

tions. There is no storagecapacity capability to the unit, but that is
when the people are there, this is during the day when they are work
ing.

Mr. LLOITl. How much heat does this gather on a day like today!
Mr. BABB. This was tested by the New Mexico State University at

Las Cruces where it delivered 4,400 Btu's per hour.
Mr. LUJAN. Can you hang it outside a solid wall and stick that

[indicating] through the wall! ,
Mr.BABB.Yes.sir. '
Mr. LUJAN. So even if you didn't have a window you could use it as

long as you could receive the sunlight!
Mr. BABB. Yes.
Mr. LLOITl. How much does that cost!
Mr. BABB. That retails for $750.
Mr. LLOITl. How long would it take to repay this $750!
Mr. BABB. After your tax credits, it will pay for itself within 3 years.
Mr. LLOITl. Mr. Roth!
Mr. ROTH. Is there a lot of upkeep on something like this!
Mr. LLOYD. The only moving part you have is the blower, the fan

motor itself, and that is warranted by the manufacturer. It is in war
ranty for 1 year, the thermostat for 1 year, and the sensing unit for 1
year. The box itself and the rest of this is all aluminum and Fiberglas
and it is warranted for 5 years.

Mr. ROTH. You need electricity to run that, though, don't you!
Mr.BABB. Yes,llO. ,',' '., .
Mr. LLOITl. What kind of maintenance do you have to have on that!

Do I have to wash it off periodically!
Mr. BABB. That would be the only thing you would have to do with

it. If it collected dust, you would just wash it off with a hose.
Mr. LWITl. I mean is there any relationship to the efficIency as to

the cleanliness of it!
Mr. BABB. Right. You are cutting down on the transparency of the

Fiberglas., '.,
Mr. LLOITl. All right. Thank you very much.
Mr. LUJAN. Are you doing pretty good with t!)at!
Mr. BABB. Yes, sir, very well. ,
Mr. LLOITl. Thankyou. ',"'" "
I think it is time for a sevsnth-inningstretclr and then we will have

the next panel. ,,'
This is the final stretch, so we will move right along. ,
I would like to take this opportu~ity to welcome you to this hear

ing and thank you very much for participating.
We will get underway very quickly by asking Mr. Brandvold to lead

off. If you have a statement, we will accept it for the record without
objection. '

STATEMENT OF GLEN E.BRANDVOLD
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I do have a statementwhichhas been prepared, but I think I will try
to just give some of the highlights of that statement.

Sandia Labs is well known around Albuquerque, having been a
member of the community here for 30 years. Even Some of the local
people may not realize that almost one-third of the work at Sandia
Labs is in the energy technology areas. Most of it emphasizes high
technology.

We feel very keenly the need to get the information that is being
generated both in the laboratory and by the many contractors we seek
out into the hands of somebody who can do something with it in the
marketplace. Technology existmg only in the hands of our engineers
or in the contract reports is not of any value to someone putting it
into practical use. .

We think that perhaps one of the most effective ways we have of
technolo~ transfer in the high-technology area is by seeking ways to
involve high-technology firms of all sorts in the mainstream of our
development activities, .

There is a table in my prepared statement which has some break
down of the participation by small and disadvantaged businesses in
our programs. It is very substantial in every area.

We particularly seek out small businesses in the high-technology
area because We find that in innovation per dollar spent We very fre
quently get the greatest return by small businesses; perhaps by sheer
strength of numbers they have more-good ideas. It takes a little extra
work to get to the high-technology smaller firms and it has got to
start basically with the engineers and the program people that are
writing up the breakdown of technical. tasks that are to be studied.
By breaking tasks down to specialty areas that enables the smallbusi
ness firms to compete very well with some of the large firms.

We try to do some thmgs to remove the bias that large companies
have because they have got a lot of tech writers and slickphotogra
phers and can write better proposals. So we do such things as putting
page.limits on respo~ses to proposals so you don't get sandbagged by
the big company's boiler plate. .

The amount of that contracting that we can do,however,and we
do a great deal of it, stillwinds upbeing somewhat .limited. There
are a lot more companies out there than those we have funds to directly··
contract with. .•.

To reach some of those other firms. and basically try to get them
either up to speed in the technology area or get them aware that there
will be an opportunity next year, we do some extraordinary advertis
ing. We advertise in not just the classic Government procurement
places like the Commerce Business Daily, but we advertise in trade
journals and we have advertised in the Wall Street Journal at times
to seek the firms which perhaps are not accustomed to necessarily Gov
ernment research funding.

We sponsorfulltime residency for engineers from industry in the
laboratory. Again, the idea being that a good way to get someone up
to speed m a new technology area is to connect them up one-on-one
with someone who is working in the field for an extended period.'
typically 3 to 6 months, so that they can hands-on learn about the
technology, whether it is solar, whether it is geothermal well logging
technology, whatever the particular field is.
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In my prepared statement, I chose to highlight one example of an
experience we have had in the wind turbine area. As Lee Alhorn men
tioned, we, too, believe that wind machines in many, many parts of
the United States are very closeto being practical, to being economical,
to being an attractive alternative for a wide-range of users.

We started about 7 years ago with an unconventional wind turbine
design that was patented by a Frenclunan about 50 years ago, but there .
isn't any evidence he ever made the machine. A few years into this
program, it turned out to be very technically successful. So about 3.
years ago we went to some industries and basically had a couple of very
detailed design and manufacturing and marketing cost studies done.
The two studies were done by two contractors mainly simulating two
business methods for getting such products into the marketplace. One
I would characterize as a large business approach where one would
essentially vertically integrate the entire design, manufacturing, and
marketing process into a single company.

The second was a small business approach where the businessman
would essentially subcontractfor much of the design, and much or all
of the pieces comprising the machinery to various firms, and would
really serve as a warehousing and marketing outlet.

Interestingly enough these two studies, done independently.resulted
in very competitive answers. Tn truth the small business firm, because
of their overhead structures and a whole bunch of other things, turned
out to have some small advantages over a large business approach. The
consequence of that has been that severalcompanies, at least partly as
a result of doing that cost study themselves, are in the commercializa
tion of that machine.

I think, as commented earlier, the commercialization of the tech
nology is probably the toughest part of the job. I think it is going to be
more difficult for us to do than the technology development. In this
case, both the large business and the two small businesses, really using
a. business scenario very similar to that seen in the study, are in the
beginning of operations and are selling machines around the country.

How to extend that to other areas is going to be It challenge that
certainly the Department of Energy has, field contractors such as we
are, for the Department of Ener,gy has. The varied approaches that
we have taken have had some limited success and we are working very
hard to extend those successes further.

I would be glad to answer yonr questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brandvold follows:] .
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Technology Transfer in'High~Technology

Energy R&D.

G. E. Brandvold
Sandia National Laboratories

Sandia National Laboratories ,is one of the Department of

Energy·srnulti-program institutions engaged in a bro~d spectrum

of research a~d engineering development activities. projects

in energy resource development or utilization compris~,nearly

1/3 of the current work of the Laboratories. These projects

encompass virtually every ~n~rgy sect~r - nucl~ar technology

both for fission reactors and potential future fusion plants,

fossil fuel R&D for coal utilization and enhanced oil and gas

recovery, well drilling and completion technology for geothermal

resource development, high-technology solar energy technology

development_forelec~!i~generation or high-temperature thermal

processes, and investigations aimed toward improved efficiency

in using fuels in our engines and power plants. Supplementing

these project activities are basic en~rgy science studies

which we expect ,will yield insights leading to further

opportunities to contribute to remedies for our hation's energy

problems.

An integral, and essential, part of all of these activities

is the participation of th~.complete ran~e of ~nnovative

resources in the country - universities, research centers, and

small and large business firms. This participation is essential
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so that the technology advances achieved under ,government

sponsorship can be put in the hands of industry for practical

application. We find that in many instances smaller business

firms have the best capability both for finding innov~tive ways

of doing things and for implementing those ways in the market

place.

A summary of last year's business participation in our

Laboratories programs is shown in Table 1. In every program

area the contributions by small business and disadvantaged

business is substantial. We believe this practice of direct.

funded partici~ation in the mainst~eamR&b pi6gram activities

is the most effective means of technology transfer we have. Let

me emphasi~eweare'no~ heeding some altruistic motive iri this

regard - we just find it good busines~, the participants we use

are the best qualified for the job.

Because there are a whole lot mor~ businesses than we can

directly contract with. we also try to pass on new techriology

to them in other ways. Table "2 lists some of the technology

transfer efforts in the past year in just one energy area 

solar energy. We make special efforts to identify potential

business participants among our technical visitors, ana "put

them in direct communication with an engineer or scientist

within the Laboratori~s in'theapp~opriate techriology area.

This "one-on-one" approach we hope opens an access door to the

program activities which may lead to future participation 6f the

business in our activities.
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We hold workshrips'spec~fical1Yfor:encouraging 1hdustry

participation; 'aathe'example' Exhibit 1 "vertical -Ax"i's'Wind

Turbine Design Techno"logY Seminar "fo:r 'Industry" announcement;

describes. ourmailiriglistwas over 500. lri'additionthe

seminar was advertised in industry magazines.

A fui'thereffort'·toaid :technology-i:trahsfer is the Resident

Engineer program,"by which an industry engineer can work in

selected prOject areasfcir an ext.ended period to learn "banda-on"

what current technology' status -is;." Exhibit 2 is a copy. of 'an

advertisement which we periodically place in apprOpriate trade

magazines and journals to'find:candidates'~ we a'teauthorized

by the DOE to assist' participants (if desired) by defraying

company out-of-pocket costs forparticipants~

Finally, we-would like tohigh~light a specific example of

"pay-off" in business parti<:ipation in'high-technology eriergy

developmerit~The-'_exainplc--is-one of, ou:rc small-er development

programs - the vertical axis {or Darrieus)'wirid- turbine. This

"eggbeater" machine' : (Figure' 1-) was virtually -a laboratory

curiosity severi'yearsag6. Initial scientific feasibility tests

were so encouragirig that'about 3 yea'rs.agO we went to two

business firms'~-A. TJ Kearney and Alcoa~ to perform a 'detailed

design and manufacturfrig'study:for' commercialization o£ the

machines. - The -two -'st.ud'ies'were directed at two' business

scenarios (Figure 2); the- first' envisaged a smaLl, buslnesa firm
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which would mainlysub~ontractparts tootherfirms~nd

act as rnarketing··orgar!.ization. The second was. a-mere vertic.Cl.l,ly~

integrated business;typical of larger-firms. Fig. 3' shows the

cost of energy which those studies showed. .couLd be achieved by machines

built and sold under the scenario~. The solid circles and

triangles were -for,.,t:he original design, ,While t.he open ones are

for a possible :improved "second generation" design. .Note that

the small,business scenario was very ,competitive with the l,arge

company scenario, and both have the potential of delivering

electric powera~ an attractive rate.

There:arenow 4 companies_selling commercial VAWT's

(Table 3). Alcoa .Ls ."trial marketing" the range of machines

shown in Figure 4, but two small firms - Dynergyand Turnac 

are marketingsrnallmachines in much.the same way the small

business scenario envisageq~

we are striving·to:co.ntinue ancl expand this kind 9f"indust:r:y

initiative. These machines appear simple iri concept- and

that simplicity is what enables potential low-costfabricat~on.

But there is some :very sophisticate~ engin~~ringdesignbehind

them. A list of,computer,codes developed ~nd used.~o'design

VAWT's is.:shown·in Table 4: We documenti and make, available

these toolsas_~uicklyas·feasibleto enable prospec~~ve

manufacturers to ut~l~ze them. Most high-technology firms now

have access to,'computers to use these designtP9ls.

Our program continues to solicit help from industry for

further design improvements. Major "purchased engineering" is

listed in Table 5; we expect to expand this list a~ program

activities proceed.

We would be hapPY to'provide further information in this

area if it would be of interest.
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TABLE 1

SI/DI PAATICIPATION IN MAJOR PROGRAMS
FY79

Small bisaavantagea· Larl." .
Proara. N••e BuSiness Business Business

! ! ! ! ! !
RGD Activity for Weapons 11 ,,~U~· 466.3% SZ %,408,314.06 11 1,640,092.60 37
Pull-Scale Test 1,455,62'"-53 54. Z45,76,8.-~4 9 . 9,91,261.75 37
Production • Sutveil1ance ~",6:Z:Z.863.99 34 166,747.18 4 2.891.042.25 n
Verification • ControITech'lY~ 983,17h30 27 230.081.97 7 2,398,8:U.42 66
Nuclear Materials Security' 1;886,S49.80 47 206,:ZS3.57 5 1,9Z9,630.87 41
Safeguards
Internal Confinement Fusion 1,876,855.10 70 343,351.49 13 446,518.52 17
Waste Manaie.ent Defense 2.618.6:Z5~27 76 109,155.83 3 736.665 .... 21
Possil EneriY (Coal. f, 321, 964."8'3 50 201.371.05 5 2,095,214.75 45 i Ci>
Petroleum, 6 Gas) I 00

<D
Solar Entra:Y 5.695,002.72 35 671,151.89 4 10,035,65'.40 61
Geothermal EneriY .1,892.805.72 83 38,564.99 2 343,569.06 15
Magnetic Fusion EnerIY " 104.171.55 4. 29.049.41 12 103.439.15 44
Piss ion EneriY, Waste Mamt. '353",974.12 47 3,159.03 1 ~383. 763.70 52
'ission Eilei'if 740.914.16 ~7.· 18,641.00 1 1,2.9,081.55 n
Basic Energy Sciences 644,740.~2, 75 43,322.00 5 171.728~90 20
Conservation - - - . . .
Environ.ent S"2Z,'308~49 U 12.133.00 2 n'.....20 15
Basic Sciences 18,131.39 "13 - . 3.730.00 17
Eaeriency Prep.redness~ 2,121.62 64 326.70 10 110.00 26
(Stratea:lc Petroleua
Reserves)

-Not > included In 5aal1 Business fiaures.



TABLE 2

SOlAR E1IERGY PROGRAlIS TECHNOLOGY TRAIISFER ACTIVITIES - 1979

•

• VISITORS
4814 N~N-TECHNICAL
3073 TECHNICAL

U.S. <2587>
FOREIGN <451>
No. OF COUNTRIES (35)

• TECIIIIlCAL PUBLlCATIOllS
88"

• 110RKSHOPS/COIlFEREfiCES
8

• RESIDErIT ENGIllEER PROGRAIl
• PUBLIC RElATIONS

29 TV NETWORK COVERAGECDoMESTIC &FOREIGN)
18 DOMESTIC TV STATIONS
76 IIAGAZINE ARTICLES <DoMESTIC &FOREIGN)
36 NEWSWRITER VISlTSC~ NEWS SERVICESJ33 IIEWSI'APERS)
11 BooK/FILM PUBLISHERS
22 FILM llAKERS .
7 NEWS RELEASES CDISTRIBUTED TO 832 NEWS /lallA)

RPS :4714 :.l.I.1S/SO

~.
o
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EXHIBtT2 ,

RICHARD UVINGS'fONE

BusinessBeat
The- a'lnounced 3c:quisicion ofa
minoriq-'imcrt'l in Nonhrop. Inc. by
Atl3nticRichlidd Co. rdkclS lhe:corr
dnued im=t illlOlarn>clgyamong
ITUjor oil camp3niC'S 3n<! ~.h3ps 3110
ARCO's imcrest in bidding for 3 rna·
jor $hair af sobr d~<ric: m31blS,
ARCO', 1TlO\~ 10 pickup 3 lw;c in
lhe- HUI~hins, Tn;. HVAC firm, lhe:
bdilll: m~kcr of fresnel lensronccn·
tr.lt0r5, pm:cdcd ilS3cquilicianlast
(3ll o£50larT~hnolagy Imern~tial\3l

Inc.. 3 Ch3tswunh.Calif.• producerof
pholO'Oohaic cellInow renamedThe
ARCO501.rDj,-i!ian. Nanhrup is
.. <>ding closel)' widl ARCOS,ll•• 10
d......lop a pholo'·o!l.iceoreerararcr
ncio ofl6 to I. up from • 10 10 I
level. The Toas firm 3110 hired Flu)-d
Blake. forme, lO1~r S)'Slerru m.n')ic,
for Manin ~loriella and an txp!:" in
large1013r e1«trics)'S'ems.

Gould. Inc.. RollingMea r10.."':III.•
has so:t ilSsighl!< Oll:l sha... of the
ITUrlcec forsolar(ontrols.The rom·
p:any...-hcse $U\ billi01'l annual
volume{(I1!1C'S primaril)' fMm ~Ies of
luiomoti,~ and induSlli.1 batteries.
instrumems.nd con,roldn·ien. has
acquirro Sunkeeper Comruls. Int.•
Andoyer.Mo.</,. h Iussince .en.med
lhe eampany A,...lu\"C1" Cumrub. In<:.
The B.)" 5"re r,'mp'"~· ~"I'I'I;ro lhe:
eompu,e. 'Unlh'!s for the ",,1.. ,,"em
1l0'lV op':r>,ing311heTelrJ.«'1 El~men.
lal)" So:hI",1 in RC"'lun, Va. II al</> hali
con,raCl< fn. o,h., !'01.rseaems, i,,:
eludingone pl."ned fur 51. luke's
H<>li'il~1 in M,d.1kbocu. M"'I.• for
.. h;.-hn ",'ililurl'ly In su.coo liMy·
f~'Hn,ull "''''f,.l '~r.'''r m"Jule,
"""h "1:111 of Ihe mru"s u":,,j '" opcr.
Ole ,he ..,I.r SH'em. In add"i"n It)

Sunl~cl'~r, G,,,,iJ h..s""l\li.~d
M,it!ir"n <:"'l"'''',,'n, aUlnl'''U"
m.n"r.,ulIrr ""h J II n"Ui"" in an
nu,l ~l..., .1,,, N.",! in ,0""1,,,..:•.
1f.Jw,,'j."....."' ............"'~._1

------" • r_wl...,..l1.~,,~..-:Il.·.

SANDIA
lABORATORiES

Alln: M.L. lobyQs
Or9·J714

P.O. Do~ 5600
AlblJqoefque. NM67165

I\el: tJ·0260

TECHNOLOGY
"EXCHANGE
"PROGRAl'.1S "

I SondiO loborCl!ooes. 0 De
portment of Energy Pri(nt'
ContrOCIOf.is interened in

. sherlng srote-of·the;ort
technology pertaining to
the l\eseorch oriel ~.
opment of solar and geo·
thermal energy sources.
Responsible companies
wishing to pcnktpcte in
technology e,;chonge pro-

I groms ore inVited to sub
mit the. names ond resu
mes of qualified engineel'S
thOI they would like [0
sponsor as ResIdent Engi'
neer In one 01 the ccse
shoringprojects.

Selected condidotes will
assume 0 .:l;to·O·mOnth
ReSidenl Engineer positIon
01 50ndia tcccrcrcues.
Albuquerque. New Mexico
in one CIt me following
Ofeos:

-I. ~iYfI'~90won lola'
I." ~OC,hl\'Ope.OI"'"

2. G~olt>e-,mOI. l<><J9'''9
1'0"_'0''''''

3. Geoo,hp,mol 0,,11 Gol
.1¥l<O<JIOCI ond Aroolylol

•. P!>O'oyoho'c 5y".ml
~:;:'''''' ond "'pplo' ,

). """.l......-.ppoo''''. ~'"
SVIlPm "", roc,h,y
01>0/<010"" ond o."9n

6. o"p"""" lh.,mol
JI\;>W..- Syi,.... 0."9"
and AppI"o''''''

,Iille.e~led com ponies
should .eply. by 6/15/76
<G,

Extracted from ·Solar Age- ~ July 1978; also pUblished tn MGeothermalEnergy·
June 1918 and ~Solar £nqineerfnq~ June 1978. GEB:4710:3/ZZ/79
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